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Editorial
Freddie whitelaw

breithorn 
Apartment and 
membership 
subscriptions
The Midyear Newsletter contained 
information on the putting up for sale of the 
Breithorn Apartment and an announcement 
that a committee of worthies is looking at the 
membership structure and subscriptions. 
The world is changing, and the DHO is 
making changes to keep pace. It is likely 
that the various deliberations of our 
committee will result in proposals being 
put forward to be voted upon at this year’s 
AGM.  Because the gestation period of the 
Journal is fairly long, we can only hint at 
what may be happening, but the AGM notice 
circulated simultaneously with this Journal 
will have the details as a series of proposals.

The 90th anniversary of the DHO has just 
passed. Such an age for a ski club is pretty 
unusual. Indeed for an Alpine racing ski club 
there are only 2 in the world that are older, 
the Kandahar (53 weeks older) and the Swiss 
Academic Skiclub (10 weeks older). And all 
three of us were born  in the area we would 
today call the Jungfrau region. Alpine ski 
racing was an essentially British invention, 
although back in the 20s, the Scots, Welsh, 
Irish and English were all described as 
English rather than British by the rest of the 
world!  And the Alpine skiing movement 
preceded the formation of those 3 clubs, 
so although it all grew up around Arnold 
Lunn in Mürren, it became popular enough 
to spawn those first 3 racing clubs within a 
few years. Our clubs did not invent alpine 
ski racing; it was Alpine ski racing that gave 
birth to our clubs.

So let us be proud of our heritage in 
inventing a sport practised around the 
world.

Editorship
Last year the editor tried to suggest he 
planned to retire, sooner or later. As a club 
we are resistant to change, it may have 
something to do with our age profile. So the 
response was very much a matter of “do you 
have to go just yet?” To which I replied, 
“I wanted a successor before the DHO faces 
its centenary, but not just yet!”

Editor in subdued colours
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DisconnectedJottings

In the last Journal, published in 2014, we 
received a contribution from Brian Bollen 
reporting on the Inferno race in Mürren.  
According to that well known rule of 
happenstance  -  Murphy’s Law  -  
“If something can go wrong, sooner or later 
it will”. In this case it did. Despite the fact 
that we got his by-line correct in the 
Contents page opposite the inside front 
cover, we managed to get his name 
incorrect at the heading of the article on 
page 41, where he mysteriously became 
Brian Bollom. Apologies are due and freely 
offered.

Something similar happened to the Editor 
himself many years ago. Working at the 
time for a small, but well known motor 
manufacturer whose initials are R-R, he

Editorial Apology
received a letter that commenced “Dear 
Mr Whitelaw” and continued in a very 
pleasant fashion concerning some detail of 
a forthcoming European motor show for 
which he had responsibility. The envelope 
itself was received with a slight error 
thereon, it was addressed to Mr F W D 
Shitelaw and it had apparently caused much 
hilarity in the post-room where letters were 
sorted for distribution within the factory site. 

The editor has always believed it was 
a simple mis-keying of two adjacent letters 
on a keyboard. One or two of his then 
colleagues opined that perhaps it was a 
freudian slip on the part of the sender, who 
was inadvertently showing his private view 
about the character of the intended recipient.

blowers on 
Skiing

In the first week of February 2015, we 
were in the week of the 90th Anniversary 
celebration and the editor had a mid-morning 
appointment with Rico Molitor. The weather 
was not good - foggy and snowing 
occasionally - and our “gang” had decided 
to keep low in amongst the trees. It was 
decided that a run or two down the Wengen 
Standard would give better visibility than 
elsewhere, with lunch to be taken at Mary’s 
Café. 

After meeting with Rico, the editor decided 
that a walk through Innerwengen to Mary’s 
Café in order to meet up with our friends 
would be easier and quicker than changing 
into ski gear, then  taking a train up to 
Wengernalp and skiing down to Mary’s. So 
somewhat contrary to our usual habit (the 
editor is not an enthusiastic walker), a walk 
was embarked upon. About 80% of the way 
to Mary’s, there was a little hut/kiosk on the 
right hand side. Clearly old, it was also in the 
process of being well tended. 

The Magical Kiosk

Not an item the editor heard, but Ed 
Perrott was listening to the BBC’s Test 
Match Special at the end of May and 
heard “Blowers” (long time TMS 
commentator Henry Blofeld) talking 
about skiing   “I’ve only been skiing 
once, to Switzerland, a place called 
Wengen and I remember Slip Cartilage 
corner, oh my word, absolutely 
terrifying...”

Slip Cartilage Corner is not a name 
heard too often nowadays, but it is 
shown on the old maps of the resort and 
is on the woodpath at the bottom of the 
Bumps. Not actually that terrifying 
either, unless it is really very icy.

Editorial curiosity ensured a quick nose 
around, then hunger and (particularly) thirst 
drove me onwards.  What follows is copied 
from the Magical kiosk web site.

Built around 1885, the kiosk is one of the 
last remaining, historically authentic and 
significant buildings of “Old Wengen”. 
To many children (and adults) it represents 
something precious and “magical”.

A project exists to restore this marvellous 
little building to combine with its garden 
and a possible themed walk. The kiosk will 
become a platform for different activities 
featuring history, environment and 
partnership with nature.

The MagicalKiosk is reachable via a 
delightful and easy 20 minute stroll from 
the Wengen train station en route to the 
“Top of Europe”. The kiosk is located at 
1300 metres, directly under the Jungfrau 
(4158 m, 13,642 ft) part of a UNESCO 
World Heritage area.

The Bernese Preservation Agency has 
classified the Kiosk as historically worthy 
and agreed to contribute 60% towards its The Magical Kiosk
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renovation costs. They are actively raising 
the remaining 40% together with a small 
group of dedicated individuals and 
professional advisors. To enable this project 
and the future maintenance of this unique 
building, they have founded the non-profit 
association ‘Friends of The MagicalKiosk.’

In support of these efforts they greatly 
appreciate your assistance in the form of 
donations to the Association (fully tax 
deductible: PC 30-106-9 Berner 
Kantonalbank BEKB, CH42 0079 0016 
9335 5283 8, Friends of the MagicalKiosk, 
SWIFT code: KBBECH22). The kiosk is in 
the possession of the Association as soon as 
its financing has been secured. And if you’d 
like to stay in contact with us, we welcome 
you as a funding member of the Association.

•  The fee for a basic membership in the 
 Club is CHF 300.-- (newsletter)
•  For a premium membership CHF 500.--  
 (newsletter and year event)
•  Corporate sponsorship starts at 
 CHF 2.500.
 Website: www.MagicalKiosk.com . 

old names in new places
Last year we saw the name Lightfoot 
appear in the Journal with the first name 
of Harry in the cup winner area. Our proof 
readers immediately changed that to Peter, 
but the editor changed it back to Harry 
because he knew that excellent skier 
though he may be, Peter Lightfoot claims 
never to have won anything, but his son 
Harry came first in the Kurverein Crystal. 
This year Vice President Nigel Ley who 
reckons never to have won anything 

either, proudly informed us that son 
Alfred (aged 14) had won the Crazy Golf 
competition held during the summer 
happenings. The photo  includes Alfred 
with two DHO enthusiastic golfers Susie 
Davies and Viktor Gertsch taken in the 
upstairs area of the Mannlichen restaurant 
where Viktor had just entertained the 
DHO summer visitors to a BBQ

winter Sports insurance with Easyjet and MPi brokers
Living in the far flung wilds of North Wales, 
the editor does not have the degree of travel 
options that those members who travel out 
from London perhaps enjoy. The doubtful 
joys of travelling from Liverpool John 
Lennon airport, whilst geographically closer 
to the editorial home and accessible by a 
train that stops in my village, it is rare that 
the train is running at all by the time the 
normal flight home arrives in Liverpool. 
So the usual procedure has been to fly 
instead from Manchester, park using their 
VIP parking system which allows one to 
drop off the car less than 100 metres from 
the check-in gate (and at a surprisingly 
affordable cost) and the best ticket price has 
usually come from Easyjet. The last flight of 
day which is frequently the most cost-
effective gets into my chosen Swiss 
destination of Basel too late to enable one 
to catch the last train up the mountain from 
Lauterbrunnen, although you can reach 
Interlaken by train. So I stay at the Hotel 
Captain at Bloxheim adjacent to Basel/
Mulhouse airport which has a free shuttle 
bus and is not at all expensive (about £50 a 

bed, plus the cost of breakfast and/or dinner 
if taken). Next morning I take the shuttle bus 
back to the airport which allows me to meet 
up with my skiing friend Chrissie Carnegie 
at the airport who usually takes the first flight 
that day from Heathrow, coming laden with 
sandwiches for our elevenses! We are then in 
Wengen about lunchtime.

Easyjet has always offered  comprehensive 
and very good value winter sports insurance 
with NO age limits for its passengers. For 
a ski club like the DHO with our age range 
venturing into the 80s (and that is just our 
McMillan racing members), this was an 
added bonus for the editor when travelling 
with Easyjet.

Investigating the costs this year before 
making a booking, imagine the shock horror 
on discovering he was 7 years past their 
newly introduced upper age limit for Easyjet 
Winter Sports Insurance, which now ceases 
to be available beyond 65 years of age. 

Perhaps it is to their credit that Easyjet do 
suggest another organisation (Freespirit 
Travel Insurance) that does offer  no age 
limit winter sports insurance. You can phone 
them (0845 609 8864) or apply on-line 
(freespirittravelinsurance.com).  Now the 
editor certainly feels less loyalty to Easyjet 
and henceforth will investigate other carriers’ 
offerings.

It goes without saying, we hope, that you can 
also approach MPI Brokers (who advertise 
in the Journal), a long time provider to the 
DHO. They offer single trip ski insurance 
up to the age of 100 that includes off-piste, 
amateur racing and touring insurance as 
standard. So you can still get cover and have 
a have a choice of suppliers.   

My mother used to say that “Old age has 
very little to commend it, until you 
consider the alternative”.  How encouraging 
it is to find that some businesses still make it 
possible for “senior citizens” to continue to 
behave like youngsters.

Below: Alfred Ley receiving the Crazy 
Golf Cup. Presented by keen golfers 
Susie Davies and Viktor Gertsch.
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A summer BBQ was organised by Sheridan 
Killwick and Sean McCarthy to help raise 
funds for the Inferno team of which Sean 
is captain. They were assisted by Ingie 
Christophersen who let them hold it at 
Bentley (the stately home) near Lewes 
where she lives.  

Held on the Saturday of the August bank 
holiday weekend, some people (like the 
editor) thought it too far a trek from North 
Wales, others braved the bank holiday traffic 
and found journey times somewhat extended. 
About 50 people attended. One such was 
Dr John Mew who joined the club in 1969 
and visited just to see if he knew anyone. 
Needless to say, of course, he knew Ingie 
who isn’t actually that old (she’s younger 
than the editor, for instance), but having 
been more or less born with skis on, she 
has been around the ski world for ever!

Summer bbQ

A Grace to remember 
Our English vicar during the 90th 
Anniversary week was Marcus Green.  

Asked to say Grace at the Dinner Dance, 
he came up with the following, which for 
a club long subjected to Paul Zvegintsov’s 
doggerel in a 20 year period from about 1990 
to 2010, was greatly appreciated as both 
short and sweet and maintaining or 
improving on the established standard.  
  

Visitors had a marquee in which to sit at 
tables and eat. They were welcomed with a 
glass of Prosecco. There is a motor museum 
to visit and a miniature railway upon which 
to ride. Even the weather relented and it only 
rained for a very short time.

A prize draw was held for 3 bottles of DHO 
90th anniversary Champagne, and won by  
Julie Montgomery, 2nd prize of a 12 year 
old bottle of whisky went to Margarite Yates 
and 3rd prize of another bottle of 12 year old 
whisky went to Helen McCutchan. 

The Anniversary Champagne is also is 
available for purchase through Sean 
MacCarthy, price £20 per bottle.  Contact 
Sean by email – Sean@downhillonly.com.

A DHO Grace

For races and cheers
For skill conquering fears
For prayers no-one hears
For laughter and tears
For sun when mist clears
For friends far and those nears
We’ve been here through the years

Now;
For food that appears
For wine and for beers
And most of all – Skiers!
Father, we thank you,

Amen

Ingie Christophsen, Sean McCarthy and 
Sheridan Killwick at the Summer BBQ 
fundraiser at Bentley for equipment for 
the Inferno team
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BRECHIN MANAGEMENT LIMITED
6 Brechin Place, London SW7 4QA  

Tel 020 7370 1256/7/8 Fax No 020 7370 2251

Max Davies and the staff at 
Brechin Management Limited wish 

the DHO and Wengen 
an Excellent Season in 2016

Your Base in the Pacific Northwest

50 miles

90 miles

VANCOUVER

SUDDEN VALLEY

SEATTLE

Special rates for 
DHO members

3-bedroom town house in private community 
Sudden Valley, between Vancouver and Seattle, 
both under 90 minutes away

• bathroom, shower room, separate wC, patio overlooking golf course    
 with views to lake whatcom
• Surrounded by hills with lakes, 18 hole golf course, tennis courts, 
 swimming pools within the community
• Extensive hiking trails of all standards in surrounding countryside
 Mount baker (10,000 feet) skiing and hiking 80 minutes away
• university town of bellingham (8 miles) has theatres, restaurants, market   
 and extensive shopping. lively cultural and night life.
• boats to San Juan islands and whale watching go from bellingham port    
 (summer only)

Contact Norman Freund 
(+44 (0) 1327 353166, 
www.normfreund@aol.com) 
for details
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wengen Manager’s Report
Andrew Davies 2014/15

December 14th 2014, my first ski run of 
last winter and it had it all. I set off on 
a set of test skis from the top of the soon 
to be removed Männlichen bubble and 
followed the blue run round and down 
the mountain in a big anti-clockwise arc 
past the top of the Tschuggen T-bar down 
to the bottom of the Lager Chair. This 
was a warm up and a ski test run and it 
was brilliant: A hard schuss into a long 
traverse, some short turns, across and 
down some off-piste, a wee jump back 
onto piste, super-fast through a 
compression, long carving turns and 
some flat running. The snow included: 
Ice, death cookies, breakable crust, boot 
deep powder, glorious groomer & moguls. 
Everything! 

This run actually painted a picture of the 
whole season, our clubs 90th year of fun, 
adventure and competition in Wengen. 
We started with very little snow, but more 
than most of the other resorts. Our runs 
were busy but at least we were skiing on our 
runs. Christmas was exciting and the Myles 
Robinson annual memorial rugby match 
was a total success. People were welcomed 
and people were missed. The weather was 
not kind to the Lauberhorn Downhill on the 
Saturday, but the conditions were perfect 
on the Sunday and a Swiss national won the

combination! Races were run, powder was 
skied, people were thanked and cared for, 
the wind howled, the sun shone, spring 
sprung, Hayley loved the whole winter and 
eventually we left for home on my birthday. 

Snow arrived in force at the end of January, 
this made for not much sun in McMillan 
week but great snow to ski on and a very 
well deserved overall victory for Ed Perrott. 
The new snow meant time for some fresh 
snow antics with a Go-Pro. Of course filming 
seemed to go hand in hand with multiple 
crashes. No injuries for me; but sadly it was 
not to be an injury free year! As usual though 
there were still big smiles and everybody 
hoping to be back up to strength for this 
coming winter. Well done to you all for your 
bravery, determination and hard work: Good 
luck with the recovery. 

During the winter there were a number of 
racing successes. At Christmas a delighted 
Myles family took the Heinz Cup and group 
of young men skied a phenomenal 21,299 
vertical metres in a single ski day! During 
half term we had the very first Gillian 
Davies cup, this was an additional cup added 
in memory of Gillian Davies to the Junior 
and adult Polytechnic and Snoggins Races; 
there were 90 racers, the weather was 
glorious and the support brilliant. We are 

looking forward to this being an even bigger 
event in 2016.  

It was time to P. A. R. T. why? Because 
we’re 90 years old. The Clubs 90th 
celebrations were fantastic, such a great 
party and such a lot of fun; a real respectfully 
rowdy revelry. A top job by the Anniversary 
sub-committee, Sarah Hoyle, Deborah 
Flindall and Susie Davies, whom I suspect 
will be thanked again.  

What do you remember of your holiday to 
Wengen, this past winter or a more distant 
one? The first trip to the Jägerstubli; this 
season we skied over frozen grass to get there 
and still found eight other DHO members 
already in place. Spring time at Christmas. 
The out of control racer who smashed his 
Mojo. The broad grin of the saintly powder 
hound half way down Hosenplatz. 
Completing an ‘All in One’ day; Just! 
This is a challenge set by the Jungfraubahn, 
use all the uplift available in First, 
Männlichen, Kleine Scheidegg and Mürren 
(except the trains, Fallboden chair lift and 
Stechelberg and Gimmelwald cable cars in a 
single ski day - first lift to last lift). That friend 
skiing straight past you as you floundered in 
the snow. 2 year olds with ski boots on for the 
first time. What do you remember? Why not 
share it on the DHO Facebook page.
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For next winter if you are coming out to 
Wengen please let me know, it is always 
great to ski with people and have some idea 
who is about. Don’t forget to check out 
and pre-book onto things like the tours and 
guided days or Bob & Rachel Eastwood’s 
adult development courses; remember more 
skill means more fun and less injuries. 

For the part you played in the DHO’s winter 
and summer fun, Thank you. Thank you 
to Guido & Arianne Meyer and their team 
at Hotel Regina for our great party. The 
Wengen Tourismus for the giving us the 
Kurverein crystal and all our ski leaders. 
The Jungfraubahn, Marco Luggen, Heinz 
von Allmen and Urs Kessler for the many 

things they do to bring us some of the best 
skiing in the Alps and of course the Railway 
Cup. The House ommittee for parties and so 
much more. To Sina and The Hotel Falken 
for friendship as much as any of the other 
ways she is generous. And to Lotti and the 
Jägerstubli for food, warmth and a 
welcoming smile. 

Here’s to the DHO, to Skiing and to Wengen. 

Below: Andrew Davies failing to fly
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Tuesday the 23rd of December 2014 was the first event: New to this 
time of year the Cova Cup; sponsored by Sina Cova. This was a 
treasure hunt and team challenge style event in which participants 
were lead around the mountain in search of answers and points.

The Winners were a team named ‘The Erratic Squirrels’ with Freddie 
& Elizabeth Gay as the main members. In second place was ‘The 
Destructive Avalanche’. Friday 2nd January 2015 was the Heinz
Cup; another team challenge event in the style of a treasure hunt. 
The Myles Family, including William, Rebecca, Freddie, Jemima 
& Edward were very proud winners.

Tuesday 6th January: This year’s winner and new record holders for 
the DHO and skiing the maximum vertical metres during resort 
opening hours. A huge well done to the boys for skiing 21,299m! 
Well done to Freddie Myles. Thomas Clayton. Adrian Schwarz.

Tuesday 3rd February 2015 the first race of McMillan week and the 
week of the 90th Anniversary celebrations. The Lucy Dicker. There 
was an excellent turn out on the night as the weather was foul. This 
race is held in the evening on the Figeller slope in the centre of the 
village. A parallel knock out slalom!

The final rounds looked something like this:
Roger Hensman beat Harri Lawrance (it is of note that Harri beat his 
own mother in the round before): George Senior beat Charlie Brown, 
A tense final between George and Roger was held and Roger 
Hensman managed to retain his title from 2014.

Wednesday 4th February 2015; this year the weather was kind 
enough that we could run the race on what is our most common 
practice ground - the Lauberhorn Rennstrecke! Although we finished 
at the first dam, the Russi-Sprung.

No Name: Time Run 1 Time Run 2 TOTAL TIME

2 John Pailthorpe 30.70 30.84 61.54
10 Vivien Stern 32.24 32.10 64.34
11 Alison hinde 32.65 32.14 64.59
8 Philip Sainter 32.40 32.26 64.66
1 hayley Davies 35.64 35.23 70.87
3 nuala Jones 36.90 37.17 74.07
9 Cynthia Perkins 38.63 36.87 75.53
Fl Alistair Drew 36.37 35.86 72.13

 

The Downhill only’s 90th year in wengen
Complete Race Results plus further information 

for all races in winter 2014 & 2015

Race Results
winter 2014/15

MR WAMP 2015
Thursday 15th January 2105 was the day  Mr wAMP was born; this is the 
first gated race of the season and pretty minor really, but now with 2 years 
in a row a massive prize; two Gold Card tickets to the Slalom Event on 
lauberhorn weekend! So a Minor Race, with A Massive Prize = 
Mr wamp. This year the results were:
  
wEAThER & ConDiTionS brighter than expected on fresh soft piste 
DATE 15th January 2015 @ 10:15am
RACE TyPE: Stubbie Gates on a steep slope – 
 2 runs, combined time
CouRSE:  Männlichen Rennestrecke 
 (Männlichen Training Piste)

No. Name Total for both runs in Seconds 

1 harri lawrance 102.98
2 George Senior 113.70
3 Andrew Davies 116.78
4 Tony Knott 118.20
5 Sina Cova 119.16
6 Martin west 119.82
7 Marguerite nice 119.99
8 Edward Perrott 120.71
9 Richard lawrance 122.10
10 Kev Gould 125.21
11 Charlie brown 126.82
12 Patrick Green 127.14
13 Tessa lawrance 127.73
14 Mr Martin 128.51
15 Simon williamson 131.35
16 Sarah hirst-Malin 131.81
17 Andy Seaman 131.97  Cont’d

TouRisT CuP 
wEAThER AnD ConDiTionS    
DATE   wednesday 4th February 2015 @ 0930
RACE TyPE:   Giant Slalom – 2 runs same course.
CouRSE:   lauberhorn – Start hut to Russi-sprung
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No. Name Total for both runs in Seconds 

18 Cynthia Perkins 132.10  
19 nicholas Taylor 133.71
20 nigel ley 134.82
21 Michael oliver 136.42
22 Angie Gould 152.71
23 nuala Jones 163.87

TouRisT CuP cont’d
wEAThER AnD ConDiTionS    
DATE   wednesday 4th February 2015 @ 0930
RACE TyPE:   Giant Slalom – 2 runs same course.
CouRSE:   lauberhorn – Start hut to Russi-sprung

Thursday 5th February 2015, McMillan Cup, race in the 90th 
anniversary for the Downhill Only Club. This was raced on the old 
Ladies Downhill; from said Start Hut (approximately) to just above 
the Aspen Hotel. For a week of pretty grim weather the course had 
the best visibility and least wind on the mountain. 48 racers lined up 
at the top and were reminded that the front row must not turn until 
they were clear of surrounding racers. 

In the results you will notice the Combination Cup is awarded to 
Martin West, this is the first year this cup has been raced for since 
1989 when our current President won the cup. It was awarded for 
the combined time of the Tourist Cup the day before and McMillan. 
This race is both about speed and inclusion and so no individual is 
awarded more than 2 cups.

Overall Race Bib No. Name Novice Age category:  m/f Time CUP(s)
Position   y/n U30, 30+, 40+, 50+,  
    60+, 70+, 80+ 

1 11 Edward Perrott n 60+ M 2.34:12 McMillan & open Cup

2 4 Martin west n 60+ M 2.34:68 big John & Stretcher Cup + 

       Combination Jug

3 27 George Senior n u30 M 2.42:96 Chaplin & half Piste Cup

4 8 Marguerite nice y 50+ F 2.45:48 Falken & half Ton

5 46 Roger hensman y 30+ M 2.48:14 lucy Dicker & Fountain

6 17 Patrick Green n 60+ M 2.51:21 

7 22 harri lawrance y u30 M 2.55:51 Tourist Cup

8 1 nicholas Taylor n 40+ M 2.59:51 Jarvis

9 7 Kev Gould y 60+ M 3.07:29 

10 3 Sarah hirst-Malin y 50+ F 3.08:03 lockhart

11 47 Alison hinde y  F 3.08:50 Vertigo

12 36 Steve (barney) yarnold y 50+ M 3.08:90 bath Chair

13 44 Vanda Joss n 60+ F 3.09:96 Granny

14 9 Charlie brown n 60+ M 3.17:11 

15 26 Andy Seaman n 40+ M 3.24:50 

16 16 nick Tracey y 50+ M 3.25:36 

17 19 olivia Gordon n 70+ F 3.25:68 Angel Plate

18 37 nigel ley n 50+ M 3.28:32 

19 24 huw Alban-Davies n 60+ M 3.28:60 

20 48 Donna Gandy-wright y 50+ F 3.31:04 

21 12 Simon williamson n 70+ M 3.32:17 heavenly bowl

22 20 Tessa lawrance n 50+ F 3.32:47 

23 25 Jenny Alban-Davies n 60+ F 3.33:19 

24 21 Richard lawrance n 50+ M 3.34:11 

25 23 Jessica Cox y u30 F 3.34:48 

26 41 Carol west n 70+ F 3.42:08 

27 10 Peter nicholson n 60+ M 3.52:32 

28 15 Martin Joas n 50+ M 4.00:32 

29 18 Peter hensman n 60+ M 4.03:59 

30 6 Angie Gould y 60+ F 4.07:59   Cont’d

McMillan 2015 – 90th Anniversary Year  
wEAThER & ConDiTionS overcast with snow, but sufficient visibility, good piste
DATE  Thursday 5th February 2015 @ 1115
RACE TyPE:  Mass Start Downhill.
CouRSE:  Tschuggen (Fore runners – Alistair Drew, John Pailthorpe & Colin Flint 
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Overall Race Bib No. Name Novice Age category:  m/f Time CUP(s)
Position   y/n U30, 30+, 40+, 50+,  
    60+, 70+, 80+ 

 

31 34 helen whittet n 70+ F 4.10:62 

32 2 Vivien Stern y  F 4.20:52 

33 38 Trevor Campbell-Davis y 60+ M 4.40:33 

34 13 Elizabeth Cudbird n 70+ F 5.02:40 

35 32 Michael Maskey n 70+ M 5.36:84 

36 39 Max Davies n 70+ M 5.57:30 

37 45 Sarah Douglas n 70+ F 5.59:42 

38 42 Melvyn birch n 60+ M 6.04:94 

39 30 Deborah Flindall n 60+ F 6.17:40 

40 14 Michael oliver n 50+ M 6.40:49 

41 40 Myles bessborough n 70+ M 9.00:51 

McMillan 2015 – 90th Anniversary Year cont’d  
wEAThER & ConDiTionS overcast with snow, but sufficient visibility, good piste
DATE  Thursday 5th February 2015 @ 1115
RACE TyPE:  Mass Start Downhill.
CouRSE:  Tschuggen (Fore runners – Alistair Drew, John Pailthorpe & Colin Flint 

Bib  Overall  Name Time 1 Time 2 Difference
No. Position

95 1 Edmund Glover 27.00 27.36 0.36
86 2 Paul Zvegintzov 35.89 35.53 0.36
82 3 Vivien Stern 35.24 35.84 0.60
97 4 Mark hadley 29.84 29.10 0.74
87 5 leo Prest 32.15 31.32 0.83
96 6 Alexander Kornman 32.29 31.18 1.11
83 7 nigel Pitt 43.62 42.23 1.39
94 8 Carol west 41.17 39.67 1.50
91 9 Martin Ashworth 39.64 38.00 1.64
92 10 Gay bennett-Powell 46.72 48.80 1.64
98 11 leslie brown 38.40 36.75 1.65
84 12 John P Smith 46.90 45.17 1.73
93 13 Andrew Copeman 36.12 33.89 2.23
81 14 Simon williamson 35.00 37.40 2.40
88 15 George Fincham 32.95 35.48 2.53
99 16 Alistair Drew 36.51 33.93 2.58

AndY CAPP ChARgeR
Thursday 12th February 2015, one of those funny races: The Andy Capp 
Charger Plate we try to ascertain a challenge that will keep things open 
and fun, so that anyone is in with a chance of winning. They skied the two 
runs as close to the same time as possible. we learnt – don’t slow down; 
you are best placed to go as hard as you can twice.
  
wEAThER & ConDiTionS: Glorious Sunshine, hard piste softening  
 during the race          
DATE: Thursday 12th February 2015 from 0945
TyPE oF RACE: Gated Race – Smallest time difference  
 between two runs
CouRSE: lauberhorn – Start hut to Corner

Thursday 19th February; 90 people took part in these DHO races. They 
all ran from the Lauberhron Start Hut to the Russi-Sprung. The racers 
were the Coggins (30), The Eagles (10), and the adults. The Coggins 
were racing in the Junior Polytechnic, the adults in the Polytechnic and 
the Eagles in the Snoggins Cup. However everyone under 18 was 
eligible to win the very first Gillian Davies Cup, the cup donated by 
Max and Eden in memory of their late daughter Gillian, the idea of the 
race was to increase participation, competition and friendship amongst 
some the junior members of the club, we had a medal for every 
competitor. We are preparing for 120 racers next year.

Bib. m/f Name Time 1 Time 2 Fastest  
No.     Time

29 M Raef watts (overall winner) 55.13 56.30 55.13
10 M Rory Francis 59.88 58.93 58.93
12 F lotte Dejager (fastest girl) 59.07 59.50 59.07
21 M Jamie holdsworth 1.00.30 1.01.14 60.30
6 M Toby hoffer 1.00.53 1.01.30 60.53
13 F Megan ward 1.00.53 1.00.89 60.53
4 M Jacob Parry 1.01.38 1.01.02 61.02
8 F Gemma hall 1.02.49 1.01.39 61.39
30 F Thea watts 1.02.43 1.03.57 62.43
19 F isabella wakeford 1.05.16 1.03.59 63.59
17 M Archie hall 1.04.87 1.03.83 63.83
24 F Cecile Dejager 1.05.16 1.04.08 64.08
100 F Mini Fisher 1.04.60 1.07.26 64.60
20 M william nicol 1.06.07 1.05.18 65.18
     Cont’d

Coggins – JunioR PolYTeChniC
wEAThER & ConDiTionS: Magnificent
DATE  19/2/2015
RACE TyPE:  GS – fastest time of 2 runs
CouRSE:  Start hut to Russi-Sprung



Alan norris and his family together with the entire hotel Caprice management team 
wish all Dho members a happy and safe Skiing Season.

 
we look forward to welcoming you at our Small luxury hotel, whether to stay in one of our 

beautifully appointed rooms with stunning mountain & valley views or to dine in our gourmet 
restaurant, voted number 1 in wengen.

Alan norris and his family together with the entire hotel Caprice management team 
wish all Dho members a happy and safe Skiing Season.

 
we look forward to welcoming you at our Small luxury hotel, whether to stay in one of our 

beautifully appointed rooms with stunning mountain & valley views or to dine in our gourmet 
restaurant. we offer a substantial discount to Dho Members in our restaurant.

NEW WEBCAM! http://www.caprice-wengen.ch/webcam/
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Bib. m/f Name Time 1 Time 2 Fastest  
No.     Time

16 M ned wolfe 1.08.26 1.06.03 66.03 
28 F Phoebe Shelley 1.06.63 1.06.13 66.13
27 F Connie Turner 1.08.00 1.10.13 68.00
9 F Georgia Robinson 1.09.58 1.08.88 68.88
18 M Freddie Pepper 1.08.58 1.09.33 69.33
15 M william wakeford 1.09.92 1.09.41 69.41
26 M Gabriel Price 1.10.45 1.12.11 70.45
22 M Gavin Darcy DnF 1.10.49 70.49
14 M Matthew biggs 1.10.55 1.13.07 70.55
5 F Cerys Francis 1.10.58 1.11.74 70.58
2 F Jemima bullock 1.13.58 1.11.32 71.32
23 F Sophie lewis 1.13.48 1.12.41 72.41
7 F Purdy Frampton 1.19.49 1.42.94 79.49
25 F Rose Macintosh 1.34.71 1.30.78 90.78
3 F Aoife Darcy 1.32.98 1.51.05 92.98
1 F Annabel nicol 1.25.86 1.26.75 95.86

Coggins – JunioR PolYTeChniC ConT’d
wEAThER & ConDiTionS: Magnificent
DATE  19/2/2015
RACE TyPE:  GS – fastest time of 2 runs
CouRSE:  Start hut to Russi-Sprung

Bib. m/f Name Time 1 Time 2 Fastest  
No.     Time

33 M Toby Francis 1.01.18 56.14 56.14
31 F Annabel harris 56.84 1.19.25 56.84
34 M John lewis 57.57 58.45 57.51
30 M Giles hirst-Malin 59.30 1.01.13 59.30
38 M Tom Darcy 59.67 1.00.57 59.67
36 M Matthew booth 1.01.41 1.03.14 61.41
30 F Thea watts 1.02.43 1.03.57 62.43
37 M Elijah Price 1.03.84 1.05.46 63.84
35 F isabel Dejager 2.17.18 1.09.61 69.61
32 M Matthew harris 1.10.48 1.30.47 70.48

eAgles - snoggins
wEAThER & ConDiTionS: Magnificent
DATE  19/2/2015
RACE TyPE:  GS – fastest time of 2 runs
CouRSE:  Start hut to Russi-Sprung

Bib. Name  Time 1 Time 2 Fastest  
No.     Time

77 Robin ward 57.36 55.84 55.84
64 David holdsworth 57.21 56.65 56.65
59 Kate Robinson 1.01.08 58.49 58.49
79 Philip wolfe 58.51  58.51
67 Adrian Pepper 1.0042 58.92 58.92
58 Sophie Robinson 59.07 1.07.41 59.07
56 Jamie younger 59.61  59.61
62 Geoffrey Gay 59.71 1.04.59 59.71
n/a Jonathan Percival 1.01.48  61.48
68 Mr & Mrs Fisher 1.03.31 1.01.69 61.69
66 Charlie beach 1.02.49 1.02.75 62.49
81 Chris bullock 1.02.96  62.69
60 John harris  1.04.84 1.03.66 63.66
57 Steve Smith 1.05.13 1.03.97 63.97
78 lucy wolfe  1.04.93  64.93
69 nigel ley  1.09.79 1.05.29 65.29
80 Jeremy watts 1.08.50 1.06.70 66.70
61 John Stannah 1.07.49  67.49
75 Peter Dejager 1.09.82 1.08.22 68.22
55 Judith Storr 1.13.18 1.12.00 72.00
65 louise beach 1.13.49 1.13.04 73.04
63 Ceri Stannah 1.13.39  73.39
82 Dick Dickinson 1.21.37 1.16.63 76.63

PolYTeChniC
wEAThER & ConDiTionS: Magnificent
DATE  Thursday 19th February 2015 @ 0930
RACE TyPE:  Gated Race – 2 runs same course – 
 fastest time counts
CouRSE:  lauberhorn – Start hut to Russi-sprung

Bib. m/f Name Time 1 Time 2 Fastest  
No.     Time

41 F Elizabeth Gay 50.61 2.26.98 50.61
45 M wills younger 54.12 53.59 53.59
39 F orlaith Monk 54.92 54.44 54.44
51 M louis Down 54.45 57.19 54.45
44 M Sam Percival 54.87 55.95 54.87
42 F Caroline Gay 55.05 58.46 55.05
29 M Raef watts 55.13 56.30 55.13
54  Elia novak 55.70 57.45 55.70
76 M oskar Smith 57.12 55.74 55.74
43 M Alex Percival 56.02 59.53 56.02
33 M Toby Francis 1.01.18 56.14 56.14
52 F willa Mackintosh 59.18 56.64 56.64
31 F Annabel harris 56.84 1.19.25 56.84
     Cont’d

gilliAn dAvies CuP 
for all under 18’s, racing on Polytechnic race day
wEAThER & ConDiTionS: Magnificent  
DATE  Thursday19th February 2015 @ 0930
RACE TyPE:  Gated Race – 2 runs same course – 
 fastest time counts.
CouRSE:  lauberhorn – Start hut to Russi-sprung
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Bib. m/f Name Time 1 Time 2 Fastest  
No.     Time

34 M John lewis 57.57 58.45 57.51
46 M Freddie younger 57.82 58.92 57.82
49 M Jonathan Phillips 58.09 58.11 58.09
10 M Rory Francis 59.88 58.93 58.93
12 F lotte Dejager 59.07 59.50 59.07
30 M Giles hirst-Malin 59.30 1.01.13 59.30
53 F issie Eggar 59.43 1.02.28 59.43
47 F Catherine Gay 59.60 1.00.76 59.60
38 M Tom Darcy 59.67 1.00.57 59.67
21 M Jamie holdsworth 1.00.30 1.01.14 60.30
6 M Toby hoffer 1.00.53 1.01.30 60.53
13 F Megan ward 1.00.53 1.00.89 60.53
4 M Jacob Parry 1.01.38 1.01.02 61.02
8 F Gemma hall 1.02.49 1.01.39 61.39
36 M Matthew booth 1.01.41 1.03.14 61.41
48 M Alexander younger 1.02.43 1.01.42 61.42
30 F Thea watts 1.02.43 1.03.57 62.43
19 F isabella wakeford 1.05.16 1.03.59 63.59
17 M Archie hall 1.04.87 1.03.83 63.83
37 M Elijah Price 1.03.84 1.05.46 63.84
24 F Cecile Dejager 1.05.16 1.04.08 64.08
100 F Mini Fisher 1.04.60 1.07.26 64.60
74 M wallace Fisher 1.04.90 1.05.98 64.90

gilliAn dAvies CuP cont’d
for all under 18’s, racing on Polytechnic race day
wEAThER & ConDiTionS: Magnificent  
DATE  Thursday19th February 2015 @ 0930
RACE TyPE:  Gated Race – 2 runs same course – fastest time counts.
CouRSE:  lauberhorn – Start hut to Russi-sprung

Bib. m/f Name Time 1 Time 2 Fastest  
No.     Time

20 M william nicol 1.06.07 1.05.18 65.18
16 M ned wolfe 1.08.26 1.06.03 66.03
28 F Phoebe Shelley 1.06.63 1.06.13 66.13
72 F Tessa beach 1.16.97 1.07.27 67.27
27 F Connie Turner 1.08.00 1.10.13 68.00
9 F Georgia Robinson 1.09.58 1.08.88 68.88
18 M Freddie Pepper 1.08.58 1.09.33 69.33
15 M william wakeford 1.09.92 1.09.41 69.41
35 F isabel Dejager 2.17.18 1.09.61 69.61
73 M Tom beach 1.13.92 1.10.14 70.14
26 M Gabriel Price 1.10.45 1.12.11 70.45
32 M Matthew harris 1.10.48 1.30.47 70.48
22 M Gavin Darcy DnF 1.10.49 70.49
14 M Matthew biggs 1.10.55 1.13.07 70.55
5 F Cerys Francis 1.10.58 1.11.74 70.58
2 F Jemima bullock 1.13.58 1.11.32 71.32
23 F Sophie lewis 1.13.48 1.12.41 72.41
7 F Purdy Frampton 1.19.49 1.42.94 79.49
25 F Rose Macintosh 1.34.71 1.30.78 90.78
71 M Zac Fisher 1.32.51  92.51
3 F Aoife Darcy 1.32.98 1.51.05 92.98
1 F Annabel nicol 1.25.86 1.26.75 95.86

Pair No. Bib No. Name Points for Individual Time difference between Points
   combined  Time 1st and 2nd racer

   age  crossing the finish line

6 11 Mandy harrison-Allen 4 2.58.98 0.01 18

 12 Robin Adams - 2.29.13  

9 17 Katrina Clayton 4 2.30.23 0.22 16

 18 Martin ommanney - 2.00.89   Cont’d

 

KuRveRein CRYsTAl – PAiRs RACe  
150Th Anniversary of Winter Tourism in switzerland  
Thursday 5th March 2015, it was fairly murky for the Kurverein Crystal, pair’s race. The pairs challenge 
was as convoluted as ever, with the main challenge being that the pair had to cross the line as closely 
together as possible. however these challenges are set so that there might be a variety of winners; 
and this years winners were delighted. well done.
wEAThER & ConDiTionS overcast, possibility of visibility 
DATE: Thursday 5th March 2015 from 1245
RACE TyPE: Pairs Challenge – Racer 1 goes first, Racer 2 goes 30 seconds after Racer 1
CouRSE: lauberhorn Start hut to the finish line
PoinTS AwARDED FoR:  Combined age of pair: 150+ = 5, 120 – 149 = 4, 70 – 119 = 3, 0 – 69 = 2
 Pair Crossing within: 0.5s = 10, 1s = 9 ….. 3s = 5 ….. 5s = 1
 2nd Racer crossing line first = 2 points, Closest finish line crossing = 2 points
 Fastest individual time = 5 points, in the event of a tie the fastest time will win. 
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Pair No. Bib No. Name Points for Individual Time difference between Points
   combined  Time 1st and 2nd racer

   age  crossing the finish line

1 1 Cynthia Perkins 4 1.58.21 0.57 15

 2 Alastair Drew - 1.27.19  

5 9 John Pailthorpe 4 1.02.17 0.82 15

 10 Charlie brown - 1.33.80  

7 13 Angie Gould 4 1.40.66 0.61 15

 14 Kev Gould - 1.10.38  

8 15 Susie north 4 2.38.76 0.52 15

 16 Joey hasman - 1.50.19  

10 19 Andrew woodcock 3 1.18.76 0.40 15

 20 nicholas Taylor - 1.49.33  

11 21 Stephen Penrose Jnr 3 1.29.77 1.09 15

 22 Stephen Penrose  - 0.58.26  

3 5 Richard hacket 4 1.04.98 3.60 10

 6 liz Moore - 1.01.38  

4 7 ian Moir 4 1.15.22 9.81 6

 8 Vivien Stern - 1.33.75  

2 3 Richard Clare 4 1.08.34 9.00 4

 4 Dermot Gilvary - 1.16.20

bonus points: Closest across the line = Many & Robin + 2points. Fastest individual time, Stephen Penrose + 2points, 2nd Racer crosses the line first, everyone except Dermot & Richard + 2 points

KuRveRein CRYsTAl – PAiRs RACe  cont’d
150Th Anniversary of Winter Tourism in switzerland  

EIGER RESIDENCE
(Top Floor)

Lovely, modern apartment with
wonderful views

2 double bedrooms 
and 2 bathrooms - sleeps 4/6

Open fireplace, washing machine,
tumble drier, TV, DVD, Video

One minute from trains, cable cars
and shops

AVAILABLE ALL YEAR
Very convenient for the new club room 

on ground floor

Phone/fax: 01797 270042 or
0041 (0) 33 855 4507 

E-mail: patersonhome@googlemail.com

Have a break at Kleine Scheidegg and 
enjoy the spectacular view of Eiger, Mönch 

and Jungfrau...

Visit us online to find out where we are 
and what we do

We look forward to welcoming you at 
Restaurant Bahnhof, Kleine Scheidegg

info@bahnhofscheidegg.ch
www.roestizza.ch Tel: +41 (0)33 828 7828
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Ranking Number Name Annouced Race  Difference 
   Time Time

1 16 Gill walker 01:35:00 01:33:15 00:01:45
2 12 Alison hinde 01:14:00 01:11:45 00:02:15
3 23 Roland Zimmerman 00:58:00 01:00:23 00:02:23
4 38 Sean hinde 01:10:00 01:06:45 00:03:15
5 17 Vivien Stern 01:30:00 01:33:16 00:03:16
6 22 Jenny Alban Davies 01:33:00 01:37:00 00:04:00
7 11 Andrew Davies 01:06:00 01:00:28 00:05:32
8 42 Maureen Fanshawe 01:15:00 01:21:21 00:06:21
9 9 John Pailthorpe 01:11:00 01:18:08 00:07:08
10 41 Simon williamson 01:25:00 01:32:15 00:07:15
11 18 Mary McCutcheon 01:15:00 01:23:01 00:08:01
12 40 will wells 01:00:00 01:08:57 00:08:57
13 1 Matt hadfield 00:59:00 01:08:18 00:09:18
14 31 urs Kessler 00:54:00 01:03:30 00:09:30
15 21 huw Alban Davies 01:30:00 01:39:32 00:09:32
16 20 Richard hirst-Malin 01:23:00 01:35:11 00:12:11
17 30 walter Stueri 00:53:00 01:05:51 00:12:51
18 39 Katie wells 02:35:00 02:48:18 00:13:18
19 37 Christian wells 01:25:00 01:10:59 00:14:01
20 8 hayley Davies 01:45:00 01:30:01 00:14:59
21 15 Jon walker 01:10:00 01:25:36 00:15:36
22 4 neil Clayton 00:53:53 01:11:28 00:17:35
23 27 Alex Smart 01:32:00 01:14:23 00:17:37
24 13 Dermot Gilvary 02:15:00 01:53:22 00:21:38
25 36 Elizabeth willan 02:17:00 01:52:42 00:24:18
26 24 Michael woodhall 03:01:15 02:23:17 00:37:58
27 28 Anna woodhall 02:00:00 01:21:49 00:38:11
28 25 Rupert lister 02:15:00 01:34:28 00:40:32
29 34 Rachael Eastwood 04:00:00 02:55:26 01:04:34

dho RAilWAY CuP 
Thursday 26th March 2015, at this Railway Cup urs Kessler could attend 
again. our challenge was to guess our time?
CouRSE SETTER: Daniel Rubin
TiMinG: Marco luggen
DATE: 26/03/2015

Thursday 12th March 2015; The Jungfrau regions ‘All In One’ badge; 
There will be an opportunity again to attempt this challenge in winter 
2015-2016: All the Chair Lifts, Gondolas, T-Bars, Pomas and Cable 
Cars (well almost all, you don’t need to do the Fallboden chair or the 
Stechelberg & Gimmelwald Cable Cars) in First, Männlichen, 
Kleine Scheidegg & Mürren between lift opening and lift closing.
This year myself, Hayley Davies & Jonathan Latimer made it round 
– clocking the last chair (Riggli) at 16:15 – it closed at 16:16!

Bib Name Run 1 2nd run  Run 2 Total Position

14 Freddie Gay 51.45 13 50.65 1.42:10 01
28 Andrew Davies 51.18 14 51.12 1.42:30 02
9 Stephen Davies 53.06 11 51.22 1.44:28 03
10 Catherine Gay 52.18 12 54.01 1.46:19 04
V1 Jonathan Phillips 53.87 10 52.58 1.46:45 05
11 Caroline Gay 54.77 9 52.52 1.47:29 06
6 bob Eastwood 55.18 8 54.24 1.49:42 07
15 liz Moore 55.99 8 55.89 1.51:88 08
3 Mary McCutchan 58.51 7 56.62 1.55:13 09
13 Geoffrey Gay 58.96 6 57.36 1.56:32 10
27 Alison hinde 1.00:38 5 59.20 1.59:58 11
4 beatrice ley 1.01:24 4 1.00:43 2.01:67 12
2 nigel ley 1.02:42 3 1.01:99 2.04:41 13
7 Don McCutchan 1.02:95 2 1.02:76 2.05:71 14
28 Vivien Stern 1.04:47 1 1.03:46 2.07:93 15
FR John Pailthorpe 1.00:33 15 1.01:00 2.01:33 n/a

odling CuP 
Thursday 26th March 2015, at this Railway Cup urs Kessler could attend 
again. our challenge was to guess our time?
wEAThER & ConDiTionS: DARn FinE!
DATE  09/04/2015 
RACE TyPE:  GS – CoMbinED TiMES oF 2 RunS
CouRSE:  lAubERhoRn START huT - 
 RuSSiSPRunG

Thursday 9th April 2015, the last race in the Annual calendar. There 
are now 2 races in the winter season that I can compete in and this year 
the Odling Cup, looked like I might win one. We run this race as GS, 
2 runs on the same course – bib order run 1, race order (slowest first, 
fastest last) for the second run, then both times get added to get the 
victor. I was to be last out of the gate for the 2nd run.

Cova Cup: (23/12/14) Erratic Squirrels
Heinz Cup: (30/12/14) Myles Family (william, Rebecca, Freddie, 
  Jemima & Edward)
NaeLimits1: (6/1/15) Freddie Myles. Thomas Clayton. 
  Adrian Schwarz
Mr WAMP: (15/1/15) John Pailthorpe (Mr wamp) (no Cup)
Lucy Dicker: (3/2/15) Roger hensman
Tourist Cup: (4/2/15) harri lawrance
McMillan Cup: (5/2/15) Ed Perrott (overall winner)
Open Cup: Ed Perrott (fastest holiday skier)
Big John Cup: Martin west (2nd overall)
Stretcher Cup: Martin west (winner in age category)
Combination Jug: Martin west (fastest combined time from 
  Tourist cup and McMillan cup)
Chaplin’s Cup: George Senior (3rd overall)
Half Piste Cup: George Senior (winner in age category)
Falken Cup: Marguerite nice (Fastest lady)
Half Ton Plate: Marguerite nice (winner in age category)
Fountain Trophy: Roger hensman (winner in age category)
Jarvis Cup: nicholas Taylor (winner in age category) 
Lockhart Jug: Sarah hirst-Malin (winner in age category)
Vertigo Cup: Alison hinde (winner in age category)
Bath Chair Cup: Steve yarnold (winner in age category)
Granny (Armstrong) Cup: Vanda Joss (winner in age category)
Angel Plate: olivia Gordon (winner in age category)
Heavenly Bowl: Simon williamson (winner in age category)
AndyCapp: (12/2/15) Edmund Glover
Polytechnic: (19/2/15) Robin ward
Gillian Davies Cup:(19/2/15) Elizabeth Gay
All In One: (26/2/15) hayley Davies & Jonathan latimer (no Cup)
Kurverein Crystal: (5/3/15) Mandy harrison-Allen & Robin Adams
Railway Cup: (26/3/15) John Pailthorpe
Easter Treasure Hunt:(2/4/15)     Team Mountain Eagles (no Cup) 
Odling Cup: (9/4/15) Freddie Gay
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Coggins, Eagles 

& Adult Courses
Performance Course
Monday 15 – Friday 19 February 2016
An exciting new five-day course will be aimed at those aged 10-16 who have learnt speed and versatility with Coggins, and who are interested in skiing in the Junior AICC, for school or college, who are taking skiing as a part of their GCSE or A-level PE or who may be interested in ski-teaching.The course is designed by Bob Eastwood in conjunction with the Head Trainer of the Swiss Ski School. The course will include skiing performance, gate-training, video analysis, ski preparation and advice on future training.

Cost: CHF 420.

ADULT DEVELOPMENT COURSESThe popular adult courses to improve your technique. Less physical input more skiing output.Good intermediate skiers skiing with Bob EastwoodRelaxed and jargon free with nice lunch stops minimum 6 people per group.
PLEASE BOOK WELL IN ADVANCE!
Dates for Adult Development Courses:31 Jan. to 2 Feb. 2016 Gravity – Using the Force3 to 5 Feb. 2016        Skilful skiing
21 to 23 Feb. 2016        Adventurous Ladies6 to 8 March 2016           Spring Skiing
Other dates available, please ask.
Popular adult courses with Bob and Rachel Eastwood. Expert jargon-free coaching for three days with nice lunch stops. Six places per course; minimum five persons Cost: CHF 210

Please contact Bob as soon as possible to book 

places for any Coggins, Eagles or Adult course.

e-mail: coggins@downhillonly.com
078 11 41 42 69 before December

+41 76 44 81 250 during the season

Pre-season: Tel: 07811 414269 or 
e-mail:  eastwoodbob@hotmail.com
Or in season: Call DHO Office +41 33 855 1375 or 

e-mail: coggins@downhillonly.com

COGGINS & EAGLES

COGGINS  Fun,  Fast skiing for 7-13 year-olds who 

can ski red Runs confidently.  DHO training program 

with Professional leaders from the Swiss Ski School

PLEASE BOOK WELL IN ADVANCE!

EAGLES  For 13yrs.+; adventurous and sociable 

skiing with a qualified leader for good, confident 

skiers. Will include off-piste skiing and possibly 

excursions into the terrain park. Ski all day, optional 

evening partying
BOOKING ESSENTIAL!

Dates for Coggins and Eagles:
Christmas    20 December 2015 – 1 January 2016

Half term     14 – 19 February 2016             

Easter           27 March – 1 April 2016 

Cost:   CHF 380 for 6 consecutive days or 

 CHF 80 for odd days

 Please pay in Swiss cash at the 

 beginning of the week.

 Parents with other holiday dates

 should contact Bob as soon as possible
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Six outstanding chamber music-concerts, including: 
Guarneri Trio Prague; Jan Mrácek, violin,1st prize winner 
of the Fritz Kreisler competition 2014 and Lukáš Klánský, 
piano, 1st prize winner of the Brahms competition Pört- 
schach 2014; Sandro de Palma, piano, Italy; I Salonisti, 
Bern; Benyounes Quartet, London, 1st prize winner of the 
Sandor Végh competition 2012; Moragues Wind Quintet, 
Paris.

Felix Mendelssohn Memorial 
The memorial is located app. 5-10 min. above the 
Beausite Park Hotel. 
Please follow signs.

Mendelssohn hiking trail 
One of the most beautiful hiking trails from Wengen to the 
Wengernalp, passing through unspoilt areas of nature, 
was named in honour of Felix Mendelssohn, who came to 
Wengen twice.
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President’s Report 2015
Michael woodhall

It has become a tradition in recent years 
that we open the club at this time of the 
year  for two weeks, and as a result a 
number of members enjoy the 
hospitality and fellowship which takes 
place with walks, expeditions, evening 
drinks and barbeques.

Thank you Brian and Christina Phillips for 
making this happen. A particular thanks goes 
to our Honorary Wengen President Viktor 
Gertsch who this year kindly arranged for us 
all to join him at a barbeque on the 
Männlichen. 

For over ninety years the DHO has made 
Wengen our home and for many of us the 
opportunity to enjoy extended stays in the 
village. Our ninetieth anniversary dinner in 
February was a spectacular occasion, and 
huge thanks go to the whole team who made 
the evening so successful. The Regina Hotel 
was the perfect venue for the celebration. 
 

From December to April, Andrew and his 
team of ski leaders allowed our members to 
partake daily in a variety of tours which 
offer enjoyment and experience to 
intermediate and more experienced skiers. 
We also welcomed a number of visitors 
who later became members.

The snow conditions rapidly improved 
but the sun was not as plentiful as some of 
us would have liked. We are mindful that 
a number of our members incurred some 
injuries and we sincerely hope that they will 
be with us fit and well next season.  

Our racing and training programme 
continues to be a success and it would be so 
heartening to see some of our young trainees 
achieve Olympic standard in future years. 
There is however, an ongoing challenge to 
increase the numbers at our training camps 
held throughout the winter. The annual 
schoolboys’ races clearly demonstrate the 

role that the DHO has and will continue to 
play in the promotion of alpine skiing. 
The club is anxious to encourage these 
young skiers to keep returning to ski in 
Wengen in future years. 

Finally, the club would not run as efficiently 
as it does without the dedication and skills 
of our sub-committee chairmen and their 
committee members. The list continues to 
expand but if I may just mention one of 
them and that is our Honorary Editor and 
Historian Freddie Whitelaw, who did so 
much for the ninetieth celebrations and in 
producing our excellent and widely read 
journal and mid-year newsletter.

The winter season of 2015-16 will soon be 
looming up and my colleagues and I who run 
the DHO hope to meet you all in our beloved 
village of Wengen. 

i am writing this from the 
Club Room in wengen, 

on a glorious early 
August morning  
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DHO MERCHANDISE

DHO HOODIES FOR TRAINEES,  COGGINS,  EAGLES
£20 PLUS £5 P&P

SIZES: CHILDREN’S 9-10; 11-12; ADULTS XS S M L

DHOracing Soft Shells
£85 PLUS £5 P&P

SIZES: LADIES’: 14; MEN’S: S,M,L,XL

DHOracing Jackets AND CATSUIT
BLACK & ROYAL BESSON (USED): £40 PLUS £5 P&P 

(MEN ONLY CHEST 50CMS, 52CMS, 54CMS)
BLACK & AQUAMARINE (NEW): £200 PLUS £5 P&P 

(LADIES’: 10,12,14 MEN’: XS,S,M,L)   
DHO SKI TUNING & WAXING DVD

£10, including postage

A range of these items, as well as ties and shirts,
are available for sale in the DHO Clubroom in the winter.

A full list of clothing is shown in the DHOracing section of the DHO website

ORDER ITEMS IN THE UK FROM: merchandisedirector.dhoracing@downhillonly.com 
or Cathie Crouch, 20 The Woodfields, South Croydon, Surrey CR2 0HE

Please show size required and shipping address.
Payment: Cheque to the above address or preferably, 

make payment to DHO Club Bank Account:
HSBC: 25 Notting Hill Gate, London W11 3JJ
Sort Code: 40 05 08  Account No.: 13663876

From outside the UK:
IBAN: GB86MIDL40050813663876  BIC: MIDLGB2141P

D.H.O Hoodies

DHOracing Soft Shells
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Coggins Report 2015
by bob and Rachel Eastwood

Much like the rest of the Alps, the snow 
came late to Wengen, indeed when your 
Coggins team was in Wengen training on 
5th Dec we only had one scratchy piste on 
the Lauberhorn.

However whilst resorts in much of the Alps 
remained closed as the season started we 
were happily open. Only 8 pistes at Kleine 
Scheidegg but the quality of the snow made 
by the resort team was excellent.

“Why are we on this lift again ?” asked a 
Coggin. “we’ve skied the left hand side, the 
right hand side and now we’ll ski the 
middle side?” replied Bob. Seriously though, 
we skied all day, every day and had lots of 
fun and the team made excellent progress 
with their piste performance. The snow soon 
arrived and as we progressed to New Year 
more and more of the mountain opened and 
our busy time went well with 3 groups of 
Coggins and one of Eagles. Unfortunately 
we were not able to organise a race piste 
given the restricted ski area.

On to half term when, yet again, the whole 
of Britain and Ireland were on the same 
single week holiday. This meant we were 
very busy with four groups of Coggins and
a group of Eagles. We were very happy to 
welcome Christian and Holly to the

training team and both were a big hit with 
their groups. Christian took the hot shots to 
new heights ( AIR!!!) whilst Holly produced 
some excellent performances from her early 
Coggins group.  Race day was huge with 42 
Coggins and Eagles competing for the Mid-
term Championship and the Snoggins Cup. 
We added another 40+ adults, parents and 
teenagers competing for the Polytechnic Cup 
and the Gillian Davies Cup  and had an awe-
some DHO race day on the Lauberhorn in 
the sunshine. Many thanks to all who helped 
to make this a great success. winners were: 
fastest Boy Toby Francis and fastest Girl was 
Annabel Harris

Eagles were lead at half term by Veroni 
Famiglietti who gave them a great week 
on and off-piste throughout the whole area.  
They were often seen collecting off-piste 
packs in the morning before heading off to 
enjoy exciting adventures such as White 
Hare.

Parents please take note that this week was 
fully booked by early January and I had to 
disappoint a number of families.  Please 
book as soon as you know that you are 
coming and I will do my best to fit 
everybody in.  But be assured that we will 
not lower our standards and run huge groups.

Coggins at Scheidegg with Steffi

With great weather and fantastic snow, we 
enjoyed a first week of the Easter holidays   
with two small groups.  Swiss Stephi joined 
the training team and was a great hit with 
kids and parents alike, thanks Stephi.  The 
Easter race winners were  Toby Francis for 
the Boys and Cerys Francis for the Girls 
making it a clean sweep for the Francis 
family and a first win for Cerys.

Easter was again spoilt by Männlichen 
shutting down half way through the school 
holiday and so a second week was not
possible.

As an exciting new venture, we have 
decided to run a performance/race-training 
group at half term 2016. This will be run by 
our top Swiss race trainer and is designed for 
kids who want to push their performance to 
another level and/or who want to have the 
knowledge and skills to race for school or 
university or may be using skiing as a 
module in PE GCSE or A level. It will also 
be useful to those interested in considering 
a ski instructor qualification.  We hope this 
will become an established and growing 
element of DHO training in Wengen.  
There will only be one small group so it 
will be important to book early.
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Other changes are going, especially the 
taking of payment at the beginning of the 
week which allows for better planning and 
ensures we continue to provide excellent and 
fun training.  At half term this year we also 
took payment for lunches at the start of the 
week, this was a success and we will do it as 
standard next season. Not having to carry a 
couple of kilos of change makes Bob’s life 
better and an extra 15 minutes skiing time 
for the Coggins. Eagles will continue to pay 
for their own lunches.

We continue to develop an exciting training 
team combining a depth of experience with 
inspirational young coaches. The levels of 
skiing and the rate of progress amongst the 
Coggins continue to impress. Their 
cheerfulness and determination are an 
inspiration to all they encounter as we speed 
around the mountain. Our lunch restaurant 
tell me they are without doubt the best 
behaved group that stops there.

Thanks are due to our team of trainers and 
leaders, Rachel, Holly, Stephi, Vroni, 
Christian, Johanas and Bob. Thanks to 
Andrew for his support and help with races.  
To Ercole Famiglietti for the continued 
support of the Swiss Ski School and to the 
people of Wengen and our mountain for 
helping us have such a great holidays and 
training in beautiful Wengen.

Coggins with Rachel

Easter Coggins with Bob and Steffi

Bob Eastwood, Steffi and Coggins at 
Scheidegg

Coggins at Easter with prizes and 
certificates
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Gillian Davies, Polytechnic, 
Coggins Polytechnic, 

Snoggins Cups

The first running of the Gillian Davies 
Cup took place this year. It was run  on 
the same course as the Polytechnic cup, 
the Coggins Polytechnic cup and the Snog-
gins cup on 19th February 2015. Starting 
from the Lauberhorn Start Hut, it was 
a GS with two runs, with the best run 
to count. Bob and Rachel brought their 
Coggins & Eagles and we had 59 entries. 
A further 20 or so adults raced the same 
course for The Polytechnic Cup. This 
made a grand total of just over 80 racers.  
The under 18s were much quicker than 
the adults.                                    

We had  boys and girls  medals, Gold Silver 
& Bronze and Copper medals for all other 
racers. The Gillian Davies Cup was won by 
Elizabeth Gay. The club room was packed, 
with a happy atmosphere for Prize giving.

The race will take place every year in the 
February half term. Anyone with a DHO 
connection can take part. 

For some years the Under 18s were not al-
lowed to race in the DHO adult races, this 
changed in 2014 and under 18s raced the 
Polytechnic Cup. It was then decided that 
children with race training were not 
compatible to racing adults on the same 
course in the same competition, but in 

separate competitions run one after the other; 
no problems were presented.

Max & Eden Davies came forward with an 
offer of a Cup in memory of their daughter 
Gillian who died some 2 years ago. Thus 
the DHO under 18 championship was 
established. 

With Bob & Rachel Eastwood bringing their 
Coggins & Eagles to race for The Gillian 
Davies Cup, the DHO are bringing forward 
a new generation of ski racers with the rare 
privilege of experiencing  rushing out of the 
Lauberhorn start hut. It is all too easy for 
us to be blasé about using the Lauberhorn 
start hut, but when you see the excitement 
its use generated in visiting adult skiers for 
something like the AICC races a few years 
ago, you quickly realise just how privileged 
are these youngsters

Next year’s Championship will take place on 
Thursday 18th February 2016

Female podium for the Gillian Davies Cup
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by Geoffrey Gay

Male podium for the Gillian Davies Cup

Elizabeth Gay, winner of the Gillian 
Davies Cup
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Junior AiCC Races 2015 
by Freddie Gay

The DHO had a very successful trip to 
Klosters to race against Marden’s. 
It was a great shame that Kandahar 
did not send any racers. We need to 
coordinate with Cleeves Palmer and 
James Palmer-Tomkinson of Marden’s 
about 2016. We had a terrific time in 
Klosters. 

It is a great resort and the racing was 
well organised on a quality piste. 

DHO Eigers  won the gold medal in the 
under 12 competition and DHO Monchs 
won the bronze medal in the under 18 
competition.

All the racers have been taught in Coggins 
by Bob and Rachel, so their methods and 
ethos must be right. Please keep on 
producing mini rockets for British and Irish 
skiing. The Coggins management and 
trainers are top quality.

DHO Eigers
Caroline Gay
Catherine Gay
Xander Younger 

DHO Monchs
Elizabeth Gay
Wills Younger
Freddie Younger

DHO Lauberhorns
Isabel Egger
Freddie Gay

DHO Jungfraus
Emma Hinde
Alex Hinde

Our teams were as follows:
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Schoolboys Championships 
by Richard berry

This last season’s race took a major leap 
forward. The Hasliberg Renn Centrum 
opened for the first time in 2015 season 
and gave the race conditions that in the 
past we were unable to provide.  This 
newly homologated course is dedicated 
to racing and training with timing and a 
loudspeaker system that is available seven 
days a week.  In particular the finish hut 
built over the last summer provides all the 
best equipment and conditions and even 
has a kitchenette to provide all the essential 
provisions including a caffeine infusion to 
keep timekeepers and the jury on their toes 
throughout the day.

The course was available last year but now 
has snowmaking throughout its length and 
permanent ‘A’ nettings which were not 
available previously.  The weather, 
unfortunately, we cannot control and being 
above the tree line and in full view of 
Interlaken and the Brienzersee suffers from 
whiteouts in adverse conditions.  At least 
we can be sure of perfect snow conditions 
whatever the weather and with Reto Schleppi 
in charge, former Swiss national team coach, 
we can rely on the course being fit to race 
whatever the weather throws at us.

Ski racing is fiercely competitive even at the level of the 
Schoolboys Races. having started in 1999 we have a long way 

still to go to compare with the School Girls but the standards and 
the reliability of the organisation have been rising every year.

The Tschuggi piste at the British 
Schoolboys Championship. 
A flat light day

The Hotel Viktoria has changed hands and 
now goes by the name Panorama.  The new 
owner Panos Peretten also has a hotel in 
Meiringen, the Sherlock Holmes. As many 
will recall that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle used 
to frequent the town and made it famous with 
his reference to Moriaty and the Reichenbach 
Falls. The Panorama has now increased its 
accommodation to 183 beds which were all 
taken by those parents, teachers and racers 
attending the competition as well as the 
organising team (known locally as the OK 
team).  Additional rearrangement of the 
facilities means that ski preparation and 
waxing can take place in the warm and are 
second to none.

After last year the organisation team was 
rather top heavy with no less than six FIS 
and former TD’s present but this only made it 
guaranteed that the event was a success.  
The actual races went well and injuries were 
minimal except yours truly who did a head 
plant in front of the finish hut.  So all in all we 
were very happy with the improvements 

But the club’s home town beckons and 
once again the race will move and return to 
Wengen much to the delight of many schools 
and their chaperones.  Despite past difficulties 
we have managed to get an agreement with 
the Belvedere which is comparable to the 
Panorama but further to walk in the mornings 
to reach the Lauberhorn race course.  For the 
racers it’s a once in a life time experience to 
stand in that famous hut where all the world 
champions have stood unless of course they 
reach the dizzy heights of the World Cup 
circuit.  Our GS will only reach the traver-
senschuss, the flat area above Wengernalp 
any further and they would be going over the 
Hundschopf.  A little beyond the capabilities 
of a 12 or 14 year old I fear although I think 
they would give it a go when nobody was 
looking!
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Restaurant Jägerstubli
Familie A. & L. Kienreich
CH-3818 Grindelwald 

Tel: 033 853 11 31

The place to stop 
for lunch on the 
way down from 
Männlichen or 
Kleine Scheidegg
enjoy our Jägerrösti, Fondues, 
Kalbsgeschnezeltes and 
much more
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Elizabeth Gay. Image © photozoom.flaine.com
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british Schoolgirls’ Races
by Milly Kelly and Sarah Robinson

The British Schoolgirls’ Races take place 
annually and have been running for
over 55 years, organised by the Ladies’ Ski 
Club and sponsored by the DHO, amongst 
others. Every year the country’s top 
schools send teams to the resort of Flaine, 
France for two days of racing, including a 
giant slalom, the hotly anticipated parallel 
slalom and a slalom.

This year the DHO did not enter a team but 
Elizabeth Gay was there, representing 
Godolphin & Latymer, as well as Sophie 
Stammers, Millfield, Tara Bell, King’s 
Taunton and Catherine Yung, Downe House.

The giant slalom was won by Honor 
Clissold of Richmond School in Yorkshire, 
with Genevieve Baird, Loretto, the best 
under 16, in second and Olivia Foster of 
Woldingham in fourth and the best under 14. 
Elizabeth was the best of the DHO girls in 
21st place with Tara 44th from 99 finishers. 
Sadly neither Sophie nor Catherine finished 
the course. 

The parallel slalom followed shortly thereafter 
and did not disappoint. The straight knockout
race saw the young racers go head to head

Flaine 26 & 27 January 2015  

in their school teams. Drama occurred when 
Godolphin & Latymer  A & B teams ended 
up going against each other in the third round, 
with the Bs beating the As, which included 
Elizabeth, as well as many other schools to 
reach the final. In the end they were beaten 
by Richmond School. Millfield and Downe 
House B were beaten in the first round, King’s 
Taunton in the second.

After the hugely successful first day the tempo 
changed with the Slalom. Both first and second 
runs were kicked off in style by forerunners 
Chemmy Alcott and her husband Dougie 
Crawford. Chemmy’s arrival caused much 
excitement amongst the young ladies 
competing, resulting in a frenzy of 
photographs, selfies and helmet signings. 
The race was again won by Honor Clissold 
with Genevieve Baird second and Katya 
Bingle-Williams, Kandahar, in third. 
The same as the day before. Anna Rogers of 
Millfield was the best of the under 14s, 
in thirteenth place. Sophie was the best of the 
DHO girls this time, finishing in seventh 
place overall with Elizabeth in eleventh, 
Tara was 41st and Catherine 105th from 
125 finishers.

Unsurprisingly, Honor won the combined with 
Genevieve second and Katya third. Anna was 
the best of the under 14s in sixth place. 
Elizabeth finished tenth and Tara was 36th. 
Richmond was the best school team, with 
Loretto second and Kandahar third. Wycombe 
Abbey was the best team with no registered 
racers. 

Chemmy presented the prizes and it was an 
emotional moment for her when she awarded 
the Eve Alcott Cup as it was donated in 
memory of her late mother. 

The support from the local Club des Sports was 
exemplary as was the resort itself, ensuring that 
all racers were safe and happy and that each 
race was completed successfully.

The full results, and other sponsors, can be 
seen on britishschoolgirlsraces.co.uk
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Tara Bell. Image © photozoom.flaine.com

Above: Sophie Stammers and inset, Catherine Yung. Images © photozoom.flaine.com
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Madonna Di Campiglio  
by liz Moore

Italy, such a wonderful place to ski, have 
fun, eat and drink!  AICC 2015 was hosted 
by SAI (Ski Academica Italia) in the 
wonderful resort of Madonna di Campiglio 
so, of course, we were very excited to be 
part of this fun event. So much so that a 
great number of us went for almost a week 
to ski, train and have a good time!

Our team members were as follows: 

Men 60+ Martin West, Robert Goodwin, 
Charlie Brown and Paul Prentice

Women 45/59 Sarah Hirst-Malin, Vivien 
Stern, Pam Flower and Liz Moore

Men 45/49 Sean McCarthy, Dougie Lawson, 
Bruce Lynch and Simon Allen

Men 18/45 James Lynch, Ruari O’Conner,
Daniel  O’Conner and Andrew Woodcock

Some of you may be asking why Vivien, Pam 
and Liz were in the 45/59 group? Because we 
all look so young,? Not sure about that! But 
because we could not find any 45/59 women 
who wanted to race, which was very sad , 
so we did the sporting thing and raced in a 
younger category!  Considering the 
competition we did not do so badly, at least 
we were not last!!

italy, March 12th/15th 2015

Transport up to the mountain hut 
for dinner

In the Men 18/45 Ruari O’Conner (Daniel’s 
father was also very sporting as he should 
be in the 45/59 group, but joined in brilliantly 
with the younger men, having never raced 
before he did valiantly! Much more fun 
anyway with the younger lot!

Here are a few comments from our racers:

“Madonna di Campiglio “ Could it sound 
more romantic? Well, maybe we weren’t 
looking for romance (perhaps James and 
Daniel were?) but a fine resort it turned out 
to be. Sunlit and interlinked sweeping slopes 
were perfect for high-speed practice, but 
could we translate practice into perfection 
through the gates?

“This year’s hosts really excelled - I did not 
think Marden’s parties could be capped, but 
the emphasis on local Italian products, the trip

A drink in the sun for Bruce Lynch, 
Simon Allen and Sarah Hirst-Malin

to the mountain hut at night along with the 
transport to the hut, and the lovely post-race 
drink and snacks were fantastic”

The race side Ferrari Champagne bars (our 
tipple for the whole event!) the fantastically 
organised race days and the superb mountain 
facilities with every lift ending in a restaurant 
where the Italians lunched in style!   

“And there we were surrounded by drop-dead 
gorgeous Italians! “

“Great atmosphere, great scenery, great 
people. So well looked after. Shame about 
the results!”
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All these comments sum up a wonderful few 
days of racing. However on a more serious 
note (do we have to be serious?),  I would 
like to thank all those who participated, it is 
huge fun, but it is also expensive and 
although we all say we don’t really mind 
about the results, in fact we do!

Next year AICC is to be hosted by Arlberg 
Ski Club in Lech Austria. Lech is a 
wonderful resort with fabulous skiing, so we 
would like to recruit more DHO members to 
join us in the excellent yearly event.  With 
this in mind let’s hope we can achieve better 
results in 2016; after all we are still a racing 
club aren’t we?

I look forward to many of you contacting me 
about participating in Lech and to seeing you 
all in Wengen during the winter season.

Please email me or ring if you have any 
questions about AICC.
Liz Moore
Liblabmoore@gmail.com
0041794213194

A never ending supply of fuel

Top right: Martin and Sarah taking a litle 
Dutch courage

Right: More magnificent Italian food
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Racing and Training Report  
by ingie Christophersen

Wow, wow, wow. How things have changed. 
Ros Hepworth would not recognise what 
she set up in 1952 and what has now 
morphed into DHO Racing and Train-
ing.  Our equipment, our professionalism, 
standard of training, health and safety, 
risk assessments, legal requirements, CRB, 
code of conduct, consent forms, child 
protection policies; the list is endless.  
We did not quite go into the woods and cut 
slalom poles (as we did in my youth) but 
not far from it. The poles were of wood and 
painted, in red, blue and yellow. 

A race was conducted in the following 
manner:  If you could see from start to finish 
then the stop-watch keeper at the finish could 
start the watch when he saw the racer start.  
If it was foggy, or no direct line of sight from 
start to finish, then someone would stand, 
visible to both parties, on a bump or ridge and 
signal somehow to the finish, with a whistle 
or flag, that the racer had started.  Hardly the 
100th of a second accuracy required today!  
But did it matter – we loved it.  When I took 
over from Ros and started running races 
I had blue cards for boys and pink for girls and

Racing and Training

shuffled them in correct order to find the end 
results. Then off to the DHO hut, the old 
Kurverein office by the old Palace hotel 
ice-rink – to type out the results using plenty
of carbon paper.  No one expected the results 
for at least 48 hours.  Today they are on 
www.britski.org within 10 minutes of the 
finish of the race. 

The British Championships were held after 
Christmas (actually, a better time and fairer, 
winter snow and not the slush and sometimes 
awful conditions we get at Easter. The 
thinking behind moving to Easter was that it 
is the end of the season. But as we ski all the 
year round now that does not really matter), 
and so after Wengen we would move off to 
the British, and that was more or less it for 
the year.  Then the British moved to Easter, 
the English moved in to the February half 
term slot and BARSC, who had originally run 
their races on the Tignes glacier in the 
summer, decided to run races immediately 
after the New Year.  British Ski Academy 
grabbed the slot immediately after BARSC 
– at the end of the Christmas holidays – so 
now we rush from pillar to post, trying to

keep up, desperately chasing points and 
maybe not, just maybe not, utilising the time 
on snow to our best advantage. 

I wish you parents would not always think 
about podiums and winning. Like water, a 
good skier will find his level, and nothing will 
hold him back. But nothing changes.  My own 
daddy, a serious professor, was so delighted 
with my skiing results that he bored his 
colleagues at Oslo University with pictures 
of his daughter.  When I was Oslo champion 
at the age of 14 I think most of his colleagues 
shunned him for several days!! 

How many wonderful skiers have I not seen, 
miserable as hell for not living up to their 
parents’ expectations?  They fell, straddled 
a gate, were disqualified.  Get used to it, get 
over it, enjoy it, learns some lessons.  And the 
best  lessons are:  Learn the fundamentals, 
learn to train, learn to compete, learn to win 
and then stay active all your life. 

I asked Thai to write about his visit to the 
Austrian racing camp (see next page).
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I’ve just returned from Hintertux with the 
Austrian racing camp. This was my second 
time away on my own but the first time 
I have flown without my family.  I arrived 
in Munich and met the other participants 
on the bus journey to the camp.  From 
meeting them we became close friends 
throughout the 11 days, sharing tips about 
racing and jokes about our mistakes.  
 
We had a routine for each day. Our team woke 
at 6.30am and started our fitness warm-up at 
6.45am prompt.  This involved a run outside 
followed by stretching exercises.  We were 
all ready for breakfast after that, which was 
at 7am.  The bus to the slopes arrived at 8am 
and we skied from 9.15 till 12.30.  The bus 
returned us to the hotel for lunch at around 
2pm.  At 4pm there was an afternoon fitness 

session which sometimes was held outside 
and sometimes was in the gym or the 
swimming pool.  At 5.30 we all met for a 
video analysis of the days skiing, which often 
provided a few laughs but was really useful 
to improve our techniques.  We had worked 
hard for our dinner which was at 6.30pm.  
The evenings were spent in a meeting to get 
a briefing about the next day and then there 
was free time to relax and get to know 
everyone. 

The whole experience was great fun but 
more importantly it has helped me be more 
independent as a person: I did all my ski 
rental and tuning of the skis myself.  I also 
had a rather scary experience on the way 
home, which eventually worked out fine but 
could have been very different.  As I went to 

hintertux - by Thai Clark
load my bag at Munich airport on the way 
home, the staff were concerned I was leaving 
the country without permission.  They initially 
stopped me boarding the flight but once I 
understood what was going on I was able to 
produce my consent to fly alone form signed 
by my parents.

Chalet Stella Alpina
Falken Hotel Gardens, Wengen

• SLEEPS 10/12
• A LUXURY, MODERN PENTHOUSE 
 APARTMENT, 250m2

• GALLERY AND BALCONIES
• PRIVATE LIFT
• 4 TWIN BEDROOMS AND 
 1 DOUBLE BEDROOM
• TV ROOM WITH 2 SOFA BEDS
• 5 BATH/SHOWER ROOMS
• LARGE DINING/LIVING AREA
• SUNNY LOCATION WITH MAGNIFICENT   
 PANORAMIC VIEWS
• DIRECTLY ON SKI-PISTE

Available for rent throughout the year
Contact Lynda Polatch 01793 791722 or 07719 445926

Lynda462@btinternet.com
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90th Anniversary Celebrations  
by Freddie whitelaw

The date for the DHO 90th Anniversary 
was fixed on a Thursday, the 5th February. 
The actual anniversary of the club’s 
formation was on the 7th, the following 
Saturday, but back 90 years ago it took 
3 days to form the DHO, so the 5th did 
actually coincide with the beginning of the 
formation of the club. 

Having agreed to entertain the Kandahar to 
a competition on Friday 6th February 1925, 
on the early evening of 5th CJ White (his first 
name was Cyril, but he was always known by 
his initials of CJ)  and his fellow conspirator 
Kenneth Foster had no confirmed members 
of a team to race against the Kandahar the 
following morning. However they had cooked 
up a “Cunning Plan”. On the 5th they awaited 
midnight, then went to trawl the bars of 
Wengen looking to find skiers who would be 
good volunteer material, perhaps inclined to 
positivity by an intake of alcohol that evening. 
About half of the 14 founder members were 
actually staying at the Palace Hotel (today’s 
Club Med), so encouraged by a few drinks, 
the necessary volunteers were found. Other 
hotels and bars were visited and a full team 
of 5, plus a reserve and helpers and spectators 
too were recruited. 

The following day, they met the Kandahar off 
the train at Wengen Station, where they were

somewhat  non-plussed by their numbers of 
hangers-on with a large supply of service kit, 
such as spare ski tips and every one of them 
was sporting a K badge. So when the visitors 
suggested that first there should be a slalom 
race, then followed, after lunch, by a straight 
race; the Wengen skiers, not wishing to admit 
we had little idea what was a Slalom race, 
readily agreed. They embarked upon the train 
and ventured up towards Wengernalp. We 
don’t know for certain, but it is about 95% 
likely that they alighted at Wasserstation 
which gave direct access to the top of the 
bumps. There they would have had the slalom 
race, finishing about the bottom of the bumps 
so that they could all take the wood-path 
back to Wengen  for lunch. It was here that 
Ken Foster countered the splendid K badges 
sported by the Kandahar by producing some 
hand drawn paper badges which the Wengen 
skiers attached to their hats. Then back up to 
Wasserstation for the straight race which 
certainly ended at Mary’s café because the two 
known photographs of that day were definitely 
taken there. It is the route of what, 45 years 
ago, we called the Wengen Standard.  After 
returning to Wengen, the Kandahar departed 
for Mürren and the Wengen skiers to lick their 
wounds. They had lost the slalom by almost 
as many points as it was possible to do, but 
although they also lost the straight race, whilst 
it was fairly convincing, it was not a complete

slaughter like the slalom had been.

The following day, Saturday 7th February, 
those staying at the Palace joined together 
for dinner and decided that they had enjoyed 
the racing much more than they had expected 
and they decided they should form a club to 
compete against the Kandahar with the 
eventual intention of beating them. The 
committee comprised all those who raced 
the previous day, plus 2 others, and a further 
6 Wengen skiers were elected to the club. 
Thus there were 14 founder members. So 
what started on Thursday night culminated 
in the formation of the DHO on the Saturday 
evening.  And nowadays it is probably no 
longer inappropriate to admit that the DHO’s 
formation involved a bit of a pub crawl!!

The day of the pub crawl, 90 years on, 
coincided with the McMillan cup.  Not the 
greatest of weather, no sun, but not snowing 
either, it was an excellent race. 2 over 60 year 
olds, Martin West and Edward Perrott skied 
from top to bottom going like the clappers of 
hell and rarely separated by more than a few 
yards.   Both led, but eventually Ed won by 
less than a second.  Lunch was taken at the 
Aspen Restaurant. Simon Williamson raced in 
a pretty good imitation of period costume.

Anniversary cake made by Sarah Hoyle
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There was a drinks party in the Club Room 
that early evening and the prize giving for the 
Lucy Dicker, the handing out of anniversary 
Crystals for those who had been Wengen 
visitors for long periods and the awards to 
the Tourist cup presented before the 
McMillan Cup cups were handed out to all 
winners. Next we walked up the hill to the 
Regina for a dinner dance where around  130 
members and guests ate well, listened to
mercifully short speeches, danced the night

More decoration, which survived the storm, 
was placed on the balcony outside the Club 
Room facing the station. The corner of 
Central Sport’s window was devoted to 
a display about the DHO, although as the 
anniversary week went by, more ski product 
encroached into “our” display area. It was 
Central’s high season for sales, so we 
understood their desire to take advantage of 
the possibility of increasing turnover.

away and at precisely midnight, raised their 
glasses to the 14 founder members who were 
recruited as a result of a pub crawl precisely 
to the minute 90 years earlier.

A banner had been created to celebrate the 
90th Anniversary and strung across the main 
street by Alpia and the Raiffeisen bank. 
Within 2 days a storm ripped it down and it
was thereafter hung on the fence opposite the 
other bank at the side of the skating rink.

Simon Williamson in “Traditional” ski gear Part of the display in window of Central Sport

Above: Dinner at the 
90th Anniversary 
dinner dance

Right: Anniversary 
banner across 
Dorfstrasse

Ed Perrott and Martin West about 80% through the McMillan Cup

Sarah Hirst-Malin and Simon Williamson
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 wengen worthy – Sina Cova  
by brian bollen

Anyone worried that Wengen might soon 
lose the special qualities that Sina Cova 
brings to the town’s hospitality industry 
can rest easy, breathe a sigh of relief. 
The owner of the Hotel Falken and the 
eponymous bar and pizzeria has no 
intention of retiring when she reaches the 
official retirement age in October this year. 
She plans to work for as long as she is able, 
she told the DHO Journal, sitting in the 
salon of the Hotel Falken on the afternoon 
of January 9.

Recovering from a bout of illness which had 
left her (almost) unable to talk, she spoke 
quietly but fluently of her hotel, her family 
and her life as an international business-
woman, the latter of which has only recently 
come to an end.

Sina Cova has run the Hotel Falken since 
2000 but her affairs have never been 
restricted by Wengen’s physical or 
emotional boundaries. She has been 
internationally minded, it seems, ever since 
she was born in Room Three of the Falken 
in October 1950. She grew up in Milan where 
her father was a figure in the fashion industry, 
running a company that designed and made 
women’s clothing and employed around 
4,000 people. 

over the years, the Cova family has 
produced a few charismatic members of 
wengen society. Sina Cova is the latest.

She attended a Swiss school in Milan but 
when her absences with the Italian skiing 
team became too frequent she was asked to 
leave. She then enrolled at the Cambridge 
English school in Milan (which she stresses 
has no connection with Cambridge 
University) and sat her English GCE exams 
in Norwich. 

Sina Cova winning her class in the AICC races in 2014 racing for the DHO

Not feeling compelled in those days to go to 
University, she had two routes to the future 
from which to choose: the fashion industry or 
the hotel. Having chosen fashion, she worked 
in Bern, firstly in women’s fashion, a world in 
which she never felt comfortable because of 
the superficiality and cattiness of many of the 
men who dominated it. She preferred sports 
fashion instead, launching her own collection
of Nordic-style sweaters with the
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RISTORANTE - PIZZERIA - STEAKHOUSE

REAL ITALIAN FOOD & STEAKHOUSE
OPEN FROM: 11.30 - 14.00 / 18.00 - 23.00 Winter

11.30 - 14.30 / 17.30 - 22.30 Summer
H H H H H H H H

Susanna Cova - 3823 Wengen - Tel: 033 855 3172
e-mail: sina@wengen.ch

BEER AND WINE HAPPY HOUR 4pm - 6pm (Winter)
EXCELLENT BEERS, WINES & COCKTAILS
MEAL IN A BASKET AND SANDWICHES

OPEN FROM 4PM - MIDNIGHT (Winter)

COZY NIGHTS

encouragement of her Dad, under the brand 
Sina Cova Woolly Pully Sport. “That 
really took off,” she says. “Next was 
yachting, where I started the Lupo di Mare 
(Sea Wolf) brand, which attracted a good deal 
of Japanese interest.” She spent four decades 
designing for Japanese manufacturers from 
1973 till 2013.

Although she holidayed regularly in the 
family hotel, Milan was her home until she 
moved to Wengen full-time in 1987, taking 
over from Nino Frankovic the pizzeria on the 
site of the former Belair bar that now bears 
her name. She took over the management 
of the Falken after her mother, universally 
known as Frau Cova and hugely respected 
by anyone who worked for her, died in 
December 1999, and her brother Andreas 
passed away two-and-a-half months later. 

The history of the Falken Hotel goes back to 
the building boom of the 1890s when Johann 
von Allmen, described in the official narrative 
as the publican of the Weinhalle in 
Lauterbrunnen, received planning permission

from Interlaken to build a hotel on his land in 
Gruebi, Wengen, according to the prevailing 
style, the official history tells us. 

Four floors were erected, the ground floor 
with its open veranda, two upper floors 
and an attic with a typical roof of the time. 
Photographs show that the double rooms have 
double windows, single rooms just the one. 
The staircase and one WC on each floor were 
located at the rear of the building. The 
building was completed in time for the 
summer season in 1895, it goes on to say. 
The first guest registered on July 27, in Room 
21, was Dr Theodor Asher from Hamburg. 
“We still have all the original guest books,” 
says Sina. Among the names that will most 
resonate with British readers is that of Peter 
Ustinov, actor, raconteur and writer.

These show that the hotel was popular from 
the very beginning. During that first season 
(July 27 till August 27) 100 guests arrived, 
one third from England and one third from 
Germany. In the second season, July and 
August 1896, there were 170 guests, a third

of whom were German. The success and 
profitability led to a sharp increase in guest 
numbers over the following years and soon 
the start of the summer season was brought 
forward to the second half of May and 
generally lasted till the second half of 
September. This encouraged Adolf von 
Allmen, the owner’s son, who took over after 
his father’s death, to extend the hotel. On May 
10 1901 the first electric light was installed on 
the ground floor, a very costly investment at 
the time. Chalet Gentiana opened its doors to 
guests in August 1903.

The first winter season of the Wengen 
mountain railway meant the Falken welcomed 
its first winter tourists on December 6 1908; 
151 guests arrived that season, which ran only 
till January 31. Until World War One, 90% of 
winter visitors were British. The Falken owes 
much of its external and internal appearance 
today to decisions taken by Maria von 
Allemen-Huggler (died 1962), then her 
daughter Hedy (1895-1995) and her 
step-sister Elsa Cova-Hasler (1912-99) not 
to renovate.
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Although Sina oversaw a series of extensive 
and expensive works after taking over, the 
majority of the rooms still have the original 
antique washbasins, antique furniture and 
even the original wallpaper (the Falken has 
been a member of the organisation of 
Historic Swiss Hotels since 2007). 

The works were financed by the funds 
generated by the construction and sale of two 
new chalets, Stella Alpina and Aquila; their 
sale also helped to eliminate significant debts 
she had inherited along with the hotel. 
There is a further story behind that 
development, Sina recalls. The original 
building had been listed and the listing 
authorities wanted the new chalets to be 
ultra-modern in style, to stand in stark 
contrast with their neighbours. She refused 
threatened to quit the business and hand it 
to the listers; and eventually secured the 
permission to build in a complementary style 
apartments some of which are owned by 
longstanding fellow DHO members.

Sina Cova has been a member of the 
DHO since 1958, representing the club 
successfully in the 2014 AICC races, in 
which she won her age category, and was a 
Coggins trainer for a spell in the mid-1960s. 
She has never, though, taken part in 

Game for a laugh. Sina at the 90th anniversary dance with Mike Austin in disguise

The former already works there and the latter 
is at hotel management school. They love the 
hotel,” she says. “I’ve never forced them into 
it; it’s their home.” She has two other 
children, a daughter working in sales in 
Milan for upmarket publisher Condé Nast 
and a son working in Zurich for a bank he 
asked not to be named.

Although Anglo Saxon customers continue 
to provide the principal client base, Da 
Sina’s Pizzeria has played host to more than 
3,000 Japanese diners in the past two years 
and a number of Saudi Arabians. “They 
prefer to eat later than other nationalities 
do,” she smiles when speaking of the latter. 
“And while they don’t consume alcohol they 
do eat well...”

the annual Inferno Downhill race, not for 
want of moral fibre but for reasons of sheer 
practicality. “I can’t afford to get injured, 
especially in January,” she explains. Piers 
Benson Browning, a former DHO club 
manager, always stayed at the Falken during 
his tenure on a much appreciated grace and 
favour basis.

She believes that Wengen faces a prosperous 
future, despite the prolonged economic 
recession stretching back almost a decade 
now. She credits the efforts played by the 
Jungfrau Railways in marketing the region 
around the globe as the main engine of 
visitor growth. Part of that future will see 
daughters Jenny and Vanessa assume control 
in due course. 



 

 
 
 
 

Popular meeting point next 
to the skilift Eigernordwand 

 

- Most beautiful sunny terrace in the region 
- The hint for good kitchen 
- Well-stocked wine cellar 

- In the summer evening rides with music 
- Opened all year 

 

 
 

The beginning of spring, 
Sunday, 20th March 2016, 13.00h: 

 

Guggemusik  
„Bödeli Rassel Bande“ 

 

Hearty welcome! 
 

Gletscher-Restaurants Jungfraujoch & Eigergletscher 
CH-3823 Eigergletscher 

T +41 (0)33 828 78 88     F +41 (0)33 828 78 94 
gletscherrestaurant@jungfrau.ch     

 www.gletscherrestaurant.ch 

 • Most beautiful sunny terrace in the region
• Renowned for good cooking

 • Well-stocked wine cellar
• Summer evening excursions with music

• Open all year
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Karl Molitor - an appreciation
by brian bollen

Last year we ran a hastily composed 
obituary of Karl Molitor who had died 
just as the Journal was going to print. 
What follows is the story of the most 
important ski racer to emerge from the 
Jungfrau region who was a DHO member 
from 1939.

The passing in summer 2014 of Karl (Moli) 
Molitor, undoubtedly Wengen’s best known 
champion skier, came too late in the editorial 
cycle for the DHO Journal to do little more 
than pay lip service in the form of a modest, 
brief obituary. It seems only appropriate 
to now revisit the subject to give Moli the 
valedictory address he deserves.

The good that men do is oft interred with 
their bones, writes William Shakespeare in 
Julius Caesar. That is certainly not the case 
with Karl Molitor. An hour spent in 
conversation with his only child, son Rico, 
in the coffee lounge of the shop on 
Dorfstrasse that still bears the family name, 
provides ample evidence of what a special 
man he was. As do tributes from others 
who knew him. “Your name will never be 
forgotten,” wrote FIS president Gian Franco 
Kasper in Moli’s autobiography - 
Sportlerherz, was willst du mehr?, 
Lebendige Erinnerungen - still available 
directly from the Molitor shop.

“Everyone liked him right to the end,” says 
Rico. “He never showed any resentment or 
jealousy of modern skiers, their equipment 
or their earnings. Indeed the top skiers often 
visited when in Wengen for the Lauberhorn 
races to pay their respects and racers such 
as Jean-Claude Killy would compete in the 
ski jumping contest we used to hold on the 
Wednesday evening of Lauberhornrennen 
week, something that today’s skiers probably 
wouldn’t even contemplate. He was still 
receiving letters from around the world 
asking for his autograph.” 

His autobiography is packed with facts, figures 
and an astonishing range of photographs. It is

The most important ski racer 
to emerge from the Jungfrau region -  

a Dho member from 1939

The staff outside the Molitor shop in the mid 20s

something of a revelation to those whose only 
knowledge of this Wengen legend comes 
from reading the Lauberhornrennen roll of 
honour outside Central Sport.

Not only did he win the Lauberhorn 
Downhill six times, the Lauberhorn Slalom 
twice and the Alpine Combination three 
times, but he won all three in 1940. To those 
who point out that the field must have been 
considerably weakened by World War II, 
when he was at the height of his physical 
powers, it is possible to riposte that at the 
Lauberhorn races in 1947 he won the 
Downhill,  and a year later won the Slalom 
and Combination in 1948.



Karl in the 1947 US championships
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In 1947 he took first place in the USA 
skiing championships at Snow Basin in Utah, 
winning all three of his events: Downhill, 
Slalom and Alpine Combination. That same 
year at the Silver Dollar Derby in Mount 
Rose, Nevada, he won the Slalom and 
Combination and finished second in the 
Downhill. He came first in the Far West 
Kandahar Slalom at Timberline Lodge in 
Oregon and in the Harriman Cup in Sun 
Valley, Idaho, he won the Combination, 
was second in the Slalom and third in the 
Downhill.

In 1948 he also took the Downhill bronze 
medal in the St Moritz Olympics and the 
silver medal in the Combination. In the 
meantime, his wife, Antoinette, won silver 
in the St Moritz Olympics Slalom and first 
place in the Sun Valley Championships in 
Idaho in 1947.

Moli clearly travelled well. He was never a 
one-trick pony or a flat-track bully.

His association with top level global skiing 
persisted long after he stopped racing (the 
St Moritz Olympics marking his swansong 
as a serious competitor although he did take 
part in a number of smaller races in 1949). 
He served as an FIS official for many years 
and was the Lauberhorn Downhill race 
leader (Rennleiter) from 1956-92 and 
doubled up in the same role for the 
Lauberhorn Slalom from 1967-91.

In short, Karl Molitor was one of a kind, 
and took skiing into a new era. Not least for 
his invention in 1964 of a new wire buckle 
system for plastic boots which, he predicted, 
would sweep away leather boots within a 
decade.

Customised ski boots took a total of 36 hours 
of manpower, Rico Molitor calculates, and 
it would be several weeks before they were 
ready to wear. Customers ordered in August 
and returned for a fitting in October. Only 
then could they begin to build a relationship 
with their boots, moulding them exactly to 
their feet by sitting with them in water.

And they could always be repaired, ideally 
by the men who made them in the first place. 
Taken proper care of, Molitor-made boots 
would last forever, says Rico, but they
never stood a chance once plastics and mass

Karl aged 14 With his wife Antoinette

Karl in the Swiss team at the 1948 
Olympics at St Moritz

Karl at Portland USA

Karl & Antoinette with Betty and President Gerald Ford



production came into the world of skiing 
equipment. With 70 workers at his workshop 
in Gruebi, Wengen, Molitor could produce 
20,000 pairs of boots a year. The same 
number of workers in the mass production 
age could churn out 500,000 (half a million).

Karl Molitor will always be most associated
in the public consciousness with the 
Lauberhorn Races, especially the Downhill. 
Although the new equipment has enabled 
skiers to record times unimaginable in the 
early years, today’s skiers might have 
struggled to compete, suggests son Rico. 
“Skiers are much faster today, but they have 
become faster, not better. The speed came 
with the new equipment and vehicles to 
flatten the track, but it was more dangerous 
in Dad’s time. He used to say that with the 
new equipment he could do the race quicker 
at the age of 75 than in his prime, when he 
won it.”

He did not underestimate the danger of the 
higher speeds, however. “The speed certainly 
scared him, but television channels want it, 
want to see crashes. Top skiing today is like 
gladiators fighting in Ancient Rome.”

Viktor Gertsch, who in January 2014 stepped 
down as president of the Lauberhorn Races 
organising committee after holding the post 
since 1970, hails Karl Molitor for having 
been an ambassador for skiing, the 
Lauberhorn Races, Wengen itself and the 
Jungfrau Region. “He was famous first 
because of his successes in our races and 
others, and then as a businessman with his 
famous boots,” says Viktor. “He was 
synonymous with the region. If you were 
talking about Karl Molitor you would talk 
about the region, and vice versa. He 
occupied a very special place; his name and 
his connections helped us a lot down the 
decades, and he was the first person in 
Wengen to take up golf.”

Not only was Karl Molitor a champion skier, 
devoted husband and attentive father,  he was 
also an excellent employer. “I liked Karl, a 
lot,” says Therese Brunner, proprietrix of 
the Hotel Bären, home to one of the Bernese 
Oberland’s top restaurants. “He was great to 
work for. I did an apprenticeship in 
orthopaedic shoes when I left school and he 
would often ask me to stay beyond normal
opening hours specifically to help customers
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buy the right shoes. But he more than made 
up for it by giving me extra time off when 
skiing conditions were perfect.”

“He was a lovely gentleman,” says Mike 
Reid, who has been visiting Wengen with 
his wife Sonia for almost 50 years, always 
staying at the Hotel Falken. “I had been 
curling, wearing shoes that weren’t right, and 
just didn’t work. He considered the problem, 
and brought me a pair of his son’s shoes, 
made an adjustment or two, and I was fine. 
He used to make his boots in what is now an 
EWL workshop; they were beautiful boots, 
like old Cumbrian hunting boots. I could 
never afford the ones that were individually 
made and customised for each customer, but 
he did have a stock range too. He did have a 
very special way about him; he was held in 
very high standing in the village but always 
had time for people.”

For all his success on various pistes, Karl 
Molitor regarded his biggest honours as (a) 
being elected to the sport’s Hall of Fame in 

March 1991 and (b) being invited to ski with 
former US President Gerald  Ford, as part 
of the 10th anniversary celebrations of the 
American Ski Classic in Vail/Beaver Creek, 
Colorado. He spent a full week with 
President Ford in March 1992. He also 
displayed a certain level of competence on 
the golf course (Golf - auch hier ein 
Champion! he writes on page 71 of his 
autobiography, at which point in my reading 
I realised that I have played with Molitor 
golf balls on a number of occasions without 
making the connection). Each celebratory 
race in that week was preceded by a round 
of golf. 

It is difficult to imagine any future former US 
President clearing so much of his schedule for 
such an event. But as Rico Molitor says, his 
Dad always had something special about him. 
“People were attracted to him,” he concludes. 
“He had heart. You can’t buy it from Harrods 
or learn it from Harvard. You either have it or 
you don’t. My Dad had it.”

Karl in the slalom at the 1948 Olympics





FALKEN HOTEL
WENGEN - JUNGFRAU

Familie S. Cova

R E S T A U R A N T  •  P I A N O  B A R  •  B E A U T I F U L  G A R D E N  W I T H  V I E W

Special Offers for DHO
24th - 30th Jan. 2016 & 31st Jan - 6th Feb. 2016

6 nights’ accommodation in one of the Falken’ s historical bedrooms 
6 continental buffet breakfasts, 6 four-course evening meals, 5-day ski pass 

Price: Chf.1160.00 Jungfrau Ski pass
Price: Chf.1130.00 Grindelwald-Wengen Ski pass

30th Jan. - 6th Feb. & 6th - 13th Feb 2016
7 nights’ accommodation in one of the Falken’s historical bedrooms 

7 continental buffet breakfasts, 7 four-course evening meals, 6-day ski pass 
Price: Chf.1350.00 Jungfrau Ski pass

Price: Chf.1290.00 Grindelwald-Wengen Ski pass

SUPER Special Offers for DHO
2nd - 9th April 2016

7 nights’ accommodation in one of the Falken’s historical bedrooms 
7 continental buffet breakfasts, 7 four-course evening meals, 6-day ski pass 

Price: Chf.1250.00 Jungfrau Ski pass
Price: Chf.1150.00 Grindelwald-Wengen Ski pass

13th - 18th Dec. 2015 & 9th - 14th Jan 2016
5 nights’ accommodation in one of the Falken’s historical bedrooms 

5 continental buffet breakfasts, 5 four-course evening meals, 4-day ski pass 
Price: Chf.910.00 Jungfrau Ski pass

Price: Chf.875.00 Grindelwald-Wengen Ski pass

Family Friendly with Style & Atmosphere

Tel: 0041 (0)33 8565121 Fax: 0041 (0)33 8553339
E-mail: info@hotelfalken.com Internet: www.hotelfalken.com

CONTACT US FOR SPECIAL 5 OR 10 DAY PACKAGES
DHO guests have 10% discount on our winter pricelist
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Dho Spring Tour
by ian McCormick

Members: Simon Hollington, Pippa 
Duncan, Clive Mitchell, Trish Dale, 
Kit Erhardt, Steve Mooney, John France, 
Louise McKechnie, Ian & Jane 
McCormick and, walking on foot only, 
Sarah Edmonds.

Guide: Adolf Schlunegger and his 
assistant René Seiler.

Staying at Hotel Rustica by Frutigen 
(up the road from Spiez) and Berghotel 
Schwarenbach on Gemmi Pass.

Six of the potential ten tourers convened at 
the Hotel Rustica on Saturday 21st March; 
all by road except for Kit who trailed his 
case over 1 km from the station – he likes the 
hard life! Steve and John travelled from 
England in a vast maxi-bus used for 
transporting John’s old people and now us 
– not a significant change of use (speaking 
personally)!

Adolf and René arrived in good time from 
their homes in Gsteig and Wimmis for an 
excellent dinner and anticipatory chatter. 
There were few in the hotel but us.

A renowned son of Kandersteg, Dolf has had 
a remarkable career including Director in 
charge of racing in the Swiss Ski Federation, 
a senior post in FIS, head of Swiss Intersport 
leading to politics with two stints as Swiss 
President (a yearly rotating post amongst the 
7 government ministers). Most recently, he 
was appointed UN Under Secretary for Sport 
by Kofi Annan for a token one US dollar 
p.a. – not like our Mr Blair! His father of the 
same name taught me to ski in the early 50s. 
We had a merry meal with some excellent 
Swiss wine chosen by our Adolf.

Day 2: 23rd March. Lauchernalp – 
Hockenhorn – towards Sackhorn
In fine weather we leave the hotel at a 
leisurely 8.25 am in our two vans – John’s 
and Adolf’s – and we drove up the left hand 
valley to Kandersteg to catch the car ferry 
through the 9 km original Loetschberg rail 
tunnel to Goppenstein in the Valais.

A short drive up the lower regions of the 
Loetschental took us to Wiler where we took 
a cable car to Lauchenalp and a couple of 
chairs and a gondola towards the Hocken-
horn. This peak is part of a long ridge de-
scending in a south-westerly direction from 
the Jungfrau via Tschingelhorn and Peters-
grat. A rather mechanised day of touring so 
far, but Adolf is not one to let us loiter!

21-27 March 2015

Day 1: 22nd March. Adelboden
From Frutigen we drove up the right-hand 
valley to Adelboden beside the Entshlige 
river - say that thrice when under the 
influence: and even worse with the 
alternative spelling Engstlige! - for the usual 
warm-up day on and off piste. It had stopped 
snowing – and raining lower down – but 
there was a persistent mist and not a lot of 
trees, so difficult to know where one was 
going in an unaccustomed area. Splitting into 
two groups we bravely sent our guides down 
in front into the fog as pathfinders.

Occasionally blue sky appeared and there 
was some acceptable powder beside the 
pistes. Skiing-wise, though only separated 
by 4 valleys, it’s a very different resort from 
Wengen, but with the same older world 
charm (for what we could see of it!) and 
usefully connected by lifts to Lenk.

Back at Frutigen, Simon (released from lamb 
mid-wifery), Pippa and Louise had arrived 
from England via Grimentz and Trish from 
Klosters.

In the evening we had the honour of 
entertaining Adolf Ogi and his charming 
wife Katrin to dinner.
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Adolf’s girls and Simon in bondage

Clive leading Jane

Tour leader in waiting
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He allowed us a brief look from a viewing 
platform down precipitous slopes to the 
Gastern valley. The original intention had 
been to go south-west to the Loetschen pass 
to gain access to that valley and ski back 
down to Kandersteg: but there was 
inadequate snow, so we traversed downhill 
in the opposite direction before donning 
skins and harscheisen and climbing a couple 
of hours back up to the ridge beyond the 
Sackhorn.

There was some 10 cms of new snow from 
two days ago on top of a crust that gave 
good skiing on the way down to an inviting 
hostelry that, for those who wanted, served 
to augment their packed lunch.

The more energetic skied off piste from the 
lifts in the afternoon. The others siesta-d!

Then back to Lauchenalp and the cable-car 
down, as the southerly slope was denuded 
of snow, to rejoin our vans and home via the 
tunnel.

Day 3: 24th March. Oeschinensee
Drive back up to Kandersteg and to the 
bottom of the old sesselbahn.

A gondola has now replaced the sideways 
facing chairlift, complete with safety bars 
and blankets, which mildly terrified me in 
the 50s when it rattled noisily and jerkily 
over and under the pylon pulley wheels.

Fortunately it had closed last weekend; for 
Adolf would undoubtedly have made us 
walk up anyway and it would not have been 
nice to be grinned at by piste bashers on the 
way down as there was little option but to 
use the icy piste to get to our goal. After 1½ 
hours climbimg we were on a level with the 
top of the lift and it was a gentle push down 
to the lake.

Three sides of Oeschinensee are formed by 
the mountains of the magnificent Blumlisalp 
range that fall near vertically to the water’s 
– or ice and snow as we saw it – edge. It 
must be a fine sight in the summer.

The hotel by the shore was closed but had 
dry benches to sit on for early lunch from 
our packs. Surprising how good a meagre 
sandwich, some Swiss sausage and bit of 
fruit/chocolate can taste at altitude!

gained height, trains can now go through at 
high speeds to the Valais and on through the 
Simplon tunnel significantly reducing travel 
times. 

In the boring process they encountered a 
substantial geothermal spring that could not 
be diverted into the nearby river for fear of 
ecological damage – especially in the winter. 
What to do with it?

Some houses and buildings were heated and 
the remaining heat dissipated in 2 ways.
A very lush Tropical Garden is home to a 
large array of plants many bearing fruit - 25 
different varieties of banana for a start and 
most other tropical fruit you will have eaten 
and more. Incongruously, numbers of small 
quail scuttled around and there was a tank of 
water with two four foot sturgeon swimming 
round and round that you were invited to 
stroke! Only Pippa the vet succeeded in body 
contact.

Outside there were open tanks full of 40,000 
or so sturgeon that provide good caviar (ask 
Clive and Sarah). Sturgeon steaks were on 
local menus and tasted good.

Also an interesting museum with lots about 
sturgeon and tunnels for those so inclined.

Suitably educated and appetised we turned 
up a bit late for dinner!

Day 4: 25th March. Gemmi Pass – 
Schwarenbach.
Clive had been nursing a poorly knee during 
the past days and regrettably decided he 
would not join us in the high mountains. 
Even the intelligence that the Berghotel had 
a good stock of Prosecco would not move 
him! Fortunately he had the company of 
walking Sarah.

With larger rucksacks packed for 3 days up 
high, we drove once again up to Kandersteg 
and on to the bottom station of the 
Sunnbuel cable car where we left the 
vehicles. Released at the top onto the 
northern approach to the Gemmi Pass – that 
takes much the same path as the Loetschberg 
Tunnels way beneath – we began the walk 
to the Schwarenbach Berghotel sited about 
halfway along the pass that itself ends in a 
precipitous drop down to Leukerbad.

Serious lunch in Kandersteg

Sturgeon in a tank

Pow-Wow on a path to Oeschinensee

After a short climb and another stop in a 
sunny couloir we skied down for a second 
lunch in Kandersteg and thence back early to 
Frutigen.

Adolf always likes to include some local 
culture in our tours, but we were not 
expecting to find a Tropical Garden and 
Sturgeon and Caviar Farm in the Alps!

Opening in 2007, the Swiss bored a new 
Base Loetschberg tunnel, at a level 400m 
below the old tunnel used by the car ferry. 
Beginning at Frutigen, and avoiding the 
amazing engineering of circling tunnels in 
the rock and viaducts by which the old track
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After three-quarters of an hour, having 
crossed the Spittelmatte plateau, for a bit 
of extra exercise we diverted to the left to 
climb some 500m up the lower slopes of an 
impressive peak named Altels. Jane, who 
also had knee problems, decided to give this 
a miss and took the path straight to the hotel, 
assured that that there were no Bern bears on 
the loose.

Our climb took us through some woods and 
onto some nice open slopes before low cloud 
reduced visibility. Adolf found a photogenic 
Ptarmigan who posed for his picture before 
flying away.  We skied down on ‘varied’ 
snow.

Now back to where we had diverted, we 
paused for some lunch, and continued on a 
moderate climb to the Schwarenberg where 
I was relieved to find I still had a wife!

Our Berghotel at 2061m started life as an 
18th century customs house between the 
Oberland and Valais and had been 
extensively restored by the most charming 
present owners the Stoller-Wehrli family. 
We were very well looked after with good 
food, good wine, very comfortable rooms 
and a pretty daughter behind the bar! 

Famous guests of the past included 
Alexander Dumas, Mark Twain and Picasso. 
Also a nationally decorated cat: having 
unilaterally attached itself to the hotel, it 
used to follow skiers on their tours to the 
very top, probably more in hope of titbits 
than enjoying the scenery. One day, half way 
up, it refused to go any further and the party 
followed it back down, thus saving them all 
from a massive avalanche. Others also out 
touring were not so lucky. Thus the cat was 
awarded a medal.

Day 5: 26th March. Gemmi Pass – 
Daubensee - Furggentalti - Rindersattel
Six o’clock in the morning rising! 

Breakfasted and supplied with the ubiqui-
tous Rose Hip tea - very bad for the teeth I 
believe - and a sandwich for lunch, we set off 
around 7.30 to walk up to the Daubensee. We 
skied across this 1.5 km long lake three years 
ago when our group stayed a couple of nights 
at the hotel at the head of the pass. So it felt 
like an old friend.

Full team less photographer René

On this occasion we crossed a corner and 
traversed to the left before climbing more 
steeply, first in a couloir and then on to a 
wide snowfield named Furggentaltli. There 
was a lot of wind and swirling clouds 
overhead. Adolf gave a masterclass on a 
variation of the kick turn suitable for deep 
snow and steep slopes. Clearly he was not 
impressed with our efforts as, when we 
reached the final 150 metres, we shed skis 
and he cut steps for us to walk up on foot 
to the sharp ridge at 2855m that fell away 
precipitously to a valley some 800m below.

After a short stop, mercifully protected from 
the wind by some suitably angled rocks, we 
got to our feet for the short walk down to our 
skis. As the slope must have been 45 degrees 
the girls opted to be roped up and belayed 
around Adolf as anchor man and attached 
to Simon in front. Occasionally swirling 
the free end (the ‘Bitter End’ for sailors) he 
looked quite mischievous! 

All united with our skis we followed our 
tracks back on mostly indifferent windblown 
snow, but with low clouds making 
marvellous shapes around rocky projections. 
Jane had declined the last climb on foot due 
to her knee and had gone down earlier with 
René and we met them, both looking rather 
cold, back at the lake.

The more energetic opted for another climb 
of an hour or more, but the older and 
possibly wiser legged it back to the 
Schwarenbach.

The previous two nights we were practically 
the only guests but, at dinner that evening, 
we were joined by a very smartly uniformed 
group of French Gendarmerie from 

Chamonix whose leader gave a very gracious 
speech of thanks to our hosts in French and 
then translated it into English for our benefit. 

Snow was falling as we went to bed.

Day 6: 27th March – Schwarzgratli – 
Sunnbuel - & finish!
Some 20 cms of new snow!

Up early and, bearing all our possessions on 
our backs and after saying our farewells and 
thanks to our hosts, we commenced our last 
climb towards Schwarzgratli, a ridge on the 
opposite side of the pass to our previous 
excursions, with intention of gaining access 
to the Uschinen valley that descends all the 
way down to where we started by skirting 
around the steep rock face that the cable car 
ascends.

The gods were against us as; whereas the 
snow was a great improvement than hitherto, 
the visibility was next to nothing and after 
probing the gloom for over an hour, Adolf 
decided to retrace   our ascent route almost 
to the Schwarenbach before turning left and 
picking up the walking path back to 
Sunnbuel.

After a drink in the typically efficient, clean, 
pine clad top-of-the-lift restaurant and 
relieved of our rucksacks by Jane - who 
volunteered to escort them down by lift 
- - we took the piste (that wasn’t pisted, so 
far more fun) that had changed little in width 
and landscaping since I first went down it 
over 60 years ago. It’s used in the summer 
as a cyclo-cross course and had banked turns 
and jumps that Simon enjoyed to the 
detriment of my skis!
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Our vehicles were retrieved unharmed and 
we went back to Hotel Rustica who had 
kindly given us a room in which  to store 
luggage not being taken up the Pass. 

Clive and Sarah were there to meet us having 
walked many miles in the last 3 days.

As is the custom on tour, we were ready to 
depart our separate ways by 3 pm

Postscript
I have now organised the tour for seven years 
since I took over from John Rigby. It’s not a 
particularly onerous task as, in addition to his 
stalwart leadership on the slopes, Adolf also 
acts as travel agent suggesting the itinerary 
and booking hotels and huts after acquiring a 
good rate! His choices are excellent and have 
taken us to unlikely places and even 
unlikelier Berghotels in the back of beyond. 
And usually a bit of culture too. Taking over 
from Fredi Fuchs in 1985, he has missed 
only two years since; one of them when there 
was no tour. Very senior within the guiding 
fraternity, we have all felt entirely safe in 
his hands and enjoyed his humour with the 
twinkling eye! He is also our official 
photographer. Thank you Adolf!

René has come on the tour since the early 
noughties and has been an invaluable 
assistant in bringing up the rear, collecting 
up those who have temporarily lost the
battle with the snow or their bindings, 
taking a group when we occasionally split up 
and entertaining us with endless stories and 
flamboyant skiing! Older than us all, you put 
us to shame with your strength, stamina and 
enthusiasm. Thank you René!

Thank you to all the tourers who have 
put with my – as one put it – light touch 
organisation. But we all seem to get to the 
right place at the right time – well usually! 
We have all had a lot of fun I think. There’s 
nothing like sharing a bit of discomfort for 
team spirit, though Adolf’s hotels have rather 
diminished that aspect!

Lastly, I needed to find a successor of more 
tender years to take over from me and Simon 
Hollington, with a bit of arm-twisting one 
night on the Gemmi Pass, has most 
graciously agreed to be Chief of Tour from 
next year. I know he will do an excellent job. 
Thank you Simon! 

Last few metres on foot

Looks a bit steep on the other side!

On our way down
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GLAZING EXPERTISE FOR SCHOOLS, 
HOSPITALS, HISTORIC BUILDINGS, 

DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY

Best wishes for a 
successful 2014/15

ski season to all 
D.H.O members
Cotswold Glazing Ltd.

THORPE WAY, BANBURY OXON OX16 4SP

TEL: (01295) 266965  
FAX: (01295) 267760

www.cotswoldglazing.com

OXFORDSHIRE
GLASS
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First Skis in the 
Jungfrau Region

by Freddie whitelaw

A little over 40 years ago, I was on my 
second visit to Wengen and was still 
working my way through ski school. 
In the Männlichen  cable car, I was 
introduced to a very attractive medical 
student on holiday with her then boy-
friend who seemed to believe that shouting 
at her from the bottom of the slope having 
abandoned her near the top, was a good 
way of encouraging her to improve her 
skiing. 

Relations between them were thus not 
exactly “all sweetness and light” and I, 
myself, was having a difficult time in ski 
school being unimpressed with my ski 
instructor, so we sort of “chummed up” 
to give each other a bit of moral support. 
Later, back in the UK, that medical student 
introduced me to her flat-mate. And that, 
dear readers, is how your editor met his 
girlfriend of the next 7 years, Evie Bowyer, 
who became a long time habitué of Wengen 
and the Hotel Alpenrose. The 3 of us skied 
for several years together, particularly 
revelling in keeping fellow hotel guests 
guessing as to who was with whom. That 
medical student eventually qualified and got 
married to another doctor, Robin Loveland, 
but still retains and usually uses her maiden 
name and is DHO member Dr Christina 
(Chrissie) Carnegie. 

Thereafter Chrissie skied elsewhere with 
her husband (and their 2 daughters in due 
course). Robin is an extremely good skier, 
but recently he felt obliged to cease skiing 
because he has to take Warfarin as a result 
of a deep vein thrombosis and this means 
that a skiing accident could potentially lead
to his bleeding out before he could be got

Not skiing as we know it now, but a type of 
skiing designed for moving round the 
countryside on relatively flat ground and 
much more closely related to today’s 
Langlauf than Alpine skiing – a sort of 
hiking on skis. It was aided with a single 
long pole and that was used like one uses 
a pole in a punt. And by sticking it between 
one’s legs and sitting on it, it could be used 
as a means of braking if one’s speed got 
too high, although it was perhaps a touch 
dangerous to one’s “family jewels”! This 
technique, known as “stick riding”, was 
strongly disapproved of by pioneer ski 
teacher, author (and DHO founder member) 
Vivian Caulfeild, and Arnold Lunn was 
influenced by his mantra and banned stick 
riding from competitive alpine skiing in the 
early 1920s.  After their trip to Norway, later 
that same year, in December 1891, Gerald 
and Thomas came to Grindelwald and stayed 
at the Baer Hotel (since burned down twice 
and no longer in existence).  Back in the 
1890s it  was a very grand hotel with its own 
extremely large ice-rink that even included 
an orchestra. At that time, Skating, Curling 
and Tobogganing were the only winter sports 
pursued. One day Gerald Fox decided to 
demonstrate his skis “to amuse the ladies” 
(according to his diary). So he went up to his
room, put on a pair of stout walking boots, 
strapped on his skis and clumped out of the 
hotel down stairs, along corridors and out to 
the snow. This action was regarded as some-
what eccentric, and he was consequently 
viewed as a bit of a figure of fun and there 
was definitely no queue to join him on skis. 
But history was made, this was the first re-
corded use of skis in the Jungfrau region.  In 
the fullness of time others slowly followed 
and by 1901 the Grindelwald ski club had

to hospital. After a year or two without 
skiing at all, Chrissie called me to ask if 
I still skied and whether the “old gang” were 
still Wengen and DHO skiers. To which 
I replied that those of us who were still alive 
mostly continued to ski in Wengen, but that 
we had, for instance, lost through death,  
Piers Benson Browning and Mike Loveday 
who were part of the old gang. So Chrissie 
re-joined what was left of the gang which 
partly explains why, that day,  we were in 
Grund having lunch at the Aspen Restaurant 
after the McMillan Cup race.

I had planned to go off on a solitary  
expedition after the race, since I had known 
I would be most of the way to my intended 
destination by lunchtime.  Chrissie didn’t 
much fancy the skiing conditions of that day, 
so she joined my private adventure and we 
went together and took the train from Grund 
to Grindelwald whereupon I consulted the 
maps and information at the bus station 
alongside the station. In error we alighted 
from the bus one stop early, but we 
eventually found our intended destination, 
the Grindelwald Folk Museum. For it is here 
that the very first skis to be seen in the 
Jungfrau region were reputed to be on 
display.

Two cousins from Somerset, Gerald and 
Thomas Fox, part of a large walking, 
climbing and hiking family, of whom a 
member one generation earlier - Thomas 
Fox Tucket – was an eminent climber 
deserving to be spoken of in the same breath 
as that first conqueror of the Matterhorn, 
Edward Whymper. The two cousins went to 
Norway in early 1891 and there they each 
purchased a pair of skis and learned to ski. 

The Folk Museum in Grindelwald
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been formed by the Swiss, to be followed 
2 years later by the Ski Club Wengen. 
And the first skier in Wengen was reputed to 
have been the local doctor  Fritz Oetiker. 
He had to visit his patients tunnelling 
through the Eiger from 1898 to make the 
Jungfrau railway to Jungfraujoch. And at that 
time the railway didn’t even operate in 
winter  from Lauterbrunnen to Wengen, let 
alone to Kleine Scheidegg. So Dr Oetiker 
had to ski-tour up from his surgery in 
Wengen to Scheidegg, and from there to 
Eigergletscher.

Various members of the Fox family 
continued to visit Grindelwald over the 
following years, finally spending several 
years staying at the restaurant/hotel at 
Alpiglen before WW2 commenced. In 1990, 
the Fox family, on discovering they still had 
both pairs of skis of Thomas and Gerald 
tucked away, decided to offer them to Grin-
delwald. Gerald’s were presented to the Folk 
Museum and those of Thomas went to the 
Hotel Schonegg and a group of Fox family 
members came to Grindelwald in January 
1991 to celebrate the centenary of this first 
use of skis in Grindelwald. These pairs of 
skis are on display, respectively,  in the hotel 
foyer and in the Folk Museum upstairs in the 
sport area. The most unusual aspect of these 
skis is how incredibly light they are, made 
entirely of wood much the same width as 
a modern ski, with a very long tip and a toe 
binding, it is a light wood, perhaps larch. 
Not to be put down on a windy day lest it 
blows away.   

An interesting, indeed almost bizarre, 
exhibit in the museum is a Puch motor cycle. 
What one might ask has a motorcycle got 
to do with a folk museum? Well, the answer 
links the North face of the Eiger with Adolf 
Hitler, which sounds more than unusual for 
a folk museum in a Swiss ski resort.

It is the 30s. Hitler had come to power in 
Germany and by 1936 he was hoping that 
his Aryan athletes would sweep the board 
at the summer Olympics. Jesse Owens, in 
particular, had a hand in blowing that hope 
out of the water. In the Winter Olympics the 
Austrians withdrew due to a dispute over 
ski-instructors being regarded as 
professionals when the Olympics were 
100% amateur at the time and in 1936, since  
it was still before the Anschluss, it mattered

not to Hitler, but one member of the Austrian 
ski team was Heinrich Harrer who was very 
ambitious to establish himself as famous and 
thus was very disappointed to be excluded 
from the winter Olympics by the 
Austrian’s action of withdrawing their ski 
team. Harrer’s greatest passion was mountain 
climbing. In March 1938 Germany annexed 
Austria in the Anschluss and thus Germany 
and Austria became a single country. Harrer 
thought that a planned German climbing 
expedition to the Himalayas in 1939 would 
give him that public exposure he sought, and 
if he could succeed in climbing the North 
face of the Eiger, he was certain to be part of 
that expedition. He persuaded his climbing 
friend Fritz Kasparek to join him and they 
both travelled in July 1938 from Austria to 
Grindelwald on his motorbike which they 
parked in a barn on the outskirts of 
Grindelwald. The pair hiked to the pasture 
below Kleine Scheidegg where they camped 
and planned their assault on the mountain. 
They began the climb in the fourth week of 
July and found they were competing with a 
German pair led by Anderl Heckmair 
accompanied by Ludwig Vorg, who they 
met low down on the North face itself. They 
decided to link up and continued to the top 
which they achieved on 28th July 1938. This 
first ascent of the North Face of the Eiger 
was regarded as a major triumph by the 
Nazis and the four climbers were invited to 
Austria to meet Hitler and to receive medals. 
Such was this propaganda triumph, Harrer 
never returned to Grindelwald to collect his 
motorcycle, but went quickly to the 
Himalayas. He was still in the area of North 
India in August 1939 trying to reach the 
coast to obtain passage by freighter back to 
Germany and he was interned by the British 
when WWII broke out at the beginning of 
September. Eventually Harrer escaped and 
reached Tibet where he spent the next 
7 years. By which time his motor cycle was 
forgotten, but it was eventually restored and 
now lives in the Folk Museum in 
Grindelwald.

Heinrich Harrer wrote the story of that first 
successful climb of the North face of the 
Eiger in his book “The White Spider” and 
also the story of his war time years 
marooned in Tibet, with “Seven Years in 
Tibet”. He died in 2006.

Gerald Fox in Grindelwald 1891

Chrissie indicating the length of 
Gerald Fox’s skis

Plaque attached to Tom Fox’s skis in the 
Schonnegg Hotel
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Above: The Puch motorcycle of Heinrich Harrer. 
Inset: Harrer, Kasparek, Hechmair and Vorg in Austria being awarded medals by Adolf Hitler
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wengen without skiboots 
by norman Freund

Whether it’s a time for patriotic fervour 
or an opportunity to make merry, August 
1st, their National Day, is a time for the 
whole of Switzerland to really celebrate. 
The DHO now opens up the Club Room 
over the two weeks surrounding 
National Day, and there are a lot of 
activities planned for those DHO 
members who come.     

It’s been some time since we were last in 
Wengen during the summer so we decided 
to come for a week around August 1st. 
It wasn’t really long enough; we’ll come for 
two weeks next time. On National Day itself, 
Wengen put up a marquee over the Curling 
Rinks. The hoteliers provided delicious 
canapés and plentiful wine, and a group 
of musicians and dancers from Fribourg 
delighted both locals and visitors with lively 
performances. In the afternoon, there was 
more music and dancing on the mound by 
the Station. The evening merrymaking was 
affected by rain, but there were fireworks, 
permitted only at the last minute because the 
dry summer created a fire risk. In Interlaken, 
the fireworks went on for over an hour!    

Of course, National Day is just one day. 
The many things for summer visitors to do, 
DHO planned, locally organized and on our 
own initiative, are what prompted us to plan

for two weeks next year.  Brian Philips did a 
superb job of arranging the DHO activities. 

A gentle walk along Lake Brienz starts from 
the very elegant, period style Giessbach 
Hotel, reached by an ancient funicular from 
the boat landing station on the lake. A bus 
takes you back to Interlaken from Iseltwald. 
Of course, hiking in this majestic setting has 
to be a major part of any summer stay. Three 
of us took on the Eiger Trail which wends its 
way 6 kilometres down from Eigergletscher 
to Alpiglen. It’s no benign amble and, as a 
sting in the tail, has a couple of steep rock 
descents near the end where you hang on 
to fixed wire ropes as you go down. We all 
felt we had achieved something as we sat in 
the Alpiglen Restaurant. I, for one, would 
have liked to prepare better for this hike and 
certainly would not be fit enough to travel in 
the opposite direction.    

By contrast, we went up to Mürren, 
rediscovered the little Memorial Park for Sir 
Arnold Lunn and then took the short walk 
down to Winteregg for lunch. It’s not too 
much effort to continue down to Lauterb-
runnen. Another walk on the Mürren side, 
somewhat longer, was led by Susie Fuchs.   

Brian Bollen was persuaded to make a dozen 
excellent pizzas to be consumed by the 30

Alpine Horns at Gruebi on Swiss National day

The Marquee on the skating rink

Brian Phillips (chef), Maggie Gerber 
(supervisor) and Brian Bollen (food taster) 
organising the BBQ on the Club Room 
terrace on Swiss National day.

or so DHO members who assembled in the 
Club Room; after this prodigious effort, 
he let  it be known that he does not plan to 
repeat the effort. There were two Club Room 
BBQs with a fine selection of meats and 
salads followed by cheese and Maggie 
Gerber’s deliciously sweet cherry plums. 
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Our Honorary President, Viktor Gertsch, 
appeared in the Club Room on Sunday 
evening and invited  everyone to a 
Männlichen barbecue for Tuesday night. 
The Männlichen Restaurant puts this meal 
on every Tuesday and the 20 or so DHO 
members feasted in the restaurant’s upper 
dining room. The meal ended with a 
memorable concoction of coffee, alcohol (in 
equal measure), sugar and cream. We didn’t 
have to walk down (just as well); there were 
cable cars back to Wengen at 9.30 and 9.45. 

The Wengen mini-golf course ends with a 
fiendish 18th hole that defeated almost all 
the DHO members who entered the 
competition. However, there were a couple 
of holes-in-one and the overall winner, with 
a score of 69, was presented with a cup.

Some ten DHO members took one day to 
travel First Class in the old paddle steamer 
on Lake Brienz, with lunch aboard. It’s a 
good respite from more energetic activity 
and the ride is a lovely one.

For the days you don’t go on DHO activities 
or strike out on your own, Wengen provides 
a whole variety of excursions and, if it’s 
wet, a good place to go is the Lauterbrunnen 
Talmuseum, which tells something about 
the fascinating history of the valley and its 
people.

If you’ve only seen Wengen in the winter, 
you’d be surprised how different the area 
looks without snow. Somehow, when the 
blanket of white is gone, the landscape 
seems to provide a different perspective. 
The familiar ski runs are green carpets to 
explore on foot and admire from a distance. 
We took our children to Wengen in the 
summer from when they were just about 
able to cope with a good hike (a promise of 
a meringue glace at the end was a good 
inducement). Riding the trains and cable 
cars, watching the cows, drinking fresh milk 
and seeing how cheese is made are a good 
alternative to lying on a beach! And not 
just for children, the Confiserie Schuh in 
Interlaken has daily Chocolate Shows with 
samples for everyone.  

On a practical note, there are some 
attractive travel plans for summer visitors. 
The Jungfrau Pass allows 6 days of 
unlimited use of the region’s trains (except to

The DHO party outside the Männlichen  
cable car on their way up to the BBQ 
with Viktor Gertsch

BBQ in the upstairs restaurant on 
Männlichen

Stephen Davies and offspring in the Wengen swimming pool

Lunch for the Davies family at the Berghaus   

Jungfraujoch) and cable cars, as well as boat 
trips on lakes Thun and Brienz. For people 
who want to stay longer, there is a Summer 
Abo, allowing unlimited train and cable car 
rides for the whole season, though it pays 
off even for a two week stay. The Summer 
Abo is at half price for Jungfrau Ski Region 
Winter Sports season pass holders (hang on 
to your abonnements!), half fare card holders 

and children. Details are at www.jungfrau.
ch/en/sommerabo. The abo also entitles 
you to go to Jungfraujoch at half price, but, 
frankly, I’d leave that for the hordes who 
come up each day just for the trip.   
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inferno 2015
by brian bollen

The rumours flying around Wengen in 
the week before this year’s 71st Inferno 
Downhill that Prince Harry might be 
taking part in the race could not be 
confirmed, despite my best efforts from 
my desk in Acher. Unless, that is, 
Buckingham Palace, the Kandahar Club 
and the race organisers were being 
economical with the truth when they 
repeatedly told me they knew nothing 
of it. 

Further muddying the waters is the fact that 
although I did not mention in my initial 
phone calls to the Palace press office, when 
I tried to volunteer the information the press 
officer suddenly declared she knew all about 
it. Some might find that a tad contradictory.

This was one situation in which I might 
have been tempted not to let the facts get in 
the way of a good story. A story involving a 
royal, the Swiss Alps, a madcap ski race and 
a James Bond villain’s lair would be utterly 
compelling. I found myself mentally 
preparing a five-page spread for The Sun 
overnight, starting from the premise that 
Buckingham Palace professed to have no 
knowledge of the rumours that Prince Harry 
would be taking part in the Inferno race 
rather than utter a categoric no.

there are often very good reasons why the 
gentlemen and gentlewomen of the fourth 
estate are so distrusting.

on her Majesty’s Secret Service?

But I’ve been too well trained for that. The 
Financial Times, where I cut my teeth as a 
writer and editor, has a hard-won reputation 
for accuracy. That dictum was hammered 
into me during my time before the FT mast 
and it has stayed with me even though I last 
left Number One Southwark Bridge as a 
full-time staffer on January 23 1993. 

The rumours persisted throughout the 
weekend that the prince had indeed taken 
part, arriving in a helicopter and leaving 
before most of us had even made it out of 
bed. This perhaps could explain the highly 
unusual situation that the race ran 
consistently 15 minutes or so early (this 
caused alarm to gondola-load after 
gondola-load of racers who had timed their 
arrival at the start to leave themselves a few 
minutes to prepare and found themselves 
being ushered straight onto the course).

Even now that we are closer to the 2016 
races than the 2015 series, I can’t help 
speculating about what might have been. 
Five pages? Make it seven!! Hold the front 
page, and the rest!!

Mind you, if at some point Prince Harry does 
turn out to have been in it, I will be 
mightily miffed, and will till the end of my 
days remind anyone who will listen that 

About half of the DHO inferno team

3 Presidents; Huw Alban Davies, 
Michael Woodhall and Max Davies in 
Mürren to watch the Inferno

Ben Mandy
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inferno 2015

Turning to what we know of the facts of the 
week, this year’s Inferno Downhill was once 
again affected by a lack of packed snow. 
Although we experienced some heavy falls 
in the last two or three days before the race, 
that was too late for the course to be 
prepared beyond Mürren. A number of 
stalwarts made it across the valley to support 
the DHO team, of whom 21 made it to the 
finish line as detailed in our table.

The official website reports that participants 
this year raced a total of 7.6 kilometres and 
descended 1140 metres in altitude. In the 
area around the Allmendhubel there was fog 
for some time, affecting nearly half of the 
field. 

Felix Tschümperlin (Schwyz) won the race 
for the first time after 15 years of trying. 
He won in 7.25.78 ahead of Ruedi Brawand 
(Grindelwald, 7.26.41). Kuno Michel 
(Kerns) was third in 7.27.67. 

In the women’s race, Nicole Bärtschi 
(Buttisholz) won this year, as she did in 
2013 and 2014. With her time of 8.16.60 
she beat the competition by over one second. 
Last year’s third-placed woman, Maya 
Rüdishüli (Amden) took second place in 
8.17.88 ahead of Manuela Kaufmann 
(Interlaken) in 8.22.40.

In the combination local hero Oliver 
Zurbrügg (Lauterbrunnen) laid down the 
foundation for his dominant win in the 
cross-country race on Wednesday. He won 
the combination ahead of Mathias Salzmann 
(Naters) and Kuno Michel (Kerns). 

The ladies combination was dominated 
by the same women as last year. Manuela 
Kaufmann (Interlaken) stood at the top of 
the podium. Melanie Steuri (Grindelwald) 
reached second place. Priska Nebiker 
(Matten b. Interlaken) was third. 

In the giant slalom at Birg on January 22, 
Kirsty McGarry (Dublin, IRL) won in 
1.03.27 in front of Nicole Almer 
(Grindelwald) and Barbara Oberli 
(Scharnachtal).

Downhill Only Wengen Team ranking 67 out of 160 teams 
Top four total times 36.59,47

Downhill Only Wengen Team

Start  no. Name Class Time  Place overall Medal
     in class
 
721 Karl Unger HK  8.22,12  114.   Silver
428 Alexander Gertsch HK 8.42,29  173.   Silver
667  Theodore Taylor HK  9.38,61  303.   Silver
1264 David Bolle-Jones HK  10.16,45  361.  Bronze
931 Guy Fisher S1  10.46,72  355.   Silver
1718 Thomas Baguley  HK  11.11,17  424.  Bronze
1225 Jeremy Howard S1  11.34,96  421.   Bronze
1044 Sean McCarthy S2  11.42,04  225.  Bronze
1340 Marguerite Nice LA  12.15,56  13.   Silver
1530 Lee Mandry HK  12.52,95  474.    
1346 Terence Turner GE  13.05,81  64.  Bronze 
1583 Annie Bolle-Jones D1  13.23,29  90. 
1355  Martin West GE  13.23,54  68.  Bronze 
1716 Peter Penev HK  13.26,59  482. 
1607 Sean Hinde S1  13.38,72  482. 
1612 Alison Hinde D2  13.59,09  41.  Bronze
1642 Bryce Cooper S2  14.39,98  320. 
1574  Ben Mandry HK  15.19,27  498. 
1494 Andy Lehner S2  15.48,45  329. 
1437 John McIntyre S2  16.16,37  332. 
1465 Jon Bumbaugh GE  16.57,63  84. 
1501 Jane Bolle-Jones  LA  22.11,38  37.

Martin West

Terry Turner

Annie Bolle-Jones

Reporters Brian and Margaret Bollen
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In the Men’s category, Ryan Regez 
(Wengen), son of DHO member Clare 
Regez, won in 0.58.72 in front of Marius 
Buhl (Hofsgrund, D). Last year’s winner, 
Cornel Bischof (Amden) took third place. 

In the night cross-country ski race on 
January 21, Oliver Zurbrügg 
(Lauterbrunnen) won clearly in 10.58.03, 
almost a minute ahead of Christian Fuhrer 
(Wilderswil) who crossed the finish line in 
second place in a time of 11.57.10. Third 
was Patrick Züricher (Oey) with 12.10,17.

Judith Graf (Matten b. Interlaken) is 
becoming something of a serial winner. 
As in previous years she won the night 
cross-country ski race again in 2015 with 
13.06.76. She was nearly two minutes faster 
than the second-placed woman, Manuela 
Kaufmann (Interlaken) in 15.11.33. Priska 
Nebiker (Matten b. Interlaken) took third in 
15.31.70.

The 2016 Inferno races will take place from 
January 21-24. Any members wishing to 
learn more can find further information on 
the race website: http://www.inferno-
muerren.ch/en. Members who would like 
to take part should contact the new DHO 
Inferno team captain Sean McCarthy on 
(sean@downhillonly.com). Jeremy Howard



WENGEN CLASSIC HOTELS

Three hotels in one paradise at the foot of the Jungfrau!

www.belvedere-wengen.ch
hotel@belvedere-wengen.ch
 
The hotel Belvédère was built in 1912 as an art nouveau hotel. It has been 
refurbished sympathetically to provide today’s comforts without losing the 
atmosphere of the golden days of the ‘Grand Hotel Belvédère’. We are very 
proud to be the host of the Swiss national ski team during the Lauberhorn 
races. Have a drink at the notorious bar where during the world cup people 
discuss and bet on their favourite for the next day.

www.silberhorn.ch
hotel@silberhorn.ch
 
The hotel Silberhorn has a central location just opposite the Wengen railway 
station. Under the same roof you find a hairdresser, jewellery, a sports shop 
and the office of the Swiss ski school. For a complete relaxation, hotel guests 
have free access to our spa area and fitness room. The half board restaurant 
provides a delicious 5-course dinner while you find at our à la carte restaurant 
Silberhorn-Stube a wide range of menus including Swiss specialities such as 
Fondue and Raclette. Visit our cosy bar Anonym with its open fire and enjoy 
an aperitif or a delightful digestif.

www.wengenerhof.ch
hotel@wengenerhof.ch
 
The Wengener Hof, host of the German ski national team, is one of the 
most traditional hotels in a peaceful atmosphere. It is extremely popular with 
visitors as it offers a consistently high standard of hospitality. To look at our 
Bordeaux wine cellar offering over 3,000 bottles and about 172 labels, just be 
in touch with us at any time.

Tel: +41 (0)33 856 69 69   Fax: +41 (0)33 856 69 70
info@wengenhotels.ch  www.wengenhotels.ch
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Trouble at Montreux
by Sheena Mackintosh

Montreux was to have been the last of our 
five changes of train in Switzerland before 
we crossed the border into France – but 
there was trouble ahead.

It was March 1947. My sister, Vora, and 
I had been selected from the British Ladies 
team to compete in some international ski 
races in Chamonix, where we would be 
guests of the resort with hotel and ski passes 
paid for.

In 1947, there were no mobile phones. 
No television, fax machines or commercial 
air travel, nor credit cards. People took 
holidays at home and those who ventured 
abroad were only allowed to take £50 out of 
the country. With considerable difficulty, 
we had managed to eke out this slender 
amount over the three months we had been 
training and racing. But now we were down 
to our last two Swiss Francs.

Over the winter months the Swiss stations  
had become pretty tolerant of the penniless 
British ski teams travelling from one race 
to the next! In those days suitcases did not 
have wheels so you had to carry your own 
bags, as porters charged so much per item 
to help you. Therefore, shifting our luggage 
and equipment from one platform to another 
(as there were always four or five changes of 
train per journey), meant borrowing one of 
the baggage trolleys

The porters would just shrug their shoulders 
at this worthless transaction and wave the 
teams on their way, less their usual 
remuneration for use of the trolleys. 

But it seemed that this understanding and 

platform. Breathless, I returned to Vora and 
we stood in disbelief, watching our train 
disappear. Looking smug and triumphant, the 
porter was busy unloading our luggage onto 
the platform.

“C’etait le dernier train” (That was the last 
train)  he said, pulling the trolley back to its 
place.

Vora and I looked at each other.

“That was the last train, now what do we 
do?” Two francs were not going to buy us a 
meal or a bed for the night. How could we 
get even with that wretched porter?

My mother had always said “If you really 
want to embarrass someone, stare at their 
feet.”

“Let’s stare at his feet” said Vora.

We began to follow him around, staring at 
his feet, nudging each other whispering and 
giggling. He did not like it. He tried walking 
boldly past us as if we were not there but we 
followed him. Then into the booking office 
– but we were waiting when he came out. 
Eventually he retired to the signal box and 
would not come out.

It was all very well – we had made him 
uncomfortable – but night was approaching 
and it was distinctly chilly. The prospect of 
spending the night in the station with nothing 
to eat did not appeal to us. What could we 
do? Two francs was all we had! Then I had 
an idea.

tolerance had not got as far as Montreux. 
We arrived at the station where Vora and 
I unloaded our equipment onto the platform. 
Spotting an empty trolley lying idle, we took 
possession. Our next train pulled into the 
station. Vora said “You go and get some seats 
while I start loading the trolley.” I crossed 
the platform to where the new train was 
waiting, ready to take us into France. 
Climbing on board, I put my coat across two 
seats and went back to help Vora.

There she was on the platform, trying to 
move the laden trolley, with a porter 
blocking her way and shouting in French that 
we had to pay six francs for the use of the 
trolley!

“Il faut payer six francs!” (You must pay six 
francs!)  he said angrily.

I said “Nous sommes I’equipe britanique du 
ski” (We are the British ski team)

“N’importe. Il faut payer”  (No matter, you 
must pay). He was not letting us past.

I heard the whistle blow for our next train 
and it slowly began to move.

“My coat!” I gasped and sprinted for the 
carriage door. Scrambling in, I grabbed my 
coat and went to get off – but the conductor 
stood across the exit.

“Vous ne pouvez pas descender maintenant” 
(You cannot get off now)

Without a thought, I kicked him in the shins 
and, as he doubled up with pain, I managed 
to jump off the train just before it left the
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Left to right: Sheena Mackintosh, Vora Mackintosh, Sheila Daniel, Ros Hepworth

“I wonder if there is a British Consul in 
Montreux?” Neither of us knew what exactly 
a British Consul could do, but it was our best 
shot.

Leaving Vora to watch for the porter’s 
descent from the signal box, I took our 
two francs to a phone kiosk. I consulted 
the phone book and – lo and behold – a 
number was listed for the British Consul  in 
Montreux! I dialled the number and inserted 
one of our two remaining francs. A woman 
answered.

“Is that the British Consulate?”

“Yes, I am the secretary”

“I don’t know if you can help us? My sister 
and I are members of the British ladies’ ski 
team and we are on our way to compete in 
the international ski races at Chamonix. 
But we have had some trouble trying to 
change trains here in Montreux.” I gave her 
a brief description of what had happened.

“Just stay where you are and we’ll send 
someone out”

I rushed back to Vora and the luggage. “It 
worked! There is a British Consul here and 
they’re sending someone out!”

Darkness was fast approaching and, with 
it, the chilling grip of night. The porter had 
made good his escape and vanished. 
We were alone on the cold, bleak platform. 
Stamping our feet, we paced up and down 
to keep the icy temperature at bay. We had 
not long to wait before a woman – muffled 
in a warm coat, woolly boots and a fur hat 
– walked straight up to us.

“Are you the Mackintosh sisters?”

“I’m sorry about the trouble you’ve been 
having. The Consul sends his apologies; 
he has a dinner engagement or he would 
invite you to dine with him. But we have 
arranged accommodation for you in the 
Schweizerhof Hotel. The Consul said, would 
you please have a good dinner there tonight 
and the Consulate will be taking care of your 
expenses. If you come with me, we’ve got a 
car outside.”

As we had stood, shivering on the platform, 
we could never have visualised the luxury 
and comfort that we would enjoy that night. 
The Schweizerhof Hotel stood on the banks 
of Lake Geneva. Our kind rescuer came 
with us to the desk, to confirm the Consul’s 
booking.

“Enjoy your dinner tonight. We’ll send a 
car to take you to the station in the 
morning and the driver will see to the 
luggage”. We thanked her profusely and 
shook hands . “Good luck in the races,” 
she smiled and left.

We were shown to a large double room 
with a balcony overlooking the lake, now 
bathed in moonlight, and a bathroom with 
luxuriously soft towels warming on heated 
rails. After that freezing platform, this was a 
dream come true. Never had a hot bath been 
more welcome, nor a delicious dinner more 
appreciated. Feeling relieved and pampered, 
we slept like logs. A breakfast of orange 
juice, hot croissants and coffee was brought

up to our room. We felt completely refreshed 
and invigorated, ready to face up to the 
demands of ski racing and to switch to the 
simple accommodation given to ski racers in 
Chamonix.

A Rolls-Royce came to take us to the station 
for the 10am train. Our chauffeur summoned 
the porter, who kept his eyes turned away 
from us as he put the luggage into the train. 
Now it was our turn to feel smug and 
triumphant, as we fingered our few 
remaining centimes and climbed aboard the 
train to Chamonix.

Editor’s note: Sheena and her three siblings, 
Vora, Douglas and Charlach all raced for 
the UK internationally as well as at the 
winter Olympics. Their father was, of 
course, none other than Chris Mackintosh, 
a genuinely world standard racer in the 
twenties and early thirties, after whom Mac’s 
Leap is named and he was DHO President 
from 1957 to 1964.
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Powder skiing in Turkey!
by lee Townend

When you think of Turkey most people 
think of the beaches of ‘Bodrum’ or 
‘Marmaris’ but we are always looking 
for new and innovative locations and our 
NEW 2015 adventure course to Turkey 
certainly did just that.

Whilst most of us keen skiers will take 
regular jaunts to the Alps, Pyrenees and 
possibly the US and Canada, you may be 
somewhat surprised to know how accessible 
and affordable skiing in Turkey can be.

Following successful adventure courses in 
far away destinations such as Chile, 
Argentina, Japan and Kashmir we set out to 
discover the skiing possibilities in western 
Asia.

It all started with Linda Wilson from the 
Snoworks head office going to the ‘World 
Travel Market’ in London in November 
of 2010, with a mission to search out new 
destinations for our Snoworks Adventure 
programme.  

I was then later getting my ski boots 
adjusted by boot guru ‘Herve’ in Surefoot in 
Courchevel 1850 in February 2014. He had 
a poster on the wall promoting heli-skiing in 
Turkey! I enquired with vested interest and
he tee’d up a meeting for me with a friend

Snoworks Ski Courses explores Turkey

of his and ESF guide that had hosted the trip 
many years before. 

From here the Snoworks Turkey adventure 
was born!

In its inaugural trip we opted to travel and 
ski in the two ski areas of Palandöken and 
Uludağ.

Our first stop was Palandöken in the 
‘Erzurum’ province; it is just a short internal 
flight east from Istanbul across to Erzurum 
and then a really short transfer of only six 
miles up to the resort hotels.

Palandöken is the biggest ski resort in 
Turkey. Put that in perspective it has 
1 gondola (which is decommissioned) and 
6 chair lifts, 2 of which look like they will 
never be used again! 

However with the impressive 3271m 
Mt Ejder (Turkish for dragon), and ski 
touring equipment we had plenty to go at, 
and plenty more for future trips. 

The Turkish locals are fantastic - to watch 
their enthusiasm to ‘have a go’ is admirable 
and entertaining. However as we rode the 
third chair lift up to 3000m it was clear that
they don’t ski off piste, we only had to go the

side of the piste to ski fresh lines. It was then 
that the weekend warriors decided what we 
had started looked fun and that they should 
have a go, With some success and many a 
comedy crash later we decided we needed to 
take things to the next level for our 
‘adventurers’.
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Following several forms of checking the 
snow pack stability levels we donned the 
skins and took a short tour (approx. 1hr) 
under the highest lift (now decommissioned) 
to the summit of Mt Ejder. This gave us 
500m of pure powder paradise with the now 
off piste-attempting Turks watching and 
photographing us like we were movie 
celebrities. What a run to finish a day that 
was.

Due to its location to other potential ski areas 
and following some local advice we bolted 
on an impromptu day trip to ski in Sarıkamış 
in the ‘Kars’ province. This was a three-hour 
drive from our base in Palandöken and has 
three lifts, of which one is a beginner’s piste! 
However the two lifts we did use supplied 
us with some of the best powder tree skiing 
outside Japan! Wow! Have we found a gem 
here! Don’t tell anyone else though 
#Snoworkssecret.

The local bar man, smiling with glee at the 
joy of seven westerners with Lira, welcomed 
us in for a Turkish coffee and to try to upsell 
us his hotel for our next visit. He then came 
skiing with us!

It was clear from the outset that as kind 
hearted as he was, this man was not going to 
ski where we wanted to, as he was another 
piste warrior. However as we rode the third 
of four chairs it became very clear that the 
perfectly soft untracked powder in the 
perfectly spaced trees just to the right and 
left of the piste had not been skied.

Following two warm up runs on piste with 
our new friend and local entrepreneur he 
then excused himself. 

It would seem that chair three and the 
recently installed chair four would provide 
more than adequate skiing for our group for 
the entire day. A sure certainty to become an 
addition to our 2016 trip.

Following our time in the North East we 
took our internal flight back to Istanbul 
and headed south to our final ski resort of 
Uludağ.

Uludağ is situated just a 4 hour drive south 
of Istanbul in the Bursa province and means 
‘sublime mountain’ in Turkish, and boy was 
it sublime. 

Our arrival coincided with the worst (or in 
our case, best) snowstorms to hit Istanbul 
in 28 years! Powder was plentiful and the 
slopes empty due to the fact that the main 
customer base is the Istanbul glitterati, who 
would I believe prefer sunshine piste skiing. 
It was however very cold, with the wind chill 
and heavy snowstorm, this could of course 
only be resolved completely by taking lunch. 
We stepped into the most convenient 
restaurant on the mountain, with no prior 
research on the subject. It was clear we had 
walked into the flashiest, priciest Istanbul 
glitterati ‘Courchevel-esque’ venue.

That being said we stayed and enjoyed a 
hearty selection of Koftas, soups, and lamb 
and warmed our hands and insides with our 
new found favourite, the Sahlep hot drink all 
for less than £10 a head.

So, forget your beach holidays and join us on 
an adventure ski trip in Turkey! All you need 
is to be keen to go on a skiing adventure and 
into short ski tours. 

Further details can be found on our website 
at snoworks.co.uk you can also read the blog 
from the 2015 trip via the website link.
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The birthplace of 
Viktor Gertsch

by John Smith

Tourism in Switzerland was well 
established by the last quarter of the 19th 
century. My copy of ‘J.E.M.Guide to 
Switzerland, The Alps, and how to see 
them’ published in 1883, (and first owned 
by a Mr. Paterson of St. Andrews 
according to a note on the fly-leaf, and 
latterly by my late mother-in-law, a keen 
skier, and graduate of the university of 
that town), refers to the Hotel Jungfrau 
at Wengernalp, where Lord Bryon wrote 
‘Manfred’, and the Hotel Bellvue at 
Kleine Scheidegg with ‘it’s scene of true 
Alpine grandeur’. This was before the 
railway, when these hotels could only be 
reached by foot or by horseback.

The history of tourism in Wengen began in 
the stone house ‘Kneubach’. The owners, a 
couple Christian and Anna Lauener-Gertsch, 
opened their house to the first paying guests 
in Wengen. 1859 they built a modest guest 
house with six rooms helped by the fact that 
Wengen was a little more accessible than 
Kleine Scheidegg.

In 1892 the railway was built from 
Lauterbrunnen to Wengen, and then on 
to Kleine Scheidegg. In 1905 the Hotel 
Edelweiss in Wengen was built a little below 
the station, just below where the Bären hotel 
now stands. It opened its doors to welcome 
guests from all over Europe. It was first 
named as the ‘Deutscher Hof’, shortly after 
renamed as the ‘Bell-Mont’ and a few years 
later it became the ‘Edelweiss’. It hasn’t 
always been used as a hotel. For many years 
it was the private home of the Gertsch family 
who now run Central Sport. In fact, Viktor 
Gertsch, the former president of the 
Lauberhorn World Cup Race (and the present

 In 2010 the church decided to sell the 
property. It was nearly sold to some Russian 
investors to be turned into apartments! 
So many hotels like the Bristol, Eden, Eiger, 
Schweizerhof, Hirschen and so on, closed 
their doors over the years and became private 
properties. A lot of history, life and culture in 
Wengen has been lost that way. Would now 
the same happen to the Edelweiss?

A couple, Martin and Barbara Haueter, 
heard that the Edelweiss was to be sold to 
investors. Although they did not have a 
complete plan at the time they just felt they 
needed to do the right thing and purchased 
the Hotel. They had run large nursing homes 
so they were not out of their depth. Through 
years of business experience they had a 
knack of finding excellent staff and very 
soon the Hotel Edelweiss became a Hotel 
with good ratings on the internet and a very 
high occupancy rate in winter as well as 
in summer. One key person they employ 
is Hannes Schnabl, the chef, who is well 
known in Wengen. He has been working 
as a chef in Wengen for about 30 years and 
makes a real impact at the Edelweiss. He 
is also known for his own products such as 
marmalades, liqueurs and so on. The hotel 
says it tries to get as many local products 
as possible. Most of its suppliers are from 
Wengen, Lauterbrunnen or Interlaken. 
They even have their own cow called Tina. 
Last summer she produced more than a 
100kg of Alp cheese!

About 3 years ago Daniel and Susanne 
Eisenegger, an enthusiastic Swiss couple, 
took over much of the day-to-day 
management of the hotel.

DHO Hon. President) was brought up at the 
Edelweiss.

Where Central Sport is located now there 
used to be a chapel belonging to a local 
church.  But eventually the building was 
only used for youth camps. The local church 
weren’t too happy either about the building 
or its location as venue for youth activities 
and evangelism . At the same time, January 
1960, Ernst.Gertsch (Viktor’s father) was 
looking for a central situation to open a sport 
shop. To cut the story short representatives of 
the church and Mr. Gertsch  met a couple of 
times, shook hands and swapped buildings.

At the beginning, having turned the building 
back to an hotel, the church used the 
Edelweiss Hotel exclusively  for their own 
members but soon they welcomed people 
from all over the world. In fact they enlarged 
it, our photograph shows the original 
building, which they extended to give ‘the 
old section’ and ‘the new section’. The hotel 
was highly evangelical, with grace before 
meals, and no alcohol served. Very few 
DHO members stayed there.

The Edelweiss today

The Chapel on Dorfstrasse in 1921
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They had previously spent many years in 
Surrey running a large international 
conference Centre. They are a strong team 
and create, as they say, ‘a lovely atmosphere 
based on life quality, generosity and a good 
service for a fair price’. In January 2015 they 
became the new owners of the Edelweiss, 
thanks to the financial support of several 
local entrepreneurs. Unusually for 
Switzerland they had no need to rely on 
bankers.

The Hotel has 25 rooms and 52 beds (single, 
double, interconnected or family rooms) and 
provides all the amenities one could expect. 
Although not as grand as say, the Alpenrose, 
or the Wengenerhof, neither is it as 
expensive, and as the author can testify, it 
is an altogether agreeable place to stay.

The Edelweiss in the 20s

Daniel and Susanne Eissenegger
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das sport - und modegeschäft
mit ski - und snowboardvermietung

The Sport and Fashion Shop
with Ski and Snow Board Rental

Barbara & Markus Zumbühl
Dorfstrasse, 3823 Wengen

Tel: 033 / 855 26 26

www.alpiasport.ch

Come and visit our large
range of sports goods! KLEINE SCHEIDEGG

Tel:  033 855 12 46
Fax: 033 855 28 46
apo.wengen@bluewin.ch

• Drugs/Medications
• Alternative Medicine
• Health Foods
• Perfumery/Cosmetics

The Specialist Shop 

for your Wellbeing

Raiffeisen Banks
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obituary: Maria Goldberger  
1920 to 2015

In the post war “glory days” of British 
Ladies’ skiing, when at the Grenoble 
Olympics in 1968, Gina Hathorn (K), 
Bunny Field (DHO) and Divina Galica 
(DHO) finished 4th, 6th and 8th in the 
Slalom, Downhill and Giant Slalom 
respectively, Maria Goldberger was the 
manager of this British Ladies team and 
very much the driving force behind it. She 
was appointed a DHO honorary member 
in 1970.

Maria arrived in England in 1939, having 
escaped the Nazi persecution in her native 
Poland. She was married to Edmund 
Goldberger, a renowned economist. 
He passed away in 1993. 

Maria was the first professional manager 
of the British Ladies Alpine Team.  She 
approached her tasks scientifically.  She 
had friends and contacts all over Europe, 
amongst them Professor Hopichler who was 
head of the Austrian State Ski School in 
St. Christoph, and Honore Bonnet, the 
legendary French trainer who oversaw the 
glory years of French ski racing.  His wife 
was Scottish and Maria was able to draw on 
his expertise and contacts when needed. She 
had great charm and knew how to use it to 
her advantage – and the advantage of her 
beloved Ladies Team.  So many of our 
trainers went on to become important 
personages in their own countries’ skiing 
hierarchy – most notably Karl Kahr.  He 
trained the British Ladies Team during the 
70s and went on to become the Head Coach 
of the Austrian Team – which shows how 
perceptive Maria was.  Our fitness coach was 
Heinz Petanjek – he was the fitness coach to 
the Austrian Team and Georges Coulon was 

a yoga and specialized fitness coach to 
Jean-Claude Killy. Maria had read 
somewhere that Dr Pugh had helped Sir 
Edmund Hilary prepare for his Mount 
Everest climb so decided to use him for 
the Team’s  preparation for the 1966 World 
Championships in Portillo, Chile, another 
high altitude venue. 

We were the first team to have a video 
camera and play back – a vast contraption 
with which I was stuck in Calais for several 
days as the French did not know what sort of 
licence to issue. 

My first memory of Maria was at a training 
camp in St. Anton. She arrived with 16 
suitcases containing an endless amount of 
different ski suits and a red cowboy hat. 
She always wore that red cowboy hat!  
Soon after Innsbruck in 1976 Maria 
Goldberger, manager of the women’s team 
for 10 years, gave in her resignation. 

Di Tomkinson writes: “A big organisation 
would have a travel, a financial, a personnel 
and a sales manager, but Maria had to be all 
of these. One moment dealing with a broken 
ski, the next sitting in a meeting arguing in 
three different languages about F1S points 
and who should go in the first group. To 
compete internationally, all one has to do is 
ski—but Maria had to think of everything. 
Her task was a thankless one, but I hope that 
the results paid her back for all her hard and 
devoted work.

Helen Jamieson: Maria. I have  just such  
great respect for a woman who gave up so 
much time and energy to a bunch of selfish 

athletes. Maria was a beautiful woman, 
totally dedicated and almost succeeded in 
achieving Britain’s first Alpine medal.  I of 
course was an innocent teenager with no 
idea of the work that goes into this type of 
organization.  Now 50 years later 
I understand. Thank  you Maria for your 
selfless contribution.

Ros Hepworth wrote in 1976. To most of 
the ski-racing personalities outside the U.K., 
Maria Goldberger is one of the best-known 
and best loved British organisers. For ex-
ample, an Austrian who has worked closely 
with her and closely with his own country’s 
team said to me the other day “I do not think 
that the British will ever realise how much 
they owe Maria”. 

Ernst Gertsch, creator and organiser of the 
Lauberhorn race in Wengen from 1930 to  
1970, said after the  Sapporo Olympics: 
This performance does great credit to 
Maria Goldberger, whose management 
achieved such excellent results for the 
British Ladies team. 

The Establishment never took to Maria. 
She spoke with a Polish accent, she was very 
clever and she was a woman, but judging by 
today’s measure of honours and awards – we 
all feel that Maria should have been a Dame 
many times over. 

IEC
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obituary: The Hon Daphne Lakin     
1918 to 2015

THE Hon Daphne Lakin has died aged 96 
at her Hammerwood home in Iping in May.

She had suffered a stroke two weeks before 
her death and died peacefully in her sleep.
She was the last surviving sibling of the 
former Lord Cowdray, the third viscount, the 
youngest of his five sisters, and aunt of the 
present Lord Cowdray. She was a longstand-
ing skier, having first skied in Kitzbuhel in 
Austria, but 2 skiing friends, Terence Morrison 
Scott and Bill Johnston suggested she come to 
Wengen which she did and she joined the DHO 
in 1967. She was awarded a silver badge and 
whilst not a dyed in the wool glacier or deep 
powder skier she often competed in the 
McMillan Cup and is remembered as an intrepid 
skier.  She gave up skiing when she was 84. 

She was very involved in the equestrian 

world. One of the foremost horsewomen of her 
day, she was the first to play high-goal polo, 
playing for the Cowdray Park team with her 
brother and her husband, Col John Lakin, John 
Cowdray’s best friend whom she married in 
1939. After the war, when John Cowdray was 
almost single-handedly responsible for the 
revival of polo in the UK, Daphne and John 
Lakin were his great supporters. Because of 
the considerable lack of men playing the sport, 
women were finally allowed to play in mixed 
teams and compete alongside the men. The 
Lakins and John Cowdray all played together 
in the Cowdray Park polo team, with Daphne 
being the regular number 1. “For a while John 
Lakin was the UK’s only nine-goal player and 
Daphne herself was considered the best female 
player in England.

She was a trailblazer in women’s polo and 
took a keen interest in the sport for the rest

of her life. Until a couple of years ago, it 
was still possible to see Daphne enjoying 
an afternoon at polo where she took a keen 
interest in any Cowdray team and enjoyed 
watching younger players progress through 
the ranks. As well as alpine skiing, she was a 
keen water skier. She was European veteran 
champion of trick skiing at the age of 54.
Daphne Lakin also ran the Iping Horse 
Trials for 35 years, founding them as a way 
of entertaining her son Michael and his 
friends. These trials grew to become a Pony 
Club event and then British Eventing 
Horse Trials. She was great fun and had 
endless energy and drive. She was a fantastic 
person who really loved the sport and her 
knowledge of horses was amazing. She only 
resigned from the organising committee 
some 12 months ago.

FW

obituary: Hans Graf-Wagner     
1928 to 2015

Hans was the owner of Mary’s Café and 
a great “larger than life” character. In 
his younger days he had been a very good 
racer, but to the DHO he was a very good 
friend. 

One of his great passions was football, and 
he was a fanatical supporter of Manchester 
United. Downstairs at Mary’s he had created 
a small “shrine” to his favourite football 
team. The late Norman Currie, DHO 
Treasurer in the 80s was a United supporter 
and season ticket holder who each year 
would bring Hans various  items for his 
collection. During the week of the 
Lauberhorn races, queues 50 metres long 
would form of spectators wishing to enter 
Mary’s Café. Hans would survey the queue 
and weed out any French people from the 
line because one year a large party of Club

Med skiers walked out without paying their 
bill and Hans took his revenge ever after on 
any of their compatriots. Hans would queue 
jump people if he knew them and liked 
them. Our Wengen manager in the 80s, Piers 
Bensen Browning, told a story of his being 
elevated by  Hans from the back of the queue 
to jump over at least 40 others and when he 
had ordered, eaten and paid, left Mary’s to 
find a couple still waiting to get in who he 
had been standing next to when first he had 
joined the queue. 

Another of Piers’ stories of Hans was when 
he heard two customers talking whilst 
awaiting their order to be delivered and Hans 
took it to them from the kitchen. “Are you 
French?” He asked. “Yes” they said  “Then 
please leave my restaurant, I don’t serve 
French people here” as Hans grabbed back

their plates as he ejected them. 

Hans would always make certain that DHO 
Coggins had space when they came in for 
hot chocolate to warm themselves mid-
morning.  His kindness and consideration to 
our youngsters is still  fondly remembered 
30 years afterwards.

The picture we have used is one from 1982 
taken in Mary’s café of Hans having a drink 
with Norman Currie when doubtless the 
conversation would have been about their 
beloved football team. Hans had been sick 
for a long time before he died. Relatives had 
taken over and had been running Mary’s 
café, before it was sold to the Regina several 
years ago.

FW
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1  Robin Ward, winner of the Polytechnic Cup
2   One of our youngest members, Lachlan Davies
3   Robin Paterson, who was too ill to attend the 
 90th anniversary shindig, how pleasing to find him 
 back in Wengen before the season’s end
4 Nic Taylor followed by Barney Yarnold in the 
 McMillan Cup
5   Freddie Gay, winner of the Odling Cup  
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Andrew Davies
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Matt Hadfield
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wengen Curling Club 2015  
honorary Secretary: iain MacDonald

The 2015 programme commenced on 
Wednesday 14th January.  The village 
was pretty much devoid of snow when 
we arrived but a few heavy snowfalls 
soon sorted that out although it meant 
that many of our games had to be played 
indoors.

Holland Cup
The first competition of this season attracted 
only 4 teams for a two round schenkel 
played indoors due to poor weather. Winners 
were the rink of Iain MacDonald, Susan 
Hinds, and Ann Mitchell.

The Holland Cup and prizes were presented 
by President Fred MacKenzie.

Wyllie Shield 
With better weather on the second day a 
two-round schenkel was played outside in 
cold but bright conditions. Competition was 
close and had to be decided on ends won 
with Eric Hinds, Andrew Corcoran, Lillie 
Baggett and Don Tidey taking the honours. 
The Wyllie Shield and prizes were presented 
in the Clubhouse by Barbara Scholten.

Lehmann Bonspiel and Peter’s Dolly
With four teams competing this competition 
was played as a three-round bonspiel. The 
convincing winners were Detlef Scholten, 
Andrew Corcoran, Don Tidey and Lillie 
Baggett. Peter’s Dolly was presented by 
Susan Hinds.

Wright Bowl
As numbers increased six teams were able 
to compete in a two round schenkel. Two 
teams were tied on points but with a greater 
number of ends won the rink of Godfrey 
Bedford, Harry Mitchell, Lorna Higgins and 
Robert Gray was victorious. The Wright 
Bowl and prizes were presented by Past 
President Seana Barclay.
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The Hewitt Cup
There was a good entry for the first of our 
two-day competitions. Ten teams played in 
a four-round schenkel with only the top six 
teams continuing play on the second day. 
With maximum points the team of Harry 
Mitchell, Susan Hinds, Sara Weech and 
Campbell Denholm were victorious. 
Once more the DHO Club allowed us the 
use of their Clubrooms for the President’s 
Reception and the presentation of the the 
Hewitt Cup and the President’s Prizes by 
President Fred MacKenzie. 

As usual it was a thoroughly enjoyable 
evening and our thanks are due to the 
DHO for their generosity.

Prizes were donated by Sandi Buchan 
and were presented with the cup by Bruce 
Buchan.

Ladies’ Competition
While the men were off on their annual trip 
to Mürren the ladies entered six teams in a 
5-round bonspiel, each game of 3 ends. All 
play was outside in fine weather. Two teams 
ended equal on shots but with two more ends 
the team of Susan Hinds, Anne Forster, 
Marlyn Foster and Lillie Baggett won the 
day. 

Wengen Challenge Cup
Twelve teams entered this two-day 
competition, the main one on our calendar. 
The top six teams at the end of the first day 
continued in a High Road schenkel on the 
second day and the bottom six played a Low 
Road. 

Finishing with the same points three teams 
were in contention and were only separated 
by one end. Victory went to the team of 
Martin Forster, Susan Hinds, Jenny Arbuckle 
and Moira Clark.

The Low Road was won by Eric Hinds, 
Hamish Clark, Eila MacLennan and Fiona 
Glascodine.

The Wengen Challenge Cup and prizes were 
presented at the AGM in the Eiger Retaurant 
by  Past President Seana Barclay.

Pairs Competition
Ten pairs entered this popular one-day 
competition which was scored on a bonspiel 
basis. All games were indoors due to poor 
weather. Victory went to the pairing of John 
Glascodine and Christine Reid. The Cup and 
prizes were presented by Sara Weech.

Hotel and Chalet Cup
A two-day schenkel competition with nine 
teams entered. Having won all four games

the Silberhorn Sailors (Martin Forster, 
John Glascodine, Anne Forster, Fiona 
Glascodine) won for the second year. 
The cup and prizes were presented in the 
Clubhouse by Christina Knapper.

Bühlmann Trophy
As numbers reduced towards the end of the 
season only six teams were available for 
this one-day competition. Two rounds were 
played indoors and victory went to Andrew 
Corcoran, Barbara Scholten, Jenny Arbuckle 
and Fiona Glascodine. The Buhlmann 
Trophy was presented by Jane Bolle-Jones.

Reinert Stofer Cup
The last competition of the season was 
contested by only four teams of three who 
played a 3-round bonspiel. Runaway winners 
were John Glascodine, Barbara Scholten and 
Elsbeth Marti. The Cup was presented by 
Rosemarie Rösti.

Our programme ended on Thursday 29th 
January with a morning of fun curling 
followed by lunch in the Eiger Restaurant. 
Although we hadn’t enjoyed as much 
outdoor curling as we would have wished we 
all agreed that it had been another season of 
enjoyable curling and fellowship.
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Club notes
births:
To Andy and Anne Seaman; a son, nathan James 
on June 1st 2015

Dho Ski leaders for 2015/16
Jane Dawson:  20/12/2015 – 02/01/2016
bryce Cooper:  03/01/2016 – 24/01/2016

Martin yates:  24/01/2016 – 14/02/2016  
Jane Dawson:  14/02/2015 – 27/02/2016 

Peter lightfoot: 20/02//2015 – 12/03/2016 
Maureen Fanshawe: 13/03/2016 – 03/03/2016 

Touring week
Simon hollington has taken over the running of the Spring Tour from ian McCormick. The tour will take 
place from Saturday 19th to Friday 25th March 2016 starting at Grimentz to the South of Sierre in the 
Val d’Anniviers. Provisional plans are to stay in the hotel Moiry (www.hotel-grimentz.ch) followed by 
2 nights in the Prarayer hut (www.rifugio.praayer.it) after driving over the Grand St bernard pass and up 
the Valpeline Valley. 

our guide Adolf Schlunegger has put together an energetic programme and will no doubt be aided as 
usual by René Seiler.

Contact Simon by:
Email: simonhollington@yahoo.co.uk
Telephone: 01245 322 194
Mobile: 07836 545 487

Deaths:
Peter Greenhalgh  Edith Fuchs
Alistair Ferguson  nigel wilder

hugh Stewart  Sir nevil Macready
harold Zinnert  

Many years in wengen
Have you been coming to Wengen for 
25, 40 or even 50 years, not necessarily 
consecutively? 

The Wengen Tourist Office wants to know 
about loyal, long term visitors. If you 
have been coming for over 25 years, 
please let Norman Freund know 
(e-mail: normfreund@aol.com; address

Barnwell, High Street South, Tiffield NN12 
8AB), giving what you can of the following 
information: 

Number of years you have come 
(approximately, but not less than 25)

Where you stayed---hotels, chalets

Do you own your own Wengen property?

Have you previously received recognition 
from Wengen for your loyalty (e.g., wooden 
plinth with a crystal on it)?

Would you be happy to have DHO publicize 
in UK media your long time visits to Wengen?

Dho Cufflinks, 90th Anniversary Tie and ladies Scarf
Cufflinks, blue & white enamel, gold plated. 
Tie, silk jacquard. Scarf, silk, 162cms x 34cms. 

Prices in Club Room. Ladies scarf 35 CHF.  
90th Anniversary Tie 40 CHF. Pair of Cuf-
flinks 22 CHF.

In UK, apply to DHO Secretary, Sarah 
Hoyle. Scarf; £25. Tie; £28 , Cufflinks £15. 
PLUS £5 mailing.
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McMILLAN CUP
Thurs 4th Feb 2016
Downhill 

ANDY CAPP 
Thurs 11th Feb 2016
handicap

POLYTECHNIC CUP
Thurs 18th  Feb 2016
Giant Slalom (with Coggins/Eagles) 

GILLIAN DAVIES CUP
18th Feb 2016
Dho under 18 yrs (on day of race) Giant Slalom 
on lauberhorn

KURVEREIN CRYSTAL
Mon 3rd March 2016 
Pairs handicap

AICC TRAINING &
AICC RACES
Fri 14th March 2016 – Sun 12th Mar 2016
hosted by Arlbang Ski Club

RAILWAY CUP
wed 26th Jan 2016
(by invitation) 

ODLING CUP
Thurs 31st March 2016
Slalom

Opening/closing of ski areas:

JUNGFRAU OPENING AND CLOSING DATES
12th Dec 2015 - 3rd April 2016 Männlichen

5th Dec 2015 – 17th Apr 2016 Kleine Scheidegg

12th Dec 2015 – 17th April 2016 Mürren/ 
Schilthorn

12th Dec 2015 – 28th March 2016 Grindelwald 
First 

TOURING WEEK
Sat 19th - 25th March 2016

Directors:
Michael woodhall (President)
nigel ley (Vice President)
Duncan lonie
Christian wells (Vice President)
huw Alban Davies
Max Davies
Sarah hirst-Malin
nic Taylor
henrietta wells (Company Secretary)

Main Committee:
Comprises all officers of the club, plus the respec-
tive chairmen of each of the sub-committees.
Michael woodhall
nigel ley
Christian wells
nic Taylor
Sarah hirst-Martin
Sarah hoyle
Dermot Gilvary

norman Freund
brian Phillips Duncan lonie
Stephen Davies 
Anne Seaman
Don McCutcheon
Freddie whitelaw
Tom Saunders

Committees:
Alpine sub-committee
Richard hackett (Chairman)
John Smith (Deputy chairman)
lizzie Davis (Secretary)
bob Eastwood
Deborah Flindall
Sarah hirst-Malin 

Racing sub-committee
Tom Saunders (Chairman)
ingrid Christophersen
lesley Alexander

list of officers, Committee Members etc. 2014/15
Graham Crouch
Amanda luke
Kenny Morton
Cathie Crouch
ian Rabey
Sarah hoyle 

House sub-Committee
brian Phillips. (Chairman)
Susan Davies, Diane Paterson
Maggie Gerber
Philip hill
Don McCutchan

Communications and Marketing 
sub committee
louise leach (Chairman)
Alan norris
Freddie whitelaw
Peter lightfoot
norman Freund
David orf

Dho Calendar 2015/16

TEAM CHALLENGE EVENT. SPONSORED 
BY SINA COVA, DRINKS PARTY AND PRIzE 
GIVING IN THE FALKEN
Thurs 31st Dec 2015

PARALLEL NIGHT SLALOM
open Event 18.00hrs Figeller
Tues 29th Dec. 2015 

HEINz CUP
Team Challenge Event
Thurs 24th Dec. 2015

LAUBERHORN WORLD CUP
Fri 15th to Sunday 17th Jan 2016

INFERNO
wed 20th Jan – Sat 23rd Jan 2016

LUCY DICKER 
Tues 2nd Feb 2016 
Parallel night Slalom

TOURIST CUP – GIANT SLALOM  
Non members welcome
wed 3rd Feb 2016
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The names of members nominated for committee and 
those of any officers of the club who are subject to 
re-election at the 2015 A.G.M. are stated in the A.G.M  
notice enclosed with this Journal. 

Racing Manager: 
Miss i. Christophersen,
bentley, hallands,
lewes, 
East Sussex bn8 5AF  
tel: 01825 840043
email: racingmanager@downhillonly.com

Wengen Manager: 
Andrew Davies
(winter address)  
D.h.o office,
Ch-3823 wengen,
Switzerland
tel: 00 41 33 855 1375

Presidents & Vice Presidents

Presidents:
1924-25:  Major C.J. white MC
1925-26:  Major S.F. Fisken MC
1926-28:  Major C.J. white MC
1928-29:  Major C.J. white MC
1929-31:  Flt.lt h.R.D. waghorn AFC
1931-32:  T.R. Fox
1932-33:  Major C.J. white MC
1933-34:  lt.Cdr R.b. Gossage Rn
1934-35:  K.D. Foster
1935-36:  Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton
1936-37:  Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton
1937-38:  Major h.w. hall MC
1938-45:  wartime Trustees: 
1945-48:  Col. C.J. odling TD
1948-49:  K.D. Foster MbE
1949-50:  K.D. Foster MbE
1950-53:  K.D. Foster MbE
1953-56:  Sir Adrian Jarvis bt.
1956-57:  K.D. Foster MbE
1957-60:  C.E.w. Mackintosh
1960-64:  C.E.w. Mackintosh
1964-67:  h.S. walduck
1967-70:  h.S. walduck
1970-73:  R.E.h. Edmonds
1973-75:  R.E.h. Edmonds
1975-76:  The hon. Mrs S. hensman
1976-78:  The hon. Mrs S. hensman
1978-80:  The hon. Mrs S. hensman

Vice-Presidents:
K.D. Foster   -
-   -    
-   -
Fl off h.R.D. waghorn  Capt. J.C. Davis
Capt. J.C. Davis  T.R. Fox
C.F.S. Taylor  Major C.J. white MC
T.R. Fox   C.F.S. Taylor
Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton  C.E. Gardner
Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton  Major C.J. white MC
K.D. Foster   T.R. Fox
Major h.w. hall MC  -
J.w. Richardson  -
Capt.R.A.D. Fullerton, P.M. hepworth and G. Paxton
-   -    
A.h.h. Gilligan  A.A. Jarvis
A.A. Jarvis   h.M.J. barnard-hankey
Sir Adrian Jarvis bt.  h.M.J. barnard-hankey
h.M.J. barnard-hankey Mrs P.M. hepworth
Mrs P.M. hepworth  C.E.w. Mackintosh
Mrs P.M. hepworth  The hon.Max Aitken DSo DFC
Mrs P.M. hepworth  Dr R.M. Mason
Mrs P.M. hepworth  Dr R.M. Mason
R.E.h. Edmonds  M.o. Gill
M.o. Gill   h.P. Gardner
M.o. Gill   The hon.Mrs S. hensman
J.n. Paxton   J. latimer
J. latimer   -
J. latimer   J.D.D. waghorn

Hon. President: 
Viktor Gertsch 

President: 
M. J. woodhall

Vice-President: 
n. S. ley
E.C.J. wells

Hon.Secretary: 
Mrs Sarah hoyle,
woodstock, 19 norley Road,
Sandiway, northwich,
Cheshire Cw8 2Jn
tel: 01606 889599
email: hon.sec@downhillonly.com

Hon.Editor: 
Freddie whitelaw
Riverside Cottage, Fellows lane, Caergwrle, 
wrexham ll12 9Au 
tel: 01978 769333
Email hon.editor@downhillonly.com

Hon.Advertising Officer:  
Dermot Gilvary
6 harrington way,
oakham,
Rutland lE15 6SE
tel: 01572 755550 or 07710 539807
email: dermot.gilvary@gmail.com

Hon.Treasurer: 
Mr E.D. lonie
boraston house, 
22 Ravelston Dykes Road,
Edinburgh Eh4 3Pb 
tel: 0131 336 4494 

Hon.Membership Secretary:
Sarah hirst-Malin
21 Molyneux Street,
london w1h 5hn



Dho wengen office hours
wengen office hours, from 15th Dec 2015 to 9th April 2016, Monday to Sunday 1800 -1900hrs.
Tel: 0041 33 855 1375

Dho Clubroom opening hours
Every week day from 09.30hrs – 12.00hrs (even if dry) and every evening from 18.00hrs to 19.30hrs.  
Members may use the internet and have the opportunity to meet up with friends and new members
Tel: 0041 33 855 1375

Email Addresses
About 30% of all our members have not given us 
their email addresses. we know that in Europe there 
are some people who don’t have email access, but 
that is thought to be less than 5%. Much of our 
communication to our members is done by email. 
Surface mail is becoming increasingly and 
unreasonably expensive. using paper and 
consuming trees when we can send an email is 
difficult to justify.

This editor can justify the Journal on the basis that 
it is a “coffee table” type publication and will never 
in his lifetime be sent out by any other means than 
on paper. but most other communications from us 
should be sent electronically. So please help us by 
emailing our membership secretary 
(mem.sec@downhillonly.com) with your name 
and email address. 

There may otherwise come a time when you will not 
receive anything from us but the Journal.

hon. Editors of the Dho Journal

1936-38: K.D. Foster
1939-45: Journal suspended
1946-55: K.D. Foster
1956-65: R.E.h. Edmonds

1989-90: b. Caulfield.
1991-00: brig. D.F. Ryan
2000-09: D.T. Price
2010- F.w.D. whitelaw

1966-67: T.P. D. Ashburner
1968-75: D.n. Freund
1976-80: D.K.D. Foster
1981-88: brig. D.F. Ryan

Vice-Presidents:
J. latimer   D.K.D. Foster
J. latimer   P. benson browning
P. benson browning  T.h. walduck
J. latimer   -
n. Currie   -
Dr. i.w. McCormick  Dr h.J. Alban Davies
Dr i.w. McCormick  -
Dr i.w. McCormick  E.D. lonie
E.D. lonie   E.V.F. Perrott
M.J. woodhall        E.V.F. Perrott
M.J.woodhall  S.M. Davies
S.M. Davies  n.S. ley
n.S. ley   E.C.J. wells

Presidents:
1980-83:  J.D.D. waghorn
1983-86:  J.D.D. waghorn
1986-91:  Mrs R.E.h. Edmonds
1991-94:  T.h. walduck
1995-96:  T.h. walduck
1996-00:  T.h. walduck
2000-01:  Dr h.J. Alban Davies
2001-05:  Dr h.J. Alban Davies
2005-11:  R.M. Davies
2011-12:    R.M. Davies       
2012-13:    R.M. Davies
2013-14:  M.J.woodhall
2014-15:  M.J.woodhall
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new Members 2015
The following have joined, or in some cases rejoined the DHO in 2015. The Club extends 
a warm welcome to all.

hazel Adams
Dave Allen
Martin Ashworth
Emma baldwin
william baldwin
Thomas baldwin
Peter baldwin
louise beach
Tessa beach
Tom beach
Charlie beach
David beaney
Gay bennett-Powell
Robert bristow
Paula browne
Emma Callander
Malcolm Cheetham-Kennedy
leslie Cheetham-Kennedy
Zacariya Chohan
Thai Clark
Andrew Copeman
Philip Copeman
laurence Copeman
Sue Corkhill
Jessica Cox

Detlef Scholten
Kerstin Scholten
Adam Sebba
Andrew Simpson
nathan Smith
Edward Thackray
harvey Vans Agnew
Peter Vans Agnew
Sally Vans Agnew
Toby Vans Agnew
Grace Vans Agnew
hugh wainwright
harriett wakeford
william wells
ben whatford
Roland Zimmerman

Frank D’Arcy
olivia Davies
Martha Davies
laura Davies
Janice Dennett
Steve Dennett
Mark Dewdney
Celia Dickinson
Richard Dickinson
louise Dickinson
Matt Dickinson
Joseph Dickinson
Finlay Dickinson
Dahini Diehl
David Edwardes-Ker
Petra Frampton
Michael Furger-Kennedy
Richard Furness
Debbi-Ann Germain
Thomas Gladstone
Sophie Gladstone
Matthew Gladstone
Katherine Gladstone
Michael haines
Mary haines

Annabel harris
Rachel harris
nicola harris
Matthew harris
John harris
Tim hetherton
Robert iggulden
Mark Keatley
Andy lehner
Jamie lonie
Emma lovell
Ruth MacDonald
Donald MacDonald
Patrick Mcintosh
Sonia Mihai
Aoipe Miller-Duffy
Charles nicol
Sarah Partridge
Vivienne Poutney
Alice Poutney
David Poutney
Maddy Poutney
ian Runcie
lutz Scholten
barbara Scholten
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Membership list 2015  

HP  Honorary President GA  Gold Racing Arrow
P    President/Past President SA    Silver Racing Arrow
L    Life Member BA   Bronze Racing Arrow
G   Club Gold Badge RA   Racing Arrow
S   Club Silver Badge D     Club Skiing Award
HM Honorary Member

Could members please notify me of 
any errors or omissions?
I have been asked by members who have rejoined the Club after 
some time away, if I could annotate their original year of joining.  
If you fall into this category, please contact me and I will attempt 
to alter the list accordingly.                                     
Hon Membership Secretary

Mrs h Adams hazel  2015
Dr S Adams Steve  2010
Mrs CE Adams Claire  2010
Miss E Adams Elizabeth  2010
Miss S Adams Sarah  2010
Mr RJ Adams Robin  2001
Miss TM Adams Theresa  1999
Mrs S Adams Sara  1999
Mr C Adams Christopher  1999
Dr. E Agema Robert  1969
Mrs l Agostini laura  2004
Mrs JJD Alban Davies Jenny G l 1991
Miss K Alban Davies Kate  1991
Mr hC Alban Davies henry  1990
Dr h Alban Davies huw P G l D 1972
Miss C Alcott Chimene GA G hM 1992
Mrs l Alexander lesley G 2003
Miss S Alexander Sophy  2003
Miss M Alexander Megan  2003
Mr b Alexander ben  2003
Mr S Alexander Sam  2003
Mr D Allen Dave  2015
Mr Sb Allen Simon  2013
Mr TD Anderson Timothy  2007
Mrs J Anderson Janie  2007
Mrs RM Anderton-Eastwood Rachel S 2007
Mr c Apletree Chris  2013
Mr PAJ Arengo-Jones Peter  2009
Mrs K Arets Karin  2010
Mr J Arets Jacques  2010
Mrs J Armstrong Jill S 1968
Mr TPD Ashburner Tim G GA D 1954
Mr SR Ashman Stephen  2010
Mr AJR Ashman Alexander  2010
Mr M Ashworth Martin  2015
Mr MJ Austin Michael l G 1991
Mr R baguley Robert  2010
Mr R baguley Thomas  2010
Miss R baguley Fiona  2010
Mrs M baguley-Darcy Mary  2010
Mr nD baker nicholas  2013
Mr J baker James  
Mr w baldwin william  2015
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Mr P baldwin Peter  2015
Mr T baldwin Thomas  2015
Mrs EC baldwin Emma  2015
Mr R baldwin Richard  2006
Mr PJ bamford Philip  2014
Mr J bannister James  2013
Miss b bannister bea  2013
Mrs P barlow Pru  2005
Mr X barlow Xavier bA 2004
Mrs S barlow Susan  2004
Mr b barlow benedict bA 2004
Mr R barlow Robert  2004
Mr S barlow Steve D 1978
Mr S barr Steve  2009
Mr JD barstow John  2003
Miss T beach Tessa  2015
Mrs lE beach louise  2015
Mr T beach Tom  2015
Mr C beach Charlie  2015
Mr D beaney David  2015
Mr Sn beare Stuart  1968
Mr PM beckwith Peter l 1979
Mr Ch bee Christopher  2011
Miss M bell Milla  2005
Miss T bell Tara  2005
Mr M bell Michael  2005
Miss h bell hollie  2005
Mr AC bell Alexander  2000
Mrs JMl bell (nee Paterson) Joanna  1981
Sir J benn Jonathan l 1996
Mr P bennett Peter  2012
Mr o bennett oliver  2011
Mrs G bennett-Powell Gay  2015
Mrs S benthall Sally  2000
Mr RC berry Richard S 1993
Mrs ME berry Maureen S 1993
Earl of  bessborough Myles  2008
Mrs MG bevan-Jones Muriel  1989
Mr KR bidgood Keith  1987
Mr JT billson Johnny  2007
Mr J bingham Jonathan  2010
Mrs S bingham Shara  2010
Mr TJ bingham Tim  2010
Mr n bingham nicholas  2010
Mr R binning Rex  2014
Miss C binning Charlotte  2014
Miss J binning Juliette  2014
Mr P binning Peter  2014
Mr MD birch Melvyn  2011
Mr MJ birkett Michael  1981
Mrs JAF bishop Janet  1981
Mr Jh blackmore John  2009
Mr K blackmore Kevin  
Mr KT blanks Kevin S 1987
Mrs l blaver-Mann lindsay  2011
Mrs A blaxland Anna  2007
Mrs JS bolle-Jones Jane  2012
Mr b bollen brian  2012
Mrs MP bollen Margaret  2012
Mrs C bonnnefous C  2007
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Mr T booth Thomas  2014
Mr M booth Matthew  2014
Mr AMP booth Anthony  2010
Mr E borgers Eise  1971
Mrs S borgers-Klasing Shery  1971
Prof MG boutelle Martyn  2013
Miss EM bowyer Evie S 1977
Mr CR boyes Robin  1958
Dr E brandt Erika  2012
Miss Kl branigan Katie  2012
 Mrs K branigan Katharine  2011
Mr PMC branigan Patrick  2011
Miss E bright Elise  2013
Miss M bright Madeleine  2013
Mr F bright Freddie  2013
Mrs T bright Tina  2013
Mr Mw bright Michael  2012
Dr RlF brignall Robert  2012
Mrs G brignall Gwenneth  1999
Mr b brindley basil  1967
Mrs J brindley o’brien Julie  2002
Mr  bristow Robert  2015
Mrs n brockbank nova  2002
Mr AJ brockbank Alan  1999
Mr R brock-hollinshead  hM GA S 1939
Mr l brown leslie  2012
Mr ChA brown Christopher  2004
Col MC brown Michael  1960
Mrs P browne Paula  2015
Mr JEF bruce John  1997
Miss bl bruce louise  1990
Mr P brunner  hM 1987
Miss Kl bruno Kathleen  2010
Mr M bruton Matthew  1994
Mr T buchanan Thomas  2011
Mr RAF buchanan Angus  2006
Mrs C buchanan Cynthia  1976
Mr M bucher Michael  2009
Mrs E bucher Elissa  2009
Miss J bullock Jemima  2013
Mr J bumbaugh Jon  2008
Ms CE burchell Carin  2012
Mr bh burdett brian  1999
Mrs GM burdett- wise Gilliam  1998
Mrs MC burgerhout Meta-Carola l 1964
Mrs MM burnford Mary (Mutt) S 1960
Mr R burton Richard  2009
Mr Jb buxton James  2004
Mr Jb buxton John  1961
Mrs JE byrne Juliet  1997
Dr JV byrne James  1997
Mrs JlM Caesar Jillian  1991
Mrs PJ Cairns Penelope  1984
Miss E Callander Emma  2015
Miss S Callander Sarah  2007
Mrs J Callander Jenny  2004
Mr AA Callander Alistair  2004
Mrs J Cameron Jill  1994
Mr J Campbell James  2007
Miss AEM Campbell Davis Alice  2002
Mr TF Campbell Davis Trevor  1991
Mr i Campbell-Gray ian  1970
Mrs i Campbell-Gray Sally  1952
Mr FJ Cannon Francis  1990
Mr P Cantrill Patrick  2012
Mr il Carmichael ian  2003
Dr CMD Carnegie Christina  2012

Miss n Carruthers nicola  1992
Mr Rb Carruthers Richard  1985
Mr SM Carruthers Simon S 1985
Mr RGP Carss Richard  1987
Dr SA Chadwick Stephanie  2013
Mrs D Chaloner Diana  2010
The hon RTl Chaloner Toby  2010
Mr M Cheetham-Kennedy Malcolm  2015
Mrs l Cheetham-Kennedy leslie  2015
Mr ThR Cherry Tom  2014
Mr GS Cherry Graham  1990
Miss SEC Childs Sophie  1992
Mrs S Chilver-Stainer Sarah  2012
Mrs CMK Chivers Caroline  2002
Mr Z Chohan Zacariya  2015
Miss Ci Christophersen ingrid G GA D hM 1964
 Mrs MCE Cladder Merel  1982
Mr Fhb Cladder Frans  1982
Mrs TT Cladder-van haersolte Dorry  1980
Mr GAF Clapperton Graeme  1986
Mr AwF Clapperton wallace  1971
Mrs DM Clarabut Deirdre  1980
Mr PG Clarabut Philip  1980
Mr R Clare Richard  1999
Mr T Clark Thai  2015
Mr bh Clark bruce  2009
Mrs KE Clayton Katrina  2003
Mr n Clayton neil  2003
Mr M Clayton Matthew D 2001
Mrs V Clayton Virginia l 2001
Mr hG Clayton Guy l G 1998
Mr AF Clough Tony  2003
Mrs P Clough Pip  2003
Mr F Clough Frankie bA 1990
Miss nS Clough nancy  1964
Mrs. FJ Cockersole   1976
Mrs hFb Cockerton heather  2000
Mr MR Cockerton Michael  2000
Mrs MR Coldrey Margie  1979
Mr wG Coldrey bill S 1979
Mr A Colin Anthony  2012
Mr AM Collett Michael RA 1954
Dr S Collins Scott  2014
Mr P Compton Paul  2014
lord C Congleton Christopher hM S 1956
Mr bA Cooper bryce  2013
Mr Rw Copeland Richard  1996
Mr RSC Copeland Spencer S 1954
Mr l Copeman laurence  2015
Mr A Copeman Andrew  2015
Mr P Copeman Philip  2015
mrs S Corkhill Sue  2015
Mr nR Cornelius nigel S 1965
Mr DJM Cornwell David  1980
Frl S Cova Sabrina G 1999
Frl V Cova Valeria  1999
Miss J Cox Jessica  2015
Mr A Crane-Robinson Alexander  2014
Mr T Crane-Robinson Theo  2014
Miss T Crane-Robinson Tamara  2014
Mrs E Crane-Robinson Emma  2014
Mr F Crane-Robinson Freddie  2010
Mr R Craven Richard  2012 
Mrs E Crockett Elizabeth  1992
Miss Z Crockett Zara  1992
Mr JJR Crockett Jonathan bA 1983
Dr. RE Crockett Raymond  1983



Capt AJb Crockett Andrew  1982
Mrs CM Crouch Catherine  2003
Mr GA Crouch Graham S 2003
Mr DP Crouch Daniel SA 1993
Mrs b Cubby-Seiffert betty  1959
Mrs EJ Cudbird Elizabeth  2011
Mr l Cumberlege luis RA l 1957
Mr SP Cunningham Simon  1998
Mrs J Currie Jenny  1991
Mrs K Currie Kathleen S hM 1980
Mr MA Currie Mark RA 1972
Mr V Dale Vijay  2007
Miss S-A Dalton Shaun  1985
Mr F D’Arcy Frank  2015
Mr RA Davenport Robin  1991
Miss MR Davies Martha  2015
Mrs lE Davies laura  2015
Miss oG Davies olivia  2015
Mrs SJ Davies Susan  2013
Mr AMb Davies Andrew  2012
Mr h Davies hayley  2012
Mrs SM Davies Susan l G 1993 
Mrs ED Davies Eden S l 1992
Mr Ro Davies Roger  1991
Mrs. A Davies Adele  1991
Mr SJ Davies Stephen D 1986
Mr RM Davies Max G bA P l D 1982
Mr M Davis Matthew  2014
Dr A Davis Tony  2005
Mrs EA Davis liz S 1994
Miss J Dawson Jane  2012
Mr JRC Dawson John  1974
Mrs C Day Clare  2005
Mr JK Day John  2005
Mr G de Ferranti Gus  2012
Mr T de Ferranti Tom  2010
lt.Col. RAR de larrinaga Rupert GA 1971
Mr bJ Delevingne benjamin  2007
Frau K Denis-buehler Katie l 1964
Mrs J Dennett Janice  2015
Mr S Dennett Steve  2015
Mrs D Deverell Diana  2002
Mr S Dewar Simon  1985
Mr M Dewdney Mark  2015
Mr Db Dick David  2005
Dr RJ Dickinson Richard  2015
Mrs CJ Dickinson Celia  2015
Miss l Dickinson louise  2015
Mr J Dickinson Joseph  2015
Mr M Dickinson Matt  2015
Mr F Dickinson Finlay  2015
M D Diehl Dahini  2015
Mr P Diggle Peter  2009
Miss R Diggle Rebecca  2009
Mrs MA Diggle Anne  1980
Mr TJC Dingle Timothy  2013
Mr DK Dingle David  2013
Mrs lA Dingle lovie  2013
Mr D Dingle Dominic  2011
Mrs PA Dixon Penny  2013
Mr DG Dollar David S 1956
Dr JA Donaldson James  2014
Mrs S Douglas Sarah  1978
Mr A Dow Alexander  2005
Mr hJ Doyle harry  2002
Mr PJ Doyle Philip  2002
lt.Col. ASG Drew Alastair GA S 1957

Mrs S Du Pon Sarah Jane S l 1966
Mr GP Du Pon Pieter GA l 1964
Mr J Duckett John  1982
Mr J Duckworth John  1980
Mr A Duffy Adrian  2012
Mrs PA Duncan  S 1984
Mr hD Dunhill harry  2006
Mr RwD Dunhill Richard  2001
Mr PS Dunn Peter l 1993
Mrs JC Dunseath Charlotte  1973
Mr AD Eames Andrew SA 1992
Mr MP Easley Michael S 1991
Mrs. V Easley Val  1991
Mr RA Eastwood bob S D 1996
Mr PC Eaton Peter  2011
Mr JK Edgley John  2006
Mrs. S Edington-brown Silvi  2014
Mrs. S Edmonds Sarah P G 1958
Mr D Edwardes-Ker David  2015
Miss n Edwardes-Ker nathalie  2014
Mrs Fb Edwards Frances  2013
Mr D Edwards David  2013
Miss Z Edwards Zoe  2013
Mrs V Edwards Edwards  2012
Prof M Egger Matthias  2011
Frau J Engi-Graf Judith hM 1997
herr A Engi-Graf Andi hM D 1997
herr M Epp Martin hM S 1996
Mr CC Erhardt Carl  2012
Mrs lA Fairbrother linda  2000
Dr JRF Fairbrother Jeremy  2000
Mrs J Fairclough Jane  2001
Mr P Fairclough Peter D 2001
Mrs l Fairfull liza  2012
Mrs RA Fairhead Rona  2009
Mr JDE Fairhead James  2009
Mr AEh Fairhead Alexander  2009
Mr TE Fairhead Thomas  2009
Miss iCh Fairhead iona  2009
herr E Familietti Ercole hM 2005
Mrs M Fanshawe Maureen S D 1997
Mr Plh Farrant Patrick  2007
Frl. ZJ Feliciano Cova Jessica  1991
Frl. ZJ Feliciano Cova Jennifer  1991
Frau S Feliciano Cova Susanna G hM 1965
Mrs A Fewtrell Amanda  2002
Mr A Field Alexander  2012
Mr J Field John  2012
Miss FM Field bunny G GA 1962
Mr CE Fielding Claude  1976
Mr GA Fisher Guy  2012
Mr R Fisher Richard  1993
Mr JDF Fisher John  1990
Miss J Fisher holland Jane  1993
Mr TAi Fitzpatrick Tom S 1982
Mr PA Flindall Paul  1998
Mr lEA Flindall leo D 1998
Miss TEl Flindall Thea  1998
Mrs DPA Flindall Deborah  1996
Mr RP Flucker Robin  2013
Mr MJ Ford Michael  1985
Dr GR Ford-Mackenzie Gillian  2001
Mr AA Forsyth Angus  2007
Mr G Foster George  2014
Miss C Foster Camilla  2008
Mrs lJ Foster linda  2005
Mrs h Foster helen  1994
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Mrs P Frampton Petra  2015
Mr JR France John  2010
Mr nMP France nicholas  2010
Miss C Francis Cerys  2011
Mr AS Francis Andrew  2011
Mr R Francis Rory  2011
Mr T Francis Toby  2011
Mrs R Francis Rhian  2011
Mr F Francis Francis l 1984
Miss A Frear Amelia  2014
Mrs A Frear Amanda  2014
Mr D Frear Dean  2014
Miss M Frear Madeleine  2014
Mr CR Freund Colin  1981
Mrs EJ Freund Jane  1969
Mr Dn Freund norman G l 1963
Frau E Fuchs Elizabeth hM S 1994
herr F Fuchs Fredy hM S 1983
Frau S Fuchs Susie hM S 1975
herr K Fuchs  Karl hM S 1975
Ms A Fulton Anita  2014
Mr M Furger-Kennedy Michael  2015
Mr JR Furness Richard  2015
Mr y Gachoud yves  1991
Mrs AC Galbraith Antionette  2006
Miss D Galica Divina G GA D 1960
Mr DC Gallagher David  2010
Mr JE Gallagher James  2010
Miss VR Gallagher Victoria  2010
Dr JE Gallagher Jennifer  2009
Mrs D Gandy-wright Donna  2013
Mrs JC Gardner Juliet  1954
Mr nhn Gardner nigel G GA 1950
Mr hG Garthwaite henry  2011 Mr 
MC Garthwaite Martin hM S 1975
Mr wFb Garvey william  1985
Mr Ml Gash Morgan  2005
Mr PV Gash Peter  2005
Mrs lJ Gash lesley  2005
Miss M Gash Monica  2001
Mr SV Gaskell Vaughan S 1957
Mr M Gassmann Marc  2011
Mr R Gassmann Richard  2011
Mr EF Gates Edward  1968
Mr F Gay Freddie  2009
Mrs n Gay niki  2009
Miss C Gay Caroline  2009
Miss E Gay Elizabeth  2009
Miss C Gay Catherine  2009
Mr GP Gay Geoffrey D 1991
Mr iD Geddes ian  2013
Mrs h George-Collins henrietta  2014
Mr PR Gepfert Phil  1983
Frau M Gerber Margaret S 1994
Mr b Gerber  S hM 1962
Miss D Germain Debbi-/Ann  2015
Miss G Gertsch Gabriel  2013
Miss l Gertsch larissa  2013
Mr A Gertsch Alexander  2013
Miss S Gertsch Sophia  2013
herr MK Gertsch Martin D 2002
herr hP Gertsch hans-Peter S 1995
Frau K Gertsch Kathy hM S 1984
herr C Gertsch Christophe hM S D  1984
herr V Gertsch Viktor hM G hP 1979
herr u Gertsch uli hM S 1964
herr F Gertsch Fritz hM S 1962

Miss lG Gibbons lorna  2011
Mrs S Gibson Susan  2011
Mr V Gibson Vernon  2011
Miss A Gibson Anna  2011
Mr A Gibson Alex  2011
Mr G Gigg Graham  2006
Mrs K Gilbert Kirsten  1964
Mr RJ Gilbert Richard S 1960
Mr J Gilkinson Jake  2013
Mr JR Gilmour John hM 1984
Mr Dn Gilvary Dermot  1999
Miss S Gladstone Sophie  2015
Mr T Gladstone Thomas  2015
Mr M Gladstone Matthew  2015
Mrs K Gladstone Katherine  2015
Mrs Al Gloster Annie  2009
Mr MC Gloster Malcolm  2008
Mrs h Gloster helen  1999
Mr J Gluck Jean-Daniel  2011
Mr A Gonzales Alfredo  2012
Mr R Goodbody Richard  2012
Mr RhP Goodwin Robert  2010
Mrs. oi Gordon olivia S 1987
Mr F Gosling Francis  2005
Mrs K Gosling Katrina  2005
Mrs AM Gould Angela  2013
Mr KJ Gould Kevin  2013
Mme M Gransagnes Margarete  1997
Mr Pw Green Patrick  1990
Mr Jw Greening John  1983
Mrs hM Gregson helen  1992
Mr ADw Griffith Antony  2012
Mr AT Griffith Andrew S 1998
Mrs RS Gunn Renate S l 1993
Mr Jh Gunn John l G 1993
Mr JR hackett James  2012
Mr lD hackett luke  2001
Mr RS hackett Richard RA D 1956
Mrs hK hadfield harriet  1991
Mr mj hadfield Matthew  1991
herr A haesler Andreas l 1970
Mr M haines Michael  2015
Mrs M haines Mary  2015
Mrs J hall Jane  2006
Mr G hall Graeme  2006
Mrs hSo hamer hilary  1978
Mrs Mi hamilton-Sharp Mary  1966
Mr JR hardwick Richard  1980
Mr JM hargreave Michael S 1954
Miss  harnett  l 1971
Mr JCb harnett  RA l 1971
Mr Rw harrington Robert  2009
Miss n harris nicola  2015
Mr J harris John  2015
Miss A harris Annabel  2015
Mr M harris Matthew  2015
Mrs R harris Rachel  2015
Dr. Mh harris Mike  1989
Mr nbM harrison nicholas  1988
Mrs A harrison-Allen Amanda  2008
Mr DTn hart David  2004
Miss E hartley Ella  2008
Cdr MJ harvey Michael  2001
Mrs KA harvey Katherine  2001
Mr R harvey Robert  2001
Mr C harvey Colin  2001
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Mr ME hatcher Mike  1982
Mrs C haymen Ceejay  2014
Mrs P headey Pauline  2009
Mr PJ headey Peter  2004
Frau R heller Ruth hM S 1979
Mr AJ hennings Alexander  2004
Miss C henry Camille  2014
Mr G henry Geoffrey  2014
Miss J henry Juliette  2014
Mr REw hensman Robert  2014
Mrs CT hensman Claire  2011
Miss lCb hensman lucinda  1996
Mr PRw hensman Peter  1975
Mr P hermon-Taylor Peter  2006
Mrs FM hervey Fiona S 1962
Mr T hetherton Tim  2015
Miss VJ higgin Victoria  1997
Miss RF hill Rosanna  2014
Mrs w hill wendy S 2009
Mrs S hill Susan  2009
Miss J hill Jennifer  2008
Mr M hill Matthew  2006
Mr PJ hill Philip l S 2002
Mrs ASD hilleary Sheena G GA 1952
Mr RM hillman Richard  2008
Mrs AR hinde Alison  2014
Mr SF hinde Sean  2014
Mr A hinde Alex  2014
Miss E hinde Emma  2014
Frau b hirni beatrice hM S 1982
Mr G hirst-Malin Giles  2008
Miss l hirst-Malin lara  2008
Mrs SC hirst-Malin Sarah  2008
Mr RD hocking Robbo l 1988
Miss G hodgson Georgia  2008
Mr G hodgson Geoff  2008
Mrs JMw hodgson Jill  1988
Mr J hofer Julien  2013
Mr D holdsworth David  2013
Mr SA hollington Simon S 1979
Mrs VM hollington Paddy S 1957
Mr TJ holmes Timothy  1968
Mr RJ holt Richard  2012
Mr bGC holt benjamin  2009
Mr Z hopkins Zak  2013
Mr l hopkins lol  2013
 Mr MD hopkins Michael  2007
Miss E horcajo Elena  2007
Mr A horcajo Alberto  2007
Miss J horcajo Jane  2007
Miss A horcajo Alicia  2007
Miss JA hoskins Julie  1975
Mr CJ houlbrooke Christopher  1984
Mr Fw hoult Frederick  2012
Mr JP howard Jeremy S D 2000
Mr RA hoyle Roger  1996
Mrs JS hoyle Sarah S 1996
Mr CJP hoyle Christopher  1996
Mr S hrones  l 1972
Mr AS humphryes Adam  1973
Mr GRA hunter Gregor  2000
Mr R huntford  hM S 1968
Mrs Cl huntington Carol  2014
Mr S hutton Stuart  2012
Mr R iggulden Robert  2015
Miss K ihrig Katharina  2013
Mr P ihrig Peter  2013

Dr h ihrig hans  2013
Miss E ihrig Elisabeth  2013
Mrs A ihrig Anna  2013
Mr RiA ireland Robert SA D 1965
Ms SJM ireland Sally GA l D 1963
Mrs SF Jacoby Susan  2006
Mr AR James Robin  1980
Mrs V Jamieson Valerie  2004
Mr VC Jamieson Victor  1975
Mrs. hM Jamieson hilda S 1956
Mr J Janson Jonathan S 1949
Mrs CP Jayes Clare  2004
Mr bh Jayes brian  2004
Mr oCP. Jeanneret  l 1963
Mr A Jelicic Alexander  2008
Mr n Jenkins ned  2014
Miss E Jenkins Edith  2014
Mrs A Jenkins Anna  2014
Mr M Jenkins Molly  2014
Mr P Jenkins Philip  2014
Mr MJ Jessop Matthew  2008
Mr M Joas Martin  2012
Mrs MJ Job Melinda  2004
Mr PD Job Peter  2004
Miss nA Job natalie  2004
Mrs Ji Johns Jean  2012
Mr CM Johnson Christopher  2009
Mr GD Johnson Geoffrey  1995
Mrs G Johnson Gillian S 1989
Mr wS Johnston william  2008
Miss P Johnston Pamela  2007
Miss J Jones nuala  2013
Mr n Jones nick  2012
Mrs K Jones Karen  2009
Mrs FhR Jones hilda  1997
Mr AR Jordan Alan  2007
Dr DV Joss Vanda D 1985
Mr PA Kaju Paul  2011
Mr CP Kalbraier Christopher  1991
Mr l Karavasili leo  2013
Miss V Kaufman Victoria l 1972
Mr M Keatley Mark  2015
Mr TS Keeling Timothy  2010
Mr AC Kennedy Alastair  2014
Ms Jh Kennedy helen  2013
Mr Ri Kennedy Robert  1996
Mr nlA Kennett nicholas  2010
Mrs SP Kent Sue  1980
Mrs C Keown (nee Procter) Susan S 1955
Mr J Kerr John  2008
Mr RJ Kerry Roger l 1956
Mrs V Kilgour Victoria  2011
Miss SM Killwick Sheridan G D 1991
Ms Al King Alison  2013
Miss i King isabel  2010
Mr DJ King David  2009
Mr C King Caradoc  1993
Mrs J King Janey D 1993
Mrs n King (nee walduck) natasha  1992
Mr AG Kingham Alfred  2012
Mr A Kitchin Andy  2014
Mr l Kitchin liam  2014
Mr T Kitchin Tristan  2014
Miss E Kite Ella  2007
Mr Pb Kite Peter  2007
Mr hM Kleiweg de Zwaan Maarten  2010
Mrs TE Kleiweg de Zwaan Eva  2010
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Mr ED lonie Duncan l G 1985
Mrs. JA lonie Janet S 1985
Mr JC lovatt John  1990
Mrs uE loveday unni S 1973
Mr DF lovegrove David  1988
Mrs E lovell Emma  2015
Mr RDE lovell Richard GA S D 1962
Dr n low nicola  2011
Mr CJ luke Charlie  2013
Mr PAhM lukowski Peter S l 1963
Mr Sn lunn Stephen  2014
Mr Pw lunt Peter  2014
Mr J lynch James  2014
Mr FwA lynch bruce  2013
Mr FPJ lyons Daniel  2007
Mr AD lyons Alexander  2007
Miss FC Mabey Fiona  1981
Mrs i Mabey-Kite isabel  2007
Mr D MacDonald Donald  2015
Mrs R MacDonald Ruth  2015
Mr TA Mace Toby  2011
Mr CRD Mackintosh Charlach G GA l 1953
Mrs P Mackintosh  S 1951
Mr D Mackintosh Douglas GA l 1946
Mrs E Macleod Elaine G 1994
Miss A Macready Anna  1981
Mr Rw Malin Richard  2008
Mr iJ Mann ian  2013
Mr PT Manson Paul  1990
Mr JE Marie Julian l 1968
Mr Rw Maris Robin  1960
Mr AG Marriott Alan  2001
Mrs. TR Marriott  l 1967
Miss Vl Marshall Vicky S 1973
Mrs. SK Marsham Suzanne S 1967
herr R Martel Rudi l 1968
Mrs G Martel Gisela l 1968
Mrs A Martin Anna  2013
Mr A Martin Angus  2013
Mr h Martin henry  2013
Mrs G Martin Geraldine  2007
Mr Sb Martin Samuel  1997
Mrs CA Martin Ann  1972
Mr Eb Martin Eric  1972
Mrs M Marx Madeleine hM G 1949
Mr J Maskey James S 2001
Miss l Maskey lucy S D 1993
Mrs. R Maskey Rachel S 1988
Mr MJ Maskey Michael l 1988
Mr PFE Masser Paul  2000
Dr. RM Matheson Roderick  1978
Miss D Mathias Diana S 1973
Mrs F Matthews Fiona  2010
Mr P Matthews Paul  2009
Mr R Mauerhofer  l S 1950
Mr P Maxey Philip  1999
Mrs Vl Maxey Viki l 1999
Mr PC Maxlow-Tomlinson Paul  1982
Miss l Maynard lucy  2004
Mrs l Maynard lauren  2004
Mr D Maynard Daniel  2004
Mr l Maynard luke  2004
Mr J McAbe Terry  2014
Mr FA McAlpine Fergus  2006
Mr Aw McAlpine Andrew  2006
Mr F McAlpine Freddie  2005
Mr ARD McArthur Allan  2006

Mr T Knott Tony  1998
Dr S Kobi Silvia  2014
Mr T Kozlowski Tomasz  2002
Mr hR lambert hugh  2004
Mr RK lancaster Robert  1998
Mrs RP lancaster Rosli S 1973
Mrs EMT lane Miranda  2012
herr P lanz Pierre S 1995
Mrs R latimer Rosemary  2005
Mr JM latimer Jonathan GA 1963
Mr M laughland Max  2012
Mr A laurie-walker Alastair  1983
Mrs A laurie-walker Anna G 1978
Miss RM lawrance Rosie  2000
Mr P lawrance Peter  2000
Mr Dh lawrance harri  2000
Mr RJ lawrance Richard  1984
Dr TM lawrance (nee bevan Jones)   Tessa G D 1969
Mr DJF lawrence David  1995
Miss AK lawson Anna  2005
Mr DJ lawson Douglas  2005
Mrs KJ lawson Katharine  2005
Maj JAG le Coq Jimmy S 1975
Mrs SJ le Coq Jilly  1949
Mrs l leach louise  2009
Mr w leach william  2009
Mr iA leach ian  2005
Mrs FS leach (nee Easdale) Fiona G GA 1969
Mr w leavitt william  2012
Mr J lee Jocelyn  2011
Mr PA lee Peter  1972
Mr iS lees ian  2013
Mrs AM lees-Jones Anne  2001
Mr CP lees-Jones Christopher  2001
Mr A lehner Andy  2015
Mrs b lehrell(neehargreave) belinda  1991
Mr PG lever Peter  2013
Mrs J lever Jane  2013
Miss R lewis Rebecca  2009
Mr MPG lewis Mark  2009
Mrs hn lewis heidi  2009
Mr F lewis Freddie  2009
Mr Di lewis David  2009
Mr w lewis william  2006
Mr RC lewis Richard  1982
Mrs R ley Rebekah  2010
Miss b ley beatrice  2010
Mr A ley Alfred  2010
Mr nS ley nigel  2001
Mr KA liddell Kier  2004
Mr AC liddell Adrian  1975
herr uRS liebethal urs l 1969
Mr h lightfoot harry  2014
Mr PM lightfoot Peter S 1968
Mr JJl lillingston-Paterson Jamie  1981
Mr RJ linden-Kelly Rory  2014
Dr AP lipscomb Anthony S 1984
 Mrs PJb lipscomb (nee Myles) Pennie S 1963
Miss S lismore Sophie  2009
Mr J lismore Jake  2009
Mr K lismore Kieran  2009
Mrs S lismore Sally  2009
Mr JA livingston   1988
Dr. D lobozzo David l 1972
Miss h lodge helen  2010
Mr J lonie Jamie  2015
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Mrs MEM nice Marguerite  2008
Mr P nicholas Peter  
Mr RRV nicholson Rodney  1956
Mr C nicol Charles  2015
Mr M nolan Michael  2012
Mr M nolan Andrew  2010
Mr AJ norris Alan  2006
herr u novak urkan  2013
Mr C nye Cliff  2009
Mr S nye Stephen  1992
Mr E o’brien Evan  2002
Miss A o’brien Amy  2002
Mr A o’brien Andrew  2002
Mr C o’Gallagher Conor  2013
Mr A o’Gallagher Angus  2013
Mrs S o’Gallagher Susan  2010
Mr n oldham nick  2014
Mr M oldham Michael  2004
Mr MJ oliver Michael  2001
Mrs.  o’Meara  l 1970
Miss S ommanney Sarah  1996
Mrs SJ ommanney Sandra  1996
Mr MP ommanney Martin  1996
Mr E omolu Edmond  2006
Mr DG orf David  1998
Mr CE orme Charles  1981
Mr MJ osborne Marcus  2008
Mrs El Padania (neewalduck) Eloise  1991
Mr J Pailthorpe John  2008
Mr lw Palmer lawrence  1974
Mr D Panter David  1959
Dr nTM Panton nicholas  2012
Miss G Panton Georgina  2012
Ms M Parker Minette  2010
Mr D Parker Dean  2008
Mrs SJF Parker Sarah  2005
Mr PSJ Parker Paul  2005
Mrs RM Parker Ruth  1996
Mrs S Partridge Sarah  2015
Mr M Pascall Mike  2006
Mr R Patel Raj  2012
Mr An Paterson Andrew  2013
Mrs DM Paterson Diane l S 1972
Mr RA Paterson Robin l S 1968
Mrs JM Paxton Jane  1993
Mr Jn Paxton John S 1950
Mr MK Penberthy Kevin  1988
Mr P Penev Peter  2014
Mr JSD Penrose James  2006
Miss A Penrose Alexandra  2006
Mr CAS Penrose Christopher  2006
Mrs RKE Penrose Kate  2006
Mr SnS Penrose Stephen  2006
Mr AnS Pepper Adrian  2012
Mr JC Percival Jonathan  2012
Mr CJ Perkins Cynthia  2008
Mr iS Perkins ian  2008
Mr G Perrott Godfrey  2009
Mr T Perrott Thomas  1994
Mr w Perrott william S 1994
Mrs l Perrott lesley  1994
Mr EFV Perrott Edward G D 1994
Miss C Peterson Claire  2011
Ms JA Peterson Jane  2011
Mrs hM Pette heather  2010
Mr b Pette brian  1987
Mr M Pettifer Michael  2011

Mrs S McArthur Susan  2003
Mr SJ McCarthy Sean S 2010
Mrs M McCombie Martine  2006
Dr. iw McCormick ian G GA l 1958
Mrs hE McCutchan helen  2001
Miss Mh McCutchan Mary  2001
Mr JDS McCutchan Donald  1991
Mr R McDevitt Ralph  2010
Mrs. C McEwan (nee Sims) Caroline G GA 1954
Mr DR McGilvray Donald  1998
Ms M McGrade Michelle  2005
Mr P Mcintosh Patrick  2015
Mr JD Mcintyre John  2014
Mrs bA Mclucas blyth  1995
Mr wP Mclucas william  1995
Mr M McMahon Jed  2011
Mrs J McMahon Joanna  2011
Mr J McMahon Jack  2011
Mr M McMahon Max  2011
Mr R McMillan Rod  2007
Prof. iA Mcneish iain  2012
Mrs JM Medves (nee Ryan) Jenny S 1984
Dr JRC Mew John  1969
Mr Jh Mewburn   1982
Mr hw Meyer  hM S 1963
Dr. DR Michell  S 1959
Mrs S Mihai Sonia  2015
Miss P Millard Paige  2014
Mr o Millard oliver  2014
Miss V Miller Vi bA 2002
Mrs V Miller Ginie  2002
Miss ME Miller Maggie S hM 1957
M A Miller-Duffy Aoipe  2015
Mr D Mills David  2012
Mrs h Mitchell hazel  2012
Mr PJ Mitchell Patrick  2012
Mr An Mitchell neil RA 1959
Mr CAJ Mitchell Clive GA 1959
Mr iJ Moir ian  2012
Frau l Molitor lillan hM S 1985
herr R Molitor Rico hM S 1985
Mr ACV Montgomery Andrew S 1971
Mrs C Mooney Christel  2010
Mr J Mooney John-Dean  2010
Mr h Mooney hugo  2010
Mr SE Mooney Steven  2010
Mr P Mooney Pip  2010
Ms JE Moore Joyce  2012
Mrs hEJ Moore liz S D 2002
Mr MRh Moore Michael  2002
Miss A Moore Alexandra  2002
Mr J Moore John  2002
Mr nD Moore nigel S bA D 1989
Mr GR Moore Graham  1982
Mr M Morgan Matthew  2010
Mrs KJ Morgan Karen  1981
Mr SM Mucklow Steven  2008
Miss P Murphy Patricia G GA l 1958
Mr AP Murray Angus  1999
Mr CD Murray-brown Charles  2005
herr K napflin Karl S 2011
Mrs D nason Dana  2009
Mrs. S ness(Jamieson) Sheila S 1956
Mr PEF newbald Peter  1964
Mrs E newbold Elaine  2008
Miss A newbold Anna  2008
Mr SAC newbold Simon  2007
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Ms S Pfenniger Sherry  2011
Mr b Phillips brian S 2000*
Mrs C Phillips Christina S 2000*
Mr S Phillips Simon  2000*
Mr M Phister Marc  2014
M G Pier George  1982
Mme. l Pier louise  1982
Mrs. J Pinckney belinda S 1950
Mr A Pink Adrian  2006
Mr AG Pink Alastair  2002
Mr DC Pinkney David S 1960
Mr bK Pitchers brian  2014
Mr nC Pitt nigel l 2000
Mr EJ Pleasance Edward  1996
Mr Jl Plesman Jan l 1964
Sir GF Pollock George GA RA 1946
Mr JJh Pople Jack  2011
Mr nD Pople nick  2002
Dr GE Porter Gwenda  2002
Mrs V Poutney Vivienne  2015
Miss M Poutney Maddy  2015
Miss A Poutney Alice  2015
Mr D Poutney David  2015
Miss h Power (nee Alban Davies)   hester  1991
Mr MP Pragnell Michael  1994
Mr nE Pratt nigel  1985
Mrs EJ Pratt (nee Sheering) Edith RA 1965
Mrs FA Preece Felicity  2005
Dr RJ Preece Richard  2005
Mr P Prentice Paul  2013
Mr w Prest wilf  2011
Mrs Gi Prest Gilda  2000
Mr RJ Prest Richard S 1985
Miss M Price Martha  2014
Mr D Price David  2014
Mr G Price Gabriel  2014
Mr E Price Elijah  2014
Dr AM Price Amy  2013
Mr CSDT Price Charles  2004
Mr DT Price David G 1971
Mrs CJ Prichard Carolyn  2011
Mr hG Prichard hugh  2011
Mr hP Prinsen Paul l 1972
Mr hJ Prior-Palmer hugh  1977
Mr CA Pritchard Charles  2002
Mr G Purbrick Guy  2014
Mr J Raats Jan l 1971
Mr J Rabey Judson  2010
Mr M Ramsay Max  2000
Mr J Ramsay James  1997
Mr wA Ramsay william  1997
Mrs M Ramsay Martine  1997
Mr JhD Rankin Jamie S 1968
Mrs AJ Rankin Alicia S 1946
Mrs AlR Rankin (nee Edmonds) Anna S 1970
Mrs KM Ransom Katherine  2013
Mr MA Ransom Mark  2013
Mr R Redmund Rudolf  2012
Dr SGo Rees Ted S 1985
Mrs C Regez Clare  2004
Mr A Reicher Andrew  2000
Mrs h Reicher hilary  2000
Flt.lt. M Reid Mike  1986
Mrs VS Reid Sonia  1972
Mr MT Reynolds Marcus l 1969
Mr h Richardson howard  2014
Mrs l Richardson louise  2014

Mr PCA Richardson Paul  2003 
Mr J Richardson John  1991
Mrs. E Richardson   1991
Mr Jh Richardson Julian  1981
Mrs JA Rickford Jackie  1983
Dr wJ Rickford Jeremy S 1979
Dr. AJ Rigby John G GA D 1957
Sir J Ritblat John l 1999
Mr GR Rivers Graham  2012
Mr C Roberts Charles  2008
Mrs C Roberts Clare  2001
Sir iA Roberts ivor  1987
lady Ebb Roberts Elizabeth  1987
Mrs D Robinson Diane  2013
 TRR Robinson Tim  2013
Mrs ME Robinson Maggie  2011
Mr DG Robinson David  2011
Mrs nJ Robinson nicola  2010
Mr S Robinson Simon  2010
Mr G Robinson Guy  2010
Mrs hA Robinson hilary  2002
Miss SA Robinson Sophie  2002
Mr AD Robinson Andrew  2002
Miss KE Robinson Kate  2002
Mr MC Robinson Matthew  2000
Mr MA Robinson Michael  1992
Mrs CS Robinson Carolyn  1992
Mr Pn Robinson Peter  1980
Mrs RE Robinson Ruth  1980
Mrs Slb Robinson Sarah (nee Myles) G 1965
Mr TS Rogers Tony S 1949
Mr G Rogerson Grant  2009
Mr JE Romer John hM S 1976
Mrs D Ronson Dina  2014
Mr G Ronson Gareth  2014
Mrs GEJS Rose Sandria  1997
Mr AA Ross Ali hM S 1974
Mrs Vh Rowe Val  1998
Mr C Rowe Colin  1988
Mr n Rowley nathan  1997
Ms A Rubi Alicia  2007
Miss PJ Rudd Penny  2013
Mr i Runcie ian  2015
Mr JR Russell ian  1981
Ms RM Ryan Rosemary  2010
Mrs. RC Ryan Rosanne  1991
Mr CJ Ryan Charles  1980
Mrs SA Ryan Susan hM 1970
Mrs JAy Rylands Judy  1983
Rev PA Sainter Philip  2013
Mr Jw Sallis Jeremy  2007
Mr T Sanders Thomas  2014
Mr o Sandison oliver  2004
Mrs S Sandison Sophie  2004
Mr TJ Saunders Timothy  2008
Mr TR Saunders Thomas  2006
Mrs l Savage Jones lynne  2009
Mr h Savage Jones howard  2009
Mr MF Schaapman Michel  2002
herr A Schlunegger Adolf S l 1988
Mr Mh Schoch  S 1970
Mr TC Scholer Terry  2009
herr l Scholten lutz  2015
herr D Scholten Detlef  2015
Frau b Scholten barbara  2015
Frl K Scholten Kerstin  2015
Mr A Schwarz Anthony  2014
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Mr P Stannah Patrick  2007
Mr J Stannah Jon G l 2002
Mr AnR Stannah Alan  1989
Mr PS Steel Peter  2014
Prof. JA Stephens John l 1988
Ms VC Stern Vivien  2012
herr w Steuri walter hM S 1994
Frau M Steuri Margrit hM S 1994
Mr Kb Stevens Kieran G 1992
Mrs bJ Stevens (nee Gibson) brenda  1992
Mr GG Stewart George hM S 1974
Mrs. P Stirling Trish S 1958
Mr J Storer James  2011
Miss l Storer lucy  2011
Mr T Storer Toby  2011
Mr S Storer Simon  2011
Mrs E Storer liz  2011
Miss S Stowell Susanna  2014
Miss KE Strage Katya  2004
Mr GhA Street Graeme  2005
Miss K Stroebe Kathenne  2001
Prof w Stroebe wolfgang  2001
Dr M Stroebe Margaret  2001
Mrs S Sutcliffe Sally  2007
Mr wh Suter hugh  2008
Miss Cw Sutherland Catriona  1988 
Miss Aw Sutherland Alison  1981
Mr bw Sutherland bruce l 1972
Mrs h Sutherland heather  1972
Mrs AJ Suvan Jean  2013
Mrs b Syme barbara  1970
Mr TT Tait Thomas  1985
Mr AP Talalla Piers  2005
Mr DA Tanton   1973
Mrs lE Tapson lianne  2011
Mr T Tapson Toby  2011
Miss E Tapson Ella  2011
Mr A Tapson Adam  2011
Mr KV Tapson Keith  2011
Mr S Tautz Steven  2006
Mr  Tautz James  2006
Mr T Tayler Theodore  2011
Mr MJ Taylor Michael  2009
Miss K Taylor Kate  2009
Mrs C Taylor Christina  1991
Mr nCD Taylor nicholas  1991
Mr PK Taylor Philip l G 1985
Mr JJK Taylor Jonathan G GA 1960
Mrs. l Tedbury loveday  1975
Mr JSJh Tedbury Stephen S 1971
Mr Jl Temple Jeff  2010
Miss J Tennant Julia  2011
Mr D Tennant David  2011
Mr E Thackray Edward  2015
Miss h Thexton heather  2013
Mr PC Thomas Paul  2007
Mrs J Thomas Jane  2007
Mr AR Thompson Andrew  2012
Mrs wS Thorp wendy  2007
Mr nh Thorp nigel  2007
Mr P Thurk Paul  2013
Mr Th Thursfield Timothy  1995
Mr Jh Thursfield John  1995
Mr Mb Tillett Michael  1967
Mrs il Tingle lynn  2012
Mrs nJ Todd nichola  2006
Miss hE Todd-Saunders helen  2006

Rev. RP Scoones Roger S 1978
Mr C Scott Charles  2013
Mr MJ Scott Michael  1992
Mr nK Scroggs nick  2005
Mr A Seaman Andrew  2007
Miss Ah Seaman (nee Freund) Anne S 1983
Mr A Sebba Adam  2015
Mrs. V Seiler Vivienne l 1975
herr R Seiler Rene S 1968
Mr G Senior George  2012
Mr MMw Severne Michael hM S 1937
Mr M Shaw Matthew  2009
Mr  Shaw Michael  2000
Miss R Shaw Rhianna  2000
Miss T Shaw Tara  2000
Mrs. JR Shaw (nee Graves) Julia  1979
Dr A Shelly Alison  2013
Mr ih Shepherd ian  2011
Mrs C Sheppard Claire  2011
Miss h Sheppard honor  2011 
Mr R Sherras Richard  2008
Mr A Sherras Andrew  2008
Mrs K Sherras Katherine  2008
Mr bR Sherras brian  2008
Miss E Sherras Emily  2008
Mr Jb Shewring John  2009
Mr M Shnaps Maurice  1999
Mrs b Shnaps beverley S 1994
herr Cu Sieber Chris l 1970
Frau u Sieber-Fehr ursula l 1952
Mr S Simpson Andrew  2015
Mr wi Simpson ian l 2007
Mr JR Sims-hilditch John  2007
Mr w Sims-hilditch william  2007
Miss b Sims-hilditch betty  2007
Mrs E Sims-hilditch Emma  2007
Mr CJ Slaski Christopher  2009
Miss A Slatter Annabelle  2014
Mr n Smith nathan  2015
Mr R Smith Roger  2007
Mr G Smith George  2007
Miss G Smith Frances  2007
Mr R Smith Robert  2007
Mr T Smith Toby  2007
Miss h Smith harriet  2005
Mr S Smith Shaun  2005
Miss S Smith Stephanie  2005
Mrs J Smith Judith  2005
Miss F Smith Fleur  2005
Mr o Smith oskar  2005
Mr S Smith Stephen  2005
Mr JP Smith John  2005
Mr EC Smith Eric  2004
Dr lDR Smith David  1998
Mrs MC Smyth Clare  1991
Mr h Soljak harry  2010
Dr M Soljak Michael  2010
Mr nJG Spence nicholas  2008
Dr CJ Spicer Colin  2004
Mr DA Spratt David  2014
Mrs T Staeger-Follet Teresa S 1958
Miss S Stammers Sophie  2005
Mr b Stammers benjamin  2005
Mr nl Stammers nick  2005
Mrs KM Stammers Karen  2005
Mrs JM Stannah Jennifer  2013
Mr blR Stannah brain  2013



Mr ST Todd-Saunders Samuel  2006
Mr Eo Toke-bjolgerud Edward  2005
Mr n Tracey nick  2002
Mrs S Troughton nee Campbell-Preston    Sarah GA l 1967
Mr h Tschabold hano S 2012
Mrs S Tucker  RA l 1955
Dr S Turk Suzannah  2007
Mr C Turner Charlie  2014
Mr EJ Turner Edward  2013
Mr T Turner Terry D 2000
Mr GJ Turner Geoff  1984
Mr K unger Karl  2006
Mr MJ upton Michael  1956
Mr E utting Edward  2003
Mr M utting Mike  2003
Mr A utting Alex bA 2003
Miss K utting Kristina  2003
Mrs T utting Tuula  2003
Frau J van Eeghen-Fischer Jutta  2009
Mrs D Van Zalinge Dawn  1968
Mrs S Vans Agnew Sally  2015
Mr P Vans Agnew Peter  2015
Miss G Vans Agnew Grace  2015
Mr T Vans Agnew Toby  2015
Mr h Vans Agnew harvey  2015
Mr EDh Verden Anderson David S D 1973
Mrs EA Verden-Anderson Elizabeth  1999
herr P von Allmen Paul hM S 1982
Frau MM von Allmen Margaret hM 1982
Frau S von Almen Silvia  2003
herr uK von Almen urs  1988
herr A von Almen Andreas  1982 
Frau E von Almen  S 1982
Frau E von Almen  hM S 1979
Mrs A wade Angela  1953
Mr w waghorn william  1983
Mrs Al waghorn linnet hM S 1960
herr P wagner Peter l 1967
Ms A wagstaff Amy  2014
Ms P wagstaff Pippa  2014
Mr G wagstaff George  2014
Mrs A waind Amanda  2007
Mr S wainman Simon  1998
Mrs D wainman Diana  1998
Mr h wainwright hugh  2015
Mrs h wakeford harriett  2015
Mrs AJ walduck Amanda  1998
Mrs S walduck Susan l 1992
Mr JAG walduck Jason  1991
Mrs Sl walduck Sara S l 1991
Mr DCT walduck Daniel  1991
Mrs. V walduck Vanessa l 1986
Mr nSRD walduck nicholas  1985
Mr AhEP walduck Alexander  1985
Mr Sh walduck Stephen S l 1965
Mr Rn walduck Robert S 1961
Mr hR walduck Richard S l 1958
Mr Th walduck Tom P G l D 1958
Mrs PJ waley Penelope S 1963
Mr JG walker Jonathan  2004
Mrs GS walker Gill  2004
Mrs DM walker Deborah  2002
Mrs KT waller(nee walduck) Katharine  1992
Miss TA wallis Theresa Anne RA 1971
Dr bh walpoth beat l 1968
Mrs Co walton(nee walduck) Candida  1992
Mr R ward Robin  2013

Mr RS ward Richard  2009
Mr nR ward-Jackson nicholas  2012
Mr EJT wasdell Edward  2006
Mr CnE wasdell Charles  1986
Mr DC wasdell Donald  1986
Miss SA waterhouse Sarah  1995
Mr Th waterhouse Thomas  1995
Mr Dh waterhouse David  1986
Mr JM watherston John  1974
Miss E watson Erica  2014
Miss i watson isabella  2014
Mr JA watson James  2012
Mr CD watson Charlie  2000
Mr DR watson David  2000
Mrs KM watson Kate  2000
Mr wR watson william  2000
Mr GE watson George  2000
Rev Rb watson Robert  1992
Miss T watts Thea  2009
Miss A-R watts Amelie-Rose  2009
Mr o watts oliver  2009
Mrs AJ watts Antoinette  2009
Miss J watts Jemma  2009
Mrs C watts Clare  2009
Mr R watts Raef  2009
Mr JC watts Jeremy  2009
Mr Mh weale Michael  2000
Mr l webb luke  2004
Mr n webb nigel  2004
Mr J webb Joseph SA 2004
Mrs. C webster  l 1974
Mrs AV webster Anne hM 1963
Mr w wells william  2015
Mr DPA wells David  2007
Mrs M wells Michele  2007
Mr ECJ wells Christian l S 1998
Mrs GMK wells Katherine l 1998
Miss hAK wells henrietta  1998
Mr MG west Martin D S 1993
Miss C west Carol  1987
Mr b whatford ben  2015
Mr MJ wheeler Michael  1998
Mr MJD wheeler Michael S 1994
Mr RC wheway Richard S 1966
Mr DJ white Derek  2008
Mrs MMD white Dolores  1998
Mr D white Duncan  1996
Mr J whitehouse James  2013
Miss E whitehouse Emily  2013
Mr J whitehouse John  2013
Mr FwD whitelaw Freddie S D 1972
Mr J whittet Jeremy  2007
Mr nT whittet neil  2003
Mrs hF whittet helen  1998
Mrs R widmer Ruth  2013
Mr G widmer George  2013
Mrs Sh wilkinson hetta  1998
Sir G wilkinson Graham GA G 1959
Miss E willan Elizabeth  2005
Mr MSD williams Marcus  1987
Mr D williams-Gravener David  2012
Mr SP williamson Simon  2002
Capt JP williamson Joseph S D 2002
Mr AM willis Andrew  2002
Mr C willmott Colin  2009
Mrs T willmott Tracy  2009
Miss h willmott hannah  2009
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Mr o willmott oliver  2009
Mr hEn wilsher henry  1992
Mr A wilson Alan  1997
Mr J wilson Jamie  1997
Mr JP withinshaw John  1994
Mrs GJ withinshaw Georgina  1994
Mr EJ wolfe ned  2013
Mr PEC wolfe Philip  2013
Mr EbF wood Edmund  2014
Miss hV wood helena  2002
Mr JA wood James  2002
Mr A woodcock Andrew  2011
Mr SJ woodhall Simon  2007
Mr MJ woodhall Mike l S 1978
Mr Jb woods John  2011
Capt n woolgar nick  1997
Mr D wright Darren  2014
Mr P wright Peter  2013
Mr JGl wright John  2002
Mrs l wylde lucy  2001
Mr G wylde George  2001
Mr J wylde John  2001
Mr R wylde   1970
herr S wyss  l 1983
Frau T wyss  l 1983
Mr Sw yarnold Stephen  2014
Mr MKR yates Martin  2007
Mr A younger Alexander  2012
Mrs G younger Gillian  2012
Mr F younger Freddie  2012
Mr w younger william  2012
Mr J younger Jamie  2009
Mr w youngs william  2013
Mrs JM youngs Jenny  2013
Mr G youngs George  2013
Mr C yung Christopher  2013
Mr A yung Adrian  2013
Miss C yung Catherine  2013
Mr R Zimmerman Roland  2015
Mrs S Zimmerman Sonia  2014
Mr R Zimmerman Roland  2014
Mr M Zumbuehl Markus  2011
Mrs b Zumbuehl barbara  2011 
Mr R Zumbuehl Ryan  2011
Miss l Zumbuehl laura  2011
Mrs RM Zvegintzov Maree G D hM 1986
Mr ni Zvegintzov nicholas S 1986
Maj ADJ Zvegintzov Sacha SA 1984
Capt PD Zvegintzov Paul G D hM 1972
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